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HELP ACCIDENT VICTIM — Resclf- e ifelsonnel with Murray fire Depart-
ment Calloway County fire-Rescue Squad and Mercy Ambulance carry
Sara Jensen, 19, Route 1, Paris, to an awaiting vehide following a car-truck
accident on U. S. 641 south of Murray Wednesday. Western Baptist
,!.idger '8c Times9th Year 16c Per.C.010 Volume 99 No. 116
Hospital spokesman today said Miss Jensen is in very critical condition with
head and neck injuries. The driver of the truck, William Flood. 42, Route 3,
Murray, was uninjured. Rescue volunteers used a -jaws of life" to free the
woman from the car. 
Photo bv David Frank
TVA Board Okays 8.5% Increase
KNOXVILLE, •Tenn. ( AP) —
Effective July 1, Tennessee Valley
Authority ellettric rates will go up SA
percent, an increase which is needed to
keep the nation's largest utility oper-
ating in the black, according to IVA
off iciabi.
The rate Nice was approved Wed-
nesday during a TVA board meeting
which marked the last one for Aubrey
Wagner, who retires today as board
chairman.
Miss Marlene Farrell,
Miss Spring Of 1978
You are invited to go on a shopping tour of Murray with Miss Marlene
Farrell. Milk Spring of 1978, in a special 24-page section included in today's
edition.
Marlene, a 17-year-old senior at Murray High School, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Farrell of 1004 Westgate Drive
A member of St. Leo's Catholic Church, Marlene says she loves all sports,
particularly basketball, horseback riding, skiing and swimming. As a mat-
ter of fact, Marlene enjoys all outdoor activities.
Her favorite food are steak and potatoes, "long with Coke. awl her
- favorite colons green; the same-shade asteneyes. '
Marlene is a five feet,eiglit inches tall and weighs 120 pounds.,
-SW has played ~leo the-4w Pat High-ifIrts
four years and received honorable mention on the all-eel/ion linalsetbaW
team. She was selected as 1977 Basketball Queen at MHS.
-,f-VariertuturtaisorbestrisisetedgallbterWbaiwillultgebott Atkletlesing
to America's Outstanding Names and Faces. She also has musical talent and
has played four Years in the MI-IS marching band and symphonic bane -
Marlene plans to attend Murray State University where she will major in
physical education and recreation.
Another board member, Bill Jenkins,
resigned two weeks ago, and the
renuaning board monster, S. David
Freeman, has been named as Wagner's
'replacement by President earter.
Freeman said TVA-would be putting
itself in a financial Wed if it did not
raise its rates."
Freeman and Wagner approved the
increase as the President's Council or
Wage and Price Stability urged the
nation's largest utility to postpone or
reduce its original proposal for a V.
percent hike.
Barry Bosworth, who heads the anti-
inflation agency in Washington, note'
in a letter to Wagner that TVA's latest
increase follows last year's 17 percer
rate hike.
"Since the conditions which have Jet:
to the shortfall seem to be temporary
we urge that the increase either be de-
ferred pending more extensive public
review or be kept well below the level
proposed by the TVA staff," Bosworth
said in his letter.
The boost means TVA customers in a
seven-state area will be paying $29.23 in
July for the first 1,0004tilowatthours of
electricity. This is a $2.33 hike over the
June rate.
The across-the-board increase is in
addition to the monthly adjustment
Ws. maimea In waratieseapay tor told
costs.
"There are two things I have hated to
is a TVA-director," Wagner ,
"and that is vote to buy land from '
people who didn't want to sell and to
raise power rates."
Nat Hughes, TVA power manager,
recommended a 12 percent boost to
offset what he projected to be an $8
million deficit in power system oper-
ations for -the fiscal year ending Sept.
30.
Hughes said the 12 percent hike would
raise an additional $85 million in the
last three months of the fiscal year and
help TVA meet its bonding tests.
Under prodding from Freeman,
however, Hughes said the agency would
have a "fighting chance" with a hike,
producing an extra $70 million.
After discussing amounts ranging
from $50 million to $70 million, the two
directors compromised on $60 million.
TVA power is distributed in most of
Tennessee and parts of Mississippi,
Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina,
Virginia and Kentucky.
Judge Miller Addresses
Regional Meet In Denver
"If you don't do area healtp planning
on your own 'Washington' will send
someone to do it for you," cautioned
Robert 0. Miller, Judge-Executive of
Calloway County and Chairman of the
Kentucky Health Systems Agency-
West, (KILSA-W), in addressing a group
at the Conference of Regional Councils
in Denver last weeki
Judge-Executive Miller was one of
four panelist from across the nation
selected to discuss the role of regional
councils in health planning and the
techniques which local governments
can employ to become more.inxolved in
their Health Systems Agencies ifISA
In answering questions from the
group, the conference panel explained
ho HSAs were designated, laws af-
fecting health planning, the project
review procedures, and the relationship,
between HSAs and local councils of
government.
In 1975, approximately 200 HSAs were
given conditional designation by the
Secretary of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare ( HEW ), and the
governors of fifty states. The agencies
• -z-wier•-: given she • rtuponsibil tty
-'41tillecting arid analyzing data to
document the status of the population's
-r-bealtti, public utilisation of the health
sritenL the effects 1Yr1itie sYStian an ale-- Governing Board, conducting
P°Pulatim Tihrthic Fegidfi, all well is other
.,zuvipvia-uud,tulAta, 
,affecting the health condition of the
HSA area residents.
To date, explained Judge-Executive
dr Miller, approximately 29 agencies have
received "unconditional" approval and
KHSA-W should reach this status by
early September.
The HSA's are given one year to meet
necessary standards for unconditional
status, unless waivers are granted.
Each HSA is responsible for
preparing a Health System Plan, and
an Annual Implementation Plan which
is an overall statement of goals and
objectives intended to guide the
development of the health care delivery
system in that area over the coining
five years. This ability to meet these
goals is the major criterion in judging
whether of not the agency is eligible for
unconditional designation.
"It is our responsibility' as public
officials to develop human resources
programs, as well as roads, airports,
and water systems," stated one of the
panelists.
To 'assure local input, KHSA-W has
establishedaLl Subrea Health Councils
within the western-most counties of
Kentucky. To assit the KHSA-W in
planning for this area, is the Purchase
istreVevelopment District's Subarea
CbtinCIL Its responsibilities
include obtaining advice on its tune-
ilea-ernlaiag planninteseds for
the Porthole Idecting, members to _the
duties as prescribed by the Board.
A group of approximately 70 attended
the meeting during the 12th Annual





A Route 1, Paris, Tenn., woman is in
very entice] condition at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah, today
following a head on collision about 1
p.m. Weditesdey;-.
According to a hoipital igioltearnan,
the woman 19-year-old Sara Lyn
Jensen, is in the hospital's intensive
care unit with head and neck injuries.
Kentucky State Police said the ac-
cident happened about three tenths of a
mile south. of Murray on U. S. 641, when
the car Miss Jensen was driving
collided almost head on with a dump
truck loaded with lime and drivenby 42-
year-old William Flood of Route 3,
Murray.
State police said Flood was traveling
south and Jensen north when the ac-
cident occured.
State police said the impact-1We- e the
car backwards across the highway and
off the levee into some trees. The car
was jammed between a clump of trees
and the truck, state police said.
Murray Fire Department using
"jaws of life" extraction equipment
freed the woman from the vehicle.
Personnel with the Calloway County
• to -
J 1.
'1111*1 • - -_ 44,1 data
Fire-Rescue Squad also stood by in case
of fire.
Personnel with Mercy Ambulance
first rued the woman to the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. She was
later transported to Western Baptist in
Paducah.
State police said Flood wasn't injured
in the accident.
Violet Matheny, 42 U. S. 45N,
Mayfield, sustained multiple con-
tusions in a two vehicle accident
about 4:20 p.m. Wednesday at 12 Street
and Chestnut in Murray.
According to a spokesman for
Murray Police Department, the woman
was injured in a collision with a car
driven by Jimmy Potts, 19, Route 1,
Kirksey.
The police spokesman said Ms.
Matheny walftelykg east On Chestnut,
while Potts was driving-west. Police -
Potts apparently attempted to left —7.
turn into the path of the Matheny auto.
A spokesman for Murray-Calloway
County Hospital said Ms. Matheny was
admitted for observations Wednesday
but was released today. Potts was
uninjured, police said.
TWELFTH AND OffSTNUT MISHAP — Mercy AmbAloce persorutel load
saltr—Viloet Matheny, 42, U. S. 45N, Mayfield, into an awaiting ambulance
following a mishap at 12th Street and Chestnut Wederelday. Driver of the
second vehicle, jimmy Potts, 19, Route 1, IGrksey, was uninjured.
Staff Photo by Rick Orr
Art Guild Is Now Taking
Festival Applications
Murray Art Guild is currently ac-
cepting applications for the 1978 Land
Between The Lakes Arts and Crafts
Festival set June 24 and 25.
The 1978 festival will be held in the
Environmental Education Center in
1.131, each day from 9 a.m. to dusk.
Since the first festival in 1970, the
annual arts and crafts show has grown
to 210 exhibitors from throughout the
nation. The show last year attracted
over 17,000.
According to a spokesamn, the 1978
show will be limited to 250 exhibitors. In
addition to exhibits, skilled cragtsmen
will demonstrate their talents and
musical entertainment will be provided
during both days of the festival.
Some $950 in prizes will be awarded.
Plus, purchase pledges and con-
tributions. have been received from
area merchants.
Visitors can see assorted artists and
craftsmen at work during the two day
show. Exhibitor demonstrations are
encouraged.
This year's show will feature juried
sections for both two dimensional
paintings of any media, and crafts.
The art guild will award a top $150
inside today
prize for two dimensional paintings and
a $150 first prize for original and
handicrafted crafts. Second, third and
honorable mentions prizes will also be
given in the juried sections.
Show sponsors this year are also
featuring a "best booth" contest with a
$50 first prize and a "banner" contest
featuring a top $75 prize and second and
third place awards.
Show exhibitor rules and regulations
point out that: only original works of
art by the exhibitor such as paintings,
glass, textiles, sculptures, leather,
wood carvings, pottery and
photography will be accepted. No
4mantrfactured goods including jewelry,
printed needlework, decoupage, copies
of paintings, or anything made totally
from manufactured parts will be ac-
cepted. Any use of traditional patterns
must be acknowledged. Photo-
mechanically reproduced prints
may be exhibited only when the original
painting is on display.
For more information about the
festival, contact the Murray Art Guild,
103 N. 16th Street, Murray, 42071, 753-
9085, or TVA Land Between The Lakes,
Golden Pond, 42231,- 924-5602:
-"two Sections-40 Pages
Track teams from both Murray High 'and Calloway
County High will be competing this weekend in state track
competition in Lexington. Their pictures appear in
today's sports section, see Page 6. Also today, George
Hackett, columnist, talks about what it is like attending a




Sunny and warmer today
Highs in the tipper 104 and low
80s Clear and mild tonight Lows
in the mid to upper 503 Slowly
iocnasiains.claudinass Fr-ida*,
Highs in the low to mid 604.
Mostly cloudy through the,permd
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Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at Dees Bank of Hazel at
seven p.m. with Mrs. C. C.
Lowry as guest speaker and to
install the new officers
East Calloway Elementary
School Parent-Teacher Club
will have a potluck dinner.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
Murray Woman's Club House
at 6: 30 p.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at the lodge
hall at eight p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
with Mrs. David, Travis • at
seven p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No.111
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the lodge hall at 7-.30
p.m.
Cub Scout meeting for boys
and parents will be held at
Carter School at seven p.m.
Friday, May 19
Plant and craft sale by•
Coldwater _United Methodist
Church Women will-be held
from nine a.m. to two p.m. in
the church yard.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be hel at- 9:30 a.m. and
one p.m. Ca 753-0929 by 9:>5
t\i , 
a.m. for morning shopping
and 11'30 a.m. for afternoon
CA LE NDAR
Friday, May II
Baptist Women and Baptist
Young Women of Blood River
Assacittion will have a book
study at Cherry Corner
Baptist Church at seven p.m.
Mrs. William Taylor will be in
charge of the study.
Day-long journalism
workshop for high school
students will be from nine
a.m. to 4:30 p.m_ in Wilson
Hall, Murray State Univer-
sity. Call 762-2387 -for in-
Eotamtion.
Twin Lakes Good Sam
Camping Club will have their
monthly campout at
Columbus Belmont State Park
with Bill and Norette Hill as
viagonmasters. A grill out and
supper will be held on
Saturday -night.
This is last day for parents
to register their children to
play summer baseball at East
Calloway Elementary.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the WOW Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Chaptct M of P.E.O.-
Sisterhood will have a lun-
cheon at twelve noon at the
Holiday Inn with reports from
the state convention to be
;given by Mrs. John Quer-
/'termous and Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey.
An open horse show spon-
sored by the Hardin and South
Marshall Riding Clubs will
begin at 6:30 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. Admission
is one dollar. •
Exhibit of projects of middle
and high school students in the
-area_ will_ be held from nine
a.m. to noon in the Applied
Science Building, Murray
State University. Public in-
vited.
Saturday, May 20
Gospel singing featuring the
Kingsmen Gospel Group of
Auburn, Ala., will be held at
the Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at 7:30
p.m. A potluck supper will be
at 6:30 p.nt.
Annual senior citizens _
luncheon by Abe—Hazel -
Woman's Club will be held at
the Hazel Community Center
at 11:30 a.m. Any person '
needing transportation my_
call 492-8876 or 753-0812. _
Murray
meet at
shopping. • , afriangle Inn.
Shrine Club will
6:30 p.m. at the
Kirksey Ball Club tryouts
for girls, ages six to twelve,
will be 9:30 a.m. and for boys
six to thirteen, will be at 10:30
a.m. at the Kirksey field.
Sunday. May 21 lw •
Baseball coaches and in-
terested parents will meet at... 
EastCalloway Elementary at
P-111,
Mr. and Mrs. E J. (Jake)
Claxton wkll be honored with a
receptiok in celebration of
their 50th wedding an-
niversary at the Holiday Inn,
Murray, from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m,
4ft‘ I C*hop Vt;ou Id you be 111"
shocked to find out
U
that the greatest moment
of our recent history
































































PLANNING LUNCHEON -- Members of -the
decorating committee met to make final plans for the
annual Senior Citizens luncheon to be held by the Hazel
Woman's Club on Saturday, May 20, at 11:30 a. m. at the
Hazel Community Center. They are, left to right, front
row, Mrs. Steve Knot and Mrs. Tommy Story, back row,
Mrs. jot Thompson and Mrs. Nancy Simpson. Any senior
citizen needing transportation should call 492-8876 or
753-0812. Members of the community are urged to at-
tend, club members said-
Boss Piaci Up Tab
For Flower Fiasco
By F.J L Blaiangarne, M.D
Hints To Aid
A Prowsy Driver
Cirrfr. W. T. writes to
ask for some practical
suggestions to help an au-
tomobile driver to fight-
sleepiness when driving,
such as on the highway.
A: The best treatment is
prevention. Get adequate
rest before you are going to
take a drive, especially a
long one at night.
Avoid medicines, such as
sedatives or tranquilizers,
antihistaminic drugs for
hay level' or a cold, a
cough syrup, which may
contain alcohol, an antihis-
taminic, or both when driv-
ing..
Also, do not make a
practice of resorting to
pills as stimulants. Tea,
coffee, or cola drinks
( which contain caffeine)
may be beneficial. Also;
chocolate in a drink or in
candy may have a mild
pick-up effect. ( Theobro-
mine Is an active stimulant
in chocolate.) 
Avoid all varieties of'al-
coholic beverage - even in
small amounts.
Marijuana is particu-
larly dangerous because it
often interferes with
proper control of the mus-
cles needed to operate a
motor vehicle accurately
and promptly.
A practical thing to help
postpone sleep or to fight
drowsiness is to move your.
Miss Turner Is Honored At
Bridal Tea Held At Church
Miss Melee Turner, bride-
elect of Tim -Clendenin, was
honored with a tea held on
Saturday, April 15, at the
Hazel Baptist Church. One
hundred and twelve guests
called or sent gifts during.the
hours to two to four p.m.
The hostesses for the event
were Mesdames Wallace
Lassiter, Gerald Ray, Willie
-Vinson, John White, Floyd
Barrow, J. B. Dover, Hoyt
McClure, Bill Forres, and
Glenn Crawford.
For the occasion Miss
Turner chose. to wear a two
piece peach and floral outfit
with matching shawl and was.
presented a corsage of- white
carnations by the hostesses.
Corsages were also present to
the honoree's- mother, Mrs.
Frank Turner; the groom-.
elect's mother, ,Mrs. Robert
Clendenin, and the honoree's
grandmother, Mrs. Jennie
-Paschall;
grandmother. Mrs. Belle Orr.
Misses Beth Vinson and
Lanita Lassiter were seated at
the register table which held a
vase of yellow and white
daffodils. Mrs. John White
provided the music.
though these flowers have been 'shipped-any -great----The_ beautifully appointed
distance. Well. I have never seen sorrier flowers in all my tea table was centered with a
life! It is getting to be an annual joke around here. They
• aren't even worth putting into a vase. I just open the box
and carry the flov.ers right out to the trash.
Then I sit down and write a "thank-you" note for the
"beautiful" flowers I told my husband this year that I
think we should tell his boss what kind of flowers he has
been paying for. My husband says we should be quiet.
What do you say?
By Abigail Van Buren
,19n Dy Pitcaeo Trdx,n9 Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: For the past •Ix years my husband's boss,
who lives out of state, sends rne a bilge bouquet of roses on
Mother's Day. The box thei come in bears the name of a
local florist, and their truck delivers them, so ik's not as
CITEATEDI4 TAW:5A'
DEAR CHEATED: I say a rose by any other name
would smell. And so would the deal you've been getting
from your florist. By all means let the sender know the
kind of flowers you have been receiving. He would
appreciate it.
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem that concerns not only
me, but all the other kids who ride my school bus. It's our
bus driver (she's a woman). First of all, she drives a little
too fast; and second, when she has to put on her brakes
because the car in front puts on his brakes, she waits until
she is only about a foot away from the car.
How can I tell her she does these things without hurting
her feelings? She is really a very nice lady! I am surprised
we haven't had an accident yet, but some of the kids have
black and blue marks all over from when she slammed on
her brakes and everybody went flying. Thank you.
SIGN ME "SCARED"
DEAR SCARED: First, tell the woman bus driver what
you've told me. If quip doesn't slow her up, tell your
mother.
DEAR ABBY: I am torn between my duty as a wife and
my duty as a mother. I aip p7,and my husband is 63. I
recent1Y received 'a letter-Irom my daughter, who lives
1,200 miles from here. She said she is leaving her husband
after 13 years of marriage and she wants me to come at
once to stay with her kids and run her household so she can
go back to work.
I don't think it's fair to leave my husband alone, but I
hate to turn my daughter down, She didn't say how long
she wilts me to stay, but she has always been a very
selfish girl, and I know once she gets me there, I will have
a terrible time getting away. Please help me.
TORN IN TUCSON
DEAR TORN: Write to your daughter and tell her that
if sEe plans to go back to work, she had better make
permanent arrangements right now for running her,
household because your place is with your husband, and
that's where you intend to stay.
CONFIDENTIAL TO" SHOULD FT" Hair, like money,
is never very important to the man who has plenty of it. If
baldness bothers you, get a hairpiece.
Getting married? Whether you want • formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet. ''How to Have • Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and • king, stamped (24 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby 112 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
• ..•••••-.. -• t•=.7"
The
--Wrilicia .R11 9
-- is Now Open .:T.,
-EVERY NI irt LIT
• 
•





Members of the Murray
Shrine Club and Clown Club
attended the Spring Shrine
Ceremonial held May 12 and
13 in Madisonville. They were
guest at the Ramada Inn.
Those attending were Leroy
Todd, Roy Folsom, Norman
Klapp, Cliff Finney, Dan Ross,




Phillips, and Larry Wilson:
Messrs and Mesdames
Kenneth Jackson, Morris
Bilbrey, Dan Rodden, Jack
Persall, William Presson.
Ralph Morris, Ethel Beale,
Doyce Morris, Jack Thomp-
son, Woodrow Dunn, Jack
-Norwine, Randy Thornton, W.
E. Moffett, Genee Darnell,
Stanley Scott, Keith Wilson,
and Rob Ed Parrish.
spring bouquet of white and
yellow daffodils wilb mint
green candles on either side.
All of the lovely flowers were a
gift to the honoree by Mrs.
Willie Brandon.
The cake, baked and
decorated by Mrs. Gerald
Ray, was served with punch,
mints, and nuts.
muscles. Wiggle your toes.
Grip the steering wheel.
Move your neck and shoul-
der muscles. Turn your
head from side to side,
keeping your eyes on the
road.
Take . deep irregular
breaths and do so deliber-
ately.
Shift your position fre-
quently in your seat.
Hold your elbows out
from your sides. Having to
support your arms in this
position is a it uncomfort-
able and will have an irri-
tating effect on your ner-
vous syStem.
• Keep the car cool. This
can be done by running an
air conditioner as cold as it
can get. Rolling a window
down may give the benefit
of the coolness of outside
air, its noise and its move-
ment against your face.
Change speeds to avoid
monotony.
If someone is with you,
talk or sing together. If you
are alone, talk or sing to
yourself.
If these measures fail to
stimulate you promptly
and wake you, pull off the
road and get some rest.
You may lose i little time,
but you may save your life
and the .lives of other per-_ . _
sOns. •




















aelFssi ticihe bit re-k-u ii  mr-16
Ire are pteased to an-
nounce that Leah Beth
Vance, bride-elect of
'Garry Lynn Evana. has
selected her pottery and
crystal from our com-
plete bridal registry.
Leah and Garry a ill












106 S. Market St. Paris, Tenn.
Across from post office •
Friday, May 19
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  Y'Pe
FOR FRIDAY.. MAY 19, 1978
What kind of day will
toinorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Emphasize your innate -
tolerance and good will. Avoid
any tendency toward in-
directness, beating about the
bush.. A .enice personal
relationship could be at stake.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21(
Tread watchfully - to avoid
needless errors and rubbing
others the wrong way. Tact and
understanding will do most to
keep matters running smoothly.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
A good period in which to
review your goals and your
methods of attaining them
Even the smallest improvement
could help build a stutdier
foundation for the future.
CANCER
I June. 22 to July 23) 184:1
Inspired ideas may be
followed by outstanding
creative accomplishment. Good
organizing will help to leave
time for social activities.
LEO 
4(Jufy 24 to Aug. 23)
A day you can mold pretty
much to your liking. Take a
firm and knowing stand early
and plan your schedule smartly.
Make no snap decisions,
however.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Avoid a tendency to "fly off
the handle" if you feel wronged.
.If you MUST express
grievances, do so in a
diplomatic manner.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 1-1---r•
If you do not understand a
situation, seek counsel from
more experienced heads. Do not
rely on guesswork. It could only
lead to confusion.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 ,p, Nov. 22) rkelir-
You can make your per-
sonality felt in several areas
now, but be sufficiently
prepared in situations by which
you hope to profit. Haste
engendered by overosilizaism
would be unwise, r
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to-1)w. 214 3144t-j0
If inhution strongly dictates,
now's the time to start making
concrete plans for that new
venture. Don't launch until mid-
week, however.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V T'
Don't let friends persuade you
to spend too much on en-
tertainment. In a few days,
you'd regret it. Otherwise, all
should go well. .
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
False impressions, violent
altercations may crop up in
your vicinity. Be ready, eager
to quell them. There's more
than one way to get around an
undesirable situation. Find it!
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A 'splendid period in which to
renew affectionate ,lles through
mutual interests and pleasures.
Your domestic affairs
especially favored.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely sensitive, af-
fectionate and home loving.
Innately serious-minded, you
make an excellent scholar and
teacher; could also excel in
science where your inherent
studiousness, coupled with an
inborn curiosity, would . be a
tremendous asset. You are fond
of the active life, but have a
strong tendency toward the
conservative and traditionaL In
the choice of a career, many .
fields are open to you, notably:
writing, the law, medicine or
the theater- especially as
manager or director. If, as
many Taureans, you have been
endowed with a _good voice, be
sure to cultivate it, since it
could lead to almost exalted
success. Any branch of the
communications media would
also be an excellent outlet for
your talents. Birthdate of:
Nellie Melba, opera singer.
Close Out
Sale!
Everything In The Store
*From 40% to 75% Soivings•
CONVERSE
Low Tops & High Tops
$599
















(Darlene), Rt. 1, Gilbertsville.
DISMISSALS'
Christopher E. Jackson,
Gatesboro Est., Murray, John
Lance Burkeen, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Hugh L. Houston, 1604
Keenland Dr., Murray,
Thomas A. Brann, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Barbara L.
Seese, Rt. 6, Murray, Paul E.
Calhoun, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Autumn L Fennel, Gen.
Del., Almo, Hugh E. Wilson,
512 Whitnell Ave., Murray,
Jason L. Stockwell, A-23 Fox
Meadows, Murray, Joshua L.
Stockwell, A-23 Fox Meadows,
Murray, Jeremy L. Stockwell,
A-23 Fox Meadows, Murray,
Miss Terry Y. Holland J12-B
Walnut C., Benton, Mrs.
Annibelle Stone, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. 'Martha J.
Delacey, Rt. 5, Cadiz, Carlton,
M. Outland, 1809 College Fm.
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Candace J.
Dowdy, Box 421, Murray,
Jesse C. Maupin, 1602 Ryan,
Murray, Mrs. Nell W.
Outland, 1011 Sharpe, Murray,
Asse E. Simmons, 744 Nash
Dr., Murray, Connie Warren,
Kirksey, Mrs. Shelia B.
Lawrence, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Hazel M. Snyder, 208 N. 13th.,
Murray, Mrs. Hortense
Bailey, 1107 So. 16th., Murray,
L. C. Hendon (expired), P.O.
Box 413, Murray, Mrs. Lydia
M. Henry (expired), Rt. 3,







Baby Boy Vick (Mary), Rt.
1, Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. S. Carole Holcomb and
Baby Boy, 1716 Holiday Dr.,
Murray, Jeffrey A. Thomp-
--aos, 406n So. 16th., Murray,
• Richard W. Grogan, 107
Williams Ave., Murray,
Mrs. Grace H. Anderson, Rt.
1, Sedalia, Bobby R. Johnson,
Box 678, Murray, Allen F.
McCuistion, Box 116, New
Concord, Lawrence Walters,
Box 31, Hardin, Mrs. Opal
Phillips, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs
Novie Paschall, Rt. 7, Murray,






Baby Bin l Grizzard
iPatricial, Route 2, Mayfield,
Baby Girl Payne (Cynthia,
1605 Wiswell Rd., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Darlene Bohannon and
Baby Boy, Route 1, Gilbert-
sville, Mrs. Patricia Jackson,
212 Oliver, Paris, Tn.: Miss
West Lewis, Springer Hall,
MSU, Murray, Mrs. Vicki
Swain, 627 Broad, Murray,
Robert Hendrickson, Route 2,
Benton, Julie Spradling,
Route 5, Murray, Michael
Crouse, D-1 Coach Est.,
Murray, Mrs. 011ie Smith, 903
Fairlane, Murray, Dwain A.
McClard, Route 8, Murray,
Charles Wilson, Box 133 Hazel,
Mrs. Ruby Futrell, Route 8,
































5, Murray, Melissa Richerson,
Route 1, Hazel, Mrs. Sylvia
Miller, Box 43, Lynn Grove,
Mrs. Betty Purdom, 1218
Dogwood, Murray, Mrs.
Amanda Crittendon, Box 184,
Sedalia, Mrs. Martha Jones,
Box 45, Kirksey, Mrs. Mildred
Folsom, 1505 Story, Murray,
Homer Hicks, 102 South
Porter, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Verba
Pace, Box 52, Hardin, Henry
Edwards, Route 1, Alm°, Mrs.
Helen Clark, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, George
Rieman, Route 6, Murray,
William C. Wilson, Box 167,
Hazel, Mrs. Jean Trotter,
Route 7, Murray, Mr. Hassel
Shelton, 511 South 6th,
Murray, Mrs. Gustie Knight,
Route 1, Hardin, Johnnie
Elliott, Route 5, Murray, Mrs.







(Vicky), Rt. 2, Benton. Baby
Boy Haynes (Linda), Rt. 2,
Paris Tn.,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary E. Vick and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Florence D. Turner and Baby
Girl, 510 So. 10th., Mayfield,
Mrs. Karen W. Boyd, 211 So.
16th., Murray, Mrs. Walter J.
Hudson, Kenbar Rd., Rt.,4,
Paducah, Mrs. Patricia C.
McCuiston, 114 Shady Oaks,
Murray, Miss Shela C. Jones,
.Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Beatrice
K.- Smith,, 3252 Vailview Dr.,
Nashville, Tn., Mrs. Sancta L.
Agee, 205 So. Blakemore,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Patsy J.
Harcourt, 1710 Magnolia,
Murray, Mrs., Evelyn M.
Burkeen, Rt. 3, -Murray,
Gregory A. Sparks, 1812 Ryan,
Murray, James W. Durham,
Rt. 8, Benton, Miss Tennie M.
Colson, 203 N. 16th, Murray,
Mrs. Marion S. Sharborough,
Box 28, Murray, Ralph L.






Mrs. Wanda S. Colson, Et.
Bx. 550, Hardin, Mrs. Sheila A.
Collins, 1415 Poplar, Benton,
Mrs. Cynthia A. Vanderpool,
Rt. 2, Paris, Tn., Freddy L.
Hendon, 1511 Canterbury,
Murray, Mrs. Linda Collie,
1015 Payne, Murray, Mrs.
Rhonda A. Jones, 303 N. 12th,
Murray, Mrs. Lavinia J.
Page, 500 N. 7, Murray; Miss
Theresa E. Conway, Bx. 8067
Woods Hall, Murray, Mrs.
Debby E. McNutt and Baby
Girl, 1902 Sherrie Lane,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara J.
Hutson and Baby Boy, Rt 5.
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Charlene
Carroll, Rt. 2, Dresden, In..
Mrs. Partricia E. Grizzard
and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
Mayfield, Treman Cavitt. Rt.
2, Box 245, Murray, Mrs. Mary
E. Thurman. 108 N. 9, Murray,
Mrs. Owen A. McKenney,
Murray, Manor Apt. B-3,
Murray, Mrs. Vera E. Hargis,








Mrs. Katherine S. Moore,
212 Powers, East Prairie, Mo.,
Mrs. Kathleen T. Wright, Rt.
5, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Vicky L.
McKenty, Rt. 2, Benton, Mrs.
Cynthia G. Payne, 1605
Wiswell Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Carolyn R. Dick, Rt. 5, Box
159, Murray, Miss Carol L.
Farrar, 303 N. 12, Murray,
Mrs. Orea N. Bumphis, 204
Pine, Murray, Steven L.
Gough, 1607 Sunset, Murray,
Mrs. Geneva H. Matheny, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tn., Frank L.
Hurt, 420 N. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Willie M. Bazzell, 907
Waldrop, Murray, Mrs. Dora
F. Conner, Rt. 2, Murray,
Charles M. Duncan, Rt. 2,
Hazel, James E. Mitchuson,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Henry Hargis,
306 S. 12, Murray, John H.
Jewell, 1510 Johnson, Murray,
Carl Edwards, Rt. 2, Bx. 59,
--Murray-, Mrir Ruby tYffffe,--
1107 Vine, Murray, Willis It.
Rodgers, 507 S. 8, Murray,
Mn. Mary L Stephenson, Ba.
1-11, F4aryear,
Mathis ‘Rt. 2 Bx. 181, Murray,
, Ms. Lo vie Pritchett,
Dexter, Mrs." Thelma Rt.'
Keesee, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs..
Audie E. Hutson, Rt. 1 Bx. 171,
Buchanan, In., Mrs. Cammie






(Margaret), Rt. 2, Murray,
Baby Boy Forman
(Charlotte), 522 So. 7th, Baby
Girl Holland (Vickie), Rt. 7,
Murray, Baby Girl Henson
Georgia).
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Helen K. Parrish, Rt.
T, Dexter, Mrs. Audrey B.
Cook, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Della M. Oliver, Mahan Apts.,
Murray, Mrs. Deborah A.
Miller, 1311 So. .16th, Murray,
Willie 0. Reed, 206 Cherry,
Murray, Miss Pamela J.
Alexander, Rt. 6, Murray, Mr.
Edward A. Davis, New
Concord, J. D, Geurin, Rt. 5,
Murray, Noble Y. Brandon,
Box 147, Hazel, Mrs. Mary G.
Garland, Rt. 1, Murray, Coy
L. Hale, 1612 College Farm
Rd., Murray, Harlon Black,
Rt. I, Farmington, Mack T.
Hosford, Gen. Del., Puryear,
Tn., Mrs. Annie L. Shelton, 511
So. 6th., Murray, HoWe A.
Alderdice, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Helen E. Hargrove, E-10 Fox
Meadows Tr. Ct., Murray,







(Deena), Rt. 1, Sedalia. ---
DISMISSALS
W. E. Dunning, Box .41,
Wickliffe; Mrs. Patritia K.
Hosford, 1102 Brown St.,
Paris, Tn., Miss Rhonda
Jones, 303N. 12th., Murray,
Mrs. Lucy J. Tibbs, 1604
Murray St., Mayfield, Miss 
Natalie D. Batsel, 104 So.
14th., Murray, Joshua M.
Hancock, Rt. 2, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Katherine E. Bowerman,
Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Margaret
E. Tharp, 2205 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Dortha D.
Childress, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Zitell M. Cooper, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Flossie R. McKinney, Rt.
1, Puryer, Tn., Mike Heath,
Fox Meadows Tr. Ct. B-16,
Murray, Hubert L.. Jyy, Rt. 8,
Murray, Mrs. Ha R. Futrell,
1011 Olive, St., Murray, Jesse
W. Jines (expired) CR Box 50,
New Concord.
More than 500,000 persons in
the United States - besides
commercial beekeepers - keep
honeybees as a hobby or an in-
come supplementer.
‘-
HONORED-Helen Baldree, president of the Mayfield Chapter of the
National Secretaries Association was named secretary of the year and Del
Fleming was named boss of the year at the Mayfield chapter of the
National Secretaries Association annual -binquet. Fleming, who lives near





kelly green. navy or
white calf at 22.N
Guess what's just arrived at Bright's'
SPRING!, We're absolutely blooming with
fresh new PkaPoloti• shoes in a country
garden variety and colors Step into Spring
at Brtght's the shop for Paapagallis.







SI-40ES and ACCESSORIES in Murrcayl











Warm-weather fashions to keep you
looking your hest around the clock
-- eon hrt-founci‘-wwiiii4ght4.41#4ss depGarnent----,
'All of the popular new summer styles ore awaiting
your selection. Choose from beautiful solids,
  stripec n9rf prints in..ail_af...y_our asipulatiochinn 
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Leaders Meet
The Murray and Calloway
County Neighborhood Girl
Scout Leaders meeting was
held Thursday morning, May
10. at the Girl Scout cabin.
In the report on the Girl
Scout cookie sales, it was
noted that the scouts raised
$3,874 for the neighborhood
council and $874 of thisnioney
went directly to the Murray
and Calloway County troops.
Necessary repairs will be
inade at the girl scout cabin by
the council.
Plans for day camp were
discussed. Refreshments were








Hodges, Shirley Scott, Diane.
Spurtock, and -Cecelia Brook;
Representatives attending
from Kentuckiana ware Jo




Lineups for the Advanced
Tennis Women's Group of the
Murray Country Club for play
on Monday, May 22, at nine







Gregory, Agnes Payne, and
Penny Cappock.
Lynn Stout and Janne
Hughes_
Celebration Held Growing Something
orCtit
Mt. AIM US. JOU F. kill celebrated their 25th wedding
anniversary with a reception held at their home in Hazel
recently. -They were married Feb. 25, 1953, at the Lutheran
Church in Kempton, Germany. Twenty-five dark red roses
adorned the table with the table appointments of china, silver,
and crystal. A two tiered wedding cake decorated with white
roses and blue forget-me-riots with lacy colunns dividing the
cake was served. The top tier helcra silver cross with wedding
rings and 25. Punch, coffee, nuts, mints, and decorated san-
dwiches were also served with the cake. The couple received
many lovely gifts. Relatives and friends called from two to
eight p. m.AlthoughMrs. King's family could not be here for





Hargrove of Murray Route
14F' an4 mrs. janies K Two 
HARGROVE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
the Paare rents of a babGreen, Jr., Monterey,
A camel can drink about 25
gallons of water in one 10-min-
ute drink and can then survive






California, are the parents of a
baby girl,. Neely Elizabeth,
weighing nine pounds three
ounces, measuring 22 inches,
born Thrusday, May 11; at
Fort Ord, California, hospital.,
- The father is in the Air
Force.
Grandparents are Mr.. and
Mrs. W. A. Ladd. Jr., and Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Green, Sr..
all of Murray. Great grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Bryan Overcast of Murray,
Mrs. Bessie Ladd of Paris,
Th., and Mrs. Linda Wallersof
Mayfield.
girk---fdiebr 'Gayle, weighing
seven pounds, measuring 1942
inches, born on ' Saturday,
April 15, at 6:20 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed at
Ryan Milk Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. T. C. Hargrove of
Murray Route One and Mr.
and Mrs. Terry ..Cavitt of
Murray Route Two. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis Overby of Sedalia,
Mrs. Virgil Nanney of
Murray, and Mrs. Alma





 Paducah Coupon Days 
May 19 IL 20
Good Toward Purchase Of Any
























-- OLYMPIC PLAZA IN MURRAY KY.
OUTILIEt PRICES
To Eat Challenging
By Helen Price Stacy
-Did you have a garden?"
asked the visitor.
"In a way," was the reply
"A little bit here, a bit there
and other bits-everywhere."
Tomatoes bloomed along
with zinnias and marigolds,
cabbage made strange foliage
for tea roses and lettuce made
a flower planter on a patio the
brightest green pot around.
The tomatoes didn't make it.
Brave and green at firstwith
their tiny yellow star-bloom
by day almost as bright as
star pinpoints at night, the
stems and foliage gradually
turned down and lifeless, and
no amount of Tender Loving
Care stemmed the demise.
But this is another year,
another spring, an other
gardening season. If parents
and grandparents could
create lush, profitable
tablefare from a patch of
earth, why not their children
and grandchildren? The good
Kentucky soil is there,
awaiting the plow and
, sweating brow. But who is
there to drop the seeds? And
where is Patience?
Many women are gar-
deners. For some, it might be
a holdover from days when a
woman was .half of an Indian
marriage; she agreeing to
cook and raise corn and
vegetables while he assumed
.duties of boilding a wigwam,
hunting and fishing.
From the wedding day when
they placed forefingers side .
by side, looked one another in
the eye and sailed (meaning
do") or -*rapped them-
selves- -ht--eine—blanket,- the
contract was made. She would
cook and garden; he would
build, hunt and_ fish. Does it
matter that he, once the
teepee was raised, could
devote his time to hunting and
fishing? .
She planted and cultivated
corn to get their bread. When
the blades were still green, the
ears of corn were gathered.
the corn mashed and ladled
into the biadea,wrapped and
baked in ashes. Later in the
season, corn was pounded in a
stone basin-mortar and pestle'
fashion-sifted, kneaded and
shaped into cakes about six
inches in diameter and an inch.
thick, then baked on clean
ashes of oak bark.
When he decided it was time
to mix a bear or deer steak
with the garden stuff, he went
into the forest to hunt If he
was to be gone a while or if his
trip was the warrior trail
rather than food for the table
he carried a pouch of parched
corn. The corn rains had
been roasted, pounded into a
fine flour and mixed with
sugar. On the trail all he had
to do was mik one
tablespoonful with water and
his meal was ready. He knew
never to eat more than one
spoonful, for once in the
stomach the corn mixtures
swelled and as much as two
servings could be dangerous.
She got her sugar from cane
or sugar maples. She collected
sap from the trees and poured
it into troughs hewed from
trees with tomahawks, She
heated stones and threw the
hot stones in the sap until
liquid was reduced to sugar or
syrup.
How important was her
garden?




cabbages and turnips. To
supplement the diet she
gleaned fruits, nuts and
berries in season and edible
roots of other plants.
A favorite pottage was
made from corn, pumpkin,
beans, chestnuts and chunks
of bear, deer or turkey. She
made preserves from berries
and crabapples together with
maple sugar, and if she was
late with dinner she shortened
rix)king time by covering the
pot with large pumpkin or
cabbage leaves.
She provided two meals a
day. Some days all he got was
corn soup. She had to be
cautious, though, for if the
corn soup became too frequent
he could get dissatisfied.
A garden-today is becoming
as necessary' as it was back
then. Growing something to
eat is challenging. Creative.-
Threapeutic. And remember,
if tomatoes won't make it with
the zinnias, try cabaage or
potatoes. Just make sure
there are some zinnias.
Hi, I'm John Kurt:, the manager of Paul Win-
slow's in the Olympic Plaza and I guarantee that
we will beat any advertised price, in this area on





• 100% Sotid State "Service
Miser Chassis
• Uses less energy than a 60
watt but


































Mrs. Roy Hancock and Mrs
Clyde Miller presented the
lessons at the meeting of the
Suburban Homemaker Club
held April 25 in the home of.
Mrs. Harry Russell
The craft lesson on
"Counted Cross Stitch" was
Riven by Mrs. Hancock, and
the main lesson on "Trends In
Home Furnishings" was
presented by Mrs. Miller.
Mrs. Holmes Dunn,
president, presided and Mrs
Prentice Dunn, secretary.
treasure, gave reports. Mrs
Robert Hendon gave the
devotion
Other membersilltresent
were Mrs. Leon Adams, Mrs.
Lenith Rogers, and Mrs. Jack
-Wilson- •
Mrs.- Ressell and -Atrs:
Wilson served Strawberry-




_ • 0, 0
The planet Neptune was
discovered in the early
18001 by Urbain Le Verner









• Ever' consider an interior designer)
Ever V:iondr what our decorators
really do? Well here's your chance
IVQ131-1delhrerTaTs,We l'oritjr




The extensirin of this sole is our
way of saying thank you for the
outstanding success and






- - seek—Ws-emfirt-, ifiendiPt,
. and best of all — it's FRE&
45i South Sixteenth
Paducah, Ky.
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WASHINGTON ( AP) -To Rep. John
B. Anderson, the 1980 Repthilican
presidential campaign is tempting -
and temptation now usually means
candidacy for the White House later.
"I'm obviously thinking about it,"
said Anderson, acknowledging the
obstacles that confaont even a senior
House „member who has neither a
national political identity nor a claim
that anyone else is pushing him toward
the presidential contest.
There's already a long list of
prospects, but in Anderson's view that
is less of a problem than the congestion
at the top, where both Gerald R. Ford
and Ronald Reagan are leaving open
the possibility that they might run
again.
Take out the twe names Republicans
know _best, Anderson said, and the
contest would be wide open. "You
would have removed two of the sort of
aging symbols of the divisions in the
Republican Party... You would have a
whole new climate.
"If those two decide not to run, it
would be a classical open field," he
said. "That might be enough to attract
someone like myself into the lists.
"It's tempting."
Anderson has just emerged from a
congressional primary that had him
nervous. His Rockford, Ill., district had
been targeted by conservatives in what
Anderson called an attempt to purge a
moderate Republican. He won
nomination for a 10th term with sub-
stantial help from Democratic and
independent voters who cast Re-
 By_George Hackett,
publican primary ballots.
Now he notes that the Republican
presidential nominee in 1980 is going to
have to attract just that kind of support
if he is to stand a chance of ousting
President Carter.
Anderson, 56, is chairman of the
House Republican Conference, the No.
3 job in the GOP lineup there. With a
thatch of silver hair and a reputation as
an orator, he looks and 'sounds like
central casting's version of a
presidential candidate.
But he would start with a major
handicap, because most voters have
never heard of him. Furthermore,
some Republicans have considered him
too liberal to be a House GOP leader, let
alone a national candidate.
By his reckoning, the more serious
problem for a pi ospeeti candidate
now is that of determining whether
Ford or Reagan or both are going to run
next time. All they have said is maybe.
Until their plans are known,
Anderson said, "it's going to be tough"
to start organizing and lining up
financial support. He said the '1976
rivals still command the attention and
the loyalty of substantial numbers
among the Republicans who select GOP
candidates.
"I don't think that either one of them
would stand a realistic chance of
beating Carter," he said.
Anderson claims he could, by
presenting a moderate record and
program to attract Democratic and






LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP I - What does
a convention delegate do for three
days?
He eats, drinks, swaps lies with
colleagues, drinks some more.
On the. fourth day, he staggers into
the bathroom and is overjoyed to see
that he still has a reflection in the
mirror.
The survivors of the National Society
of Columnists' meeting - one man's
health failed after 24 hours and he went
home - also received a certificate for
outstanding creativeness in newspaper
writing.
It was given in jest to emphasize a
point: when prestigious awards, such
as the Pulitzer Prize, are given out, the
columnist is forgotten nine years out of
ten. Or maybe longer.
The 40 men and women who attended
the opening square table cliscussion --
there weren't enough round tables
available - agreed that their writing
"is the public's antidote to the bad news
that saturates today's newspapers."
"The only cheerful thing you usually
raid ins paper is a columnist, who talks
about people and places he knows and
about the things that affect us every
day."
The group also shared a common
complaint: "We seem to be the only
ones who understand our jobs, and how
hard it is to dredge up ideas.
"If a stranger asks what you do for a
living, you tell him that you write a
column every day. He immediately
asks, 'and what else do you do?"
There's no easy answer to that one.
The society, representing 21 states, is
as independent as the wind. There are
no bylaws, no dues, no committees and
no officers - except for a host chair-
man for next year's convention in New
Orleans.
Meetings are held once a year to
"exchange ideas and to build up more
respect for ourselves, particularly
among our co-workers."
They're always the worst offenders,
quick with the quips while watching you
pace the. floor, count the passing cars,
smoke endless cigarettes as you strive
to find a peg for a story.
t4iThe society offerero remedy for the
problem, but one m mber suggested
that "if you get hard up for something
to write about, try the telephone book.
Everybody in there has a story to tell."
Miiiray Ledger & Times '‘
Publisher Walter I. Apperson
Editor Ft Gene McCutcheon
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over a quick, win in the Senate.
Consequently, e major push has been
under way for several weeks in Geneva
for a test ban treaty. But Soviet
negotiat& Igor Morokhov rejected the
U.S. proposal that compliance be
The convention produced a number of
other things, including a lengthy
discussion about creating a scholarship
fund for youngsters interested in
journalism as a career.
The punsters spent three days,
working the crowd for laughs.
One pointed out that the Equal Rights
movement had scored another victory.
"They're now putting women's pictures
on the packets of sugar we're using."
The guy who drew the most groans
came up with this riddle:
"What do Alexander The Great and
Smokey The Bear have in common?
"They have the same middle name."
Inside Report
Garrotes Galley
11),. %I. C. Garrott
'We Won t Look Natural
Without Hoes In Our Hands'
On May 8, 1901, the talk of the day in
the Providence area of Calloway
County was the birth of twill daughters
to the *al sawmill operator, Irvin
Milfet aridhiS wife, Mettle:Me be-bra/—
promptly named Era and Vera, were
their first children. Seven and a half
years later, a third daughter was born.
Since that day 77 years ago, the
Miller twins have been inseparable.
Neither has married. They have lived
together all their lives. They've never
owned a car or learned how to drive
one. They have never flown in an air-
plane, and don't want to, and with
exception of "a trip once to the State
Fair at Memphis," they've never
ventured out of Calloway County.
The evening of last Monday, their
77th birthday, I ,had a delightful visit
with them in their home at 718
Sycamore where they have lived
quietly for the past 10 years. Also along
was John Dale, their minister at the
Poplar Street Church of Christ where
they were faithful in attendance unti;
about two years ago when failing health
began to make it difficult for them to
leave the house.
-s-s++++
When they were five years old, their
father sold his sawmill and moved to
the Green Plains area of the county and
began farming. "We- didn't have any
brothers to help Pa -with the farm-
work," said Era who has a wonderful
sense of haraiA`and Vera ,anti _T 
Worked out in the ffelds helping make
crops with a hoe. When they bury us, we
won't look natural without hoes in our
hands."
When they were 21, their mother died
of typhoid fever and pneumonia,
leaying them to help their father raise
their younger sister, now Mrs. Eva
Farris of Murray. "Mrs. Farris'
husband, Zelma, a former highway
foreman, died about two years ago.
"Pa didn't like to move around," Era
said, explaining how the family had
lived on the Green Plains farm for 43
years before their father sold it only to
build a new home "close enough you
could holler across to it." In 1952, two
years later, he died at the age of 77.
++++++
After that, the twins moved to
Murray, worked for a while in the
kitchen at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and settled into their present
life style of mainly taking care of each
other.
When asked why neither had ever
married. Era replied with her
characteristically quick humor, "Oh,
we had young men call on us, but we
never found any we would rather live




meetings conducted here under
strictest secrecy, key officials in the
National Security bureaucracy agreed
with British counterparts not to insist
on previous stringent conditions for a
total nuclear test ban treaty with the
Soviet Union. .
The extreme secrecy may have been
designed to keep news of the meetings
not so much from the Russians as from
the Pentagon. The new U.S, negotiating
posture amounts to accepting Soviet
terms for verification of a com-
prehensive ban of all underground
nuclear tests ( atmospheric tests were
outlawed 15 years age). That is wholly,
unacceptable to the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and some senior Defense Qepartment
officials who had no part in the
decision, thus posing direct con-,
frontation between President Carter
and the Pentagon.
The President has talked repeatedly
of a treaty "to prohibit any testing of
nuclear weapons at all." But. the
Pentagon believes Moscow could easily
violate such a lreaty by testing small
weapons in the 3 to 10 kiloton rae*,
which cannot be identified as a nuclear
blast. Since the U.S. would obey the
treaty, this could in timt give Moscow,
significantly higher confidence in the
reliability of Soviet weapons and
conceivably create self-doubt about the
U.S. 'deterrent. •
Ironically, the drive for a corn-
preheesive test ban treaty, has been
_viewed by. .some arms_pentroL ad-
, vocates as an peg, first otop befure
taking the threatened SALT (strategic
arms limitation talks) agreement to the
.-4eisatet Aiitsit-Preirident
dream of a world free•frofn nuclear
"The ACDA position," said one inside
critic, "seems to be more concerned
with obviating Soviet worries than
obtaining an adequate verification
network." Neidle even suggested that
verification details not be worked out in
adyance but be left to a "joint con-
sultative commission- after the
treaty's ratification. The British
agreed.
Neidle told the British the
longer Insists. on permitting
some relatively low-level testing, called
essential by U.S. weapons experts to
maintain-the ftartenr- arsear-Rtaler -
he said, the U.5". delegation will return
tit -ta  CARS WlthMaf- n,
permitted taking. Neicile's new position
was confirmed to the British two days
later, April 19, in another secret
meeting by John Markham of the
National Security Coun6I ( NSA) staff.
Markham also voiced willingness tb
verified Inside the Soviet Union by
about 20 new internal seismic stations
using sophisticated U.S. equipment
guaranteed against Soviet tampering.
Simultaneously, the British cabinet
secretly agreed to soften its negotiating
position.
That was the situation April 17 when
British officials came to Washington for
a hush-hush conference with two
critically important U.S. officials: Alan
Neidle of the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency ( ACDA ) and
Leslie Gelb of the State Department.
The Defense Department was not in-
vited to send representatives.
Neidle declared the U.S. and Great
Britain must have a strategy which
"finesses" Morokhov's concerns.
Abandoning previens U.S. demands,
Neidle proposee*cepting no more
than 12 seismic stations in the Soviet
Union at locations of Moscow's choice.
These stations would be located at
existing Soviet facilities, possibly
improved by U.S. earthquake
monitoring equipment not specifically
designed for test ban verification.
accept last year's offer from Soviet
President Leonid Brezhnev for
"voluntary" on-site inspections at
Soviet discretion. But in fact, such,
inspections voluntary or- not - are
ineffective, as the Russians well know.
It is sophisticated seismic stations
which are the most eff and that is
what Moscow objects to.
The secrecy of the April 17 and 19
meetings suggests that the State
Department, ACDA and the NSC are
short-stopping usual interagency
review procedures - thus gagging
protests. That fits test ban tactics
followed by Paul Warnke, ACDA's
shrewd director.
While publicly saying the question is
still open, Warnke has argued within
the top-secret Security Coordinating
committee ( SCC) fora treaty banning
all test, adding that the Geneva talks
should otherwise be broken off.
Two members of the House Armed
Services Committee - Republican
Robin Beard of Tennessee and
Democrat Sam Stratton of New York -
were alerted- to Warnke's SCC
argument's. They wrote Warnke April 4
asking why ACDA wants a total test ban
that cannot be verified against Soviet
violations. ACDA replied that the
Beard-Stratton letter should be
'classified, partly becaues it might
embarrass Moscow, then sent an
unresponsive reply ( classified "con-
fidential").
The biggest question now is the
reaction of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who
accepted. the role. of _good soldier ,on
Korean troupe, B-1 bomber and the
neutron bomb. Testiftng at closed
--Ifonise----trenrings Niter- —
l'ircesentatives of4,01e Chiefs said they
-tin.-;a110t2OLat ttlinitjaiLltaajttla
which could not be verified; shortly
thereafter, intelligente community
witnesses testified a total test ban was
not verifiable. 'What was intended to
ease the way for SALT is becoming no
small headache in it own right.




chuckle, she added, "And
be. careful who they were kissin'
apart,,
The twins' early schooling was ob-
tained at the White Oak schoolhouse
where Miss Alice Jenkins rode herd on
-34 students in the first eight grades in
-1907. , One of Era's most prized
pessessi s, other than a suitcase full of
faded family pictures and mementos, is
the McGuffey's Electic Primer from
which she learned in the first grade. It
was copyrighted in -1881.
++++++
Vera finished the eighth grade, but
Era managed to get through two years
at "the Murray Normal School" by
going back to high school when she was
25. "I wanted to be a librarian," she
said, handing us a picture of Miss
Jenkins and her 1907 students at White
Oak, "big I never liked anything bet
history and mathematics."
Needed at home to help care for her
aged grandmother, her education had
been interrupted, but she went back to
complete high school. "1 had to study
until midnight every night just to keep
up, though," she quipped.
Although Vera's failing eyesight
prohibits her from reading any more,
both were avid readers in younger
days. "We loved books and read
everything we could get our hands on,"
Era said. They take no newspaper,
however. "They cost too much," Era
explained.
++++++
Their life together is a simple one
today. It has been three years since
they've had a garden. Their neighbors,
Mrs. Lorene Ellis and Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Irwin, as well as several ladies
frore their church, look in on them
regularly. Another, Aubrey Adams,
keeps their yard mowed, and sister Eva
sees them frequently.
Era does all the cooking and
housework, although she, like Vera, is
hindered by arthritis. "I guess I've got
it everywhere except in my nose," she
chuckled.
They have a television set and watch
it "sometimes" and they follow no
particular schedules. "There's no man
here, so we go to bed when we want to
and get up when we want to," Era said.
She's the first up in the mornings,
getting Up "to turn up the heat and to
count out the pills for the day." Then
after both have bathed, they're ready
for breakfast and whatever the new day
brings.
"We're just like a couple of old
mules," Era quipped. "and we're not
going to any rest home is long as I can
fry a hoecake."
Then as the phone rang for the ump-
teenth time, she remarked with a hilt
Of embarrassment because Of the in-
terruption; "Well, I'll swan! There it
goes again! And you know sometimes It







William H. Allbritten, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James R. Allbritten, was
promoted to Army Major during
ceremonies near Saigon, Vietnam.
Patricia Ann Copeland is valedic-
torian and Martha Louis Collie" is
salutatorian of the 1968 graduating
class of South Marshall High School.
New officers of the Murray High
School Student Council are Kathy
Rowlett, Kathy Crper, Jennifttr
Trotter, and Debbie Luther.
Mrs. Alma Joe Mathis was elected
president of the Dexter Homemakers
Club organized May 15 at the Dexter
CommunneCenter. Other officers are
Mrs. Darlene Elkins and Mrs. Allene
Pritchett.
Nineteen members of Girl Scout
Cadette Troop 69 attended the "Cadette
On The Go" at Camp Bear Creek, and
won honors at the event.
26--Years-.Ago
Mayor Holmes Ellis cast his first
vote as mayor on May 16 to break a tie
vote and to hold open possibilities of the
city operating a parking lot on the
Temon Beal property on East Main
Street.
Deaths reported include Luther
Terrell Cochrum, Sr., age 80.
Capt. Prentice H. Farris, son of Mr..
and Mrs. Henry A. Farris, is enrolled in
the Basic Pilot Instructor School on
Craig Air Force Base, Selma, Ala.
Births reported include a girl, Jan
Karen, to Mr. and Mrs: Jimmy
Albritten on May. 15, a boy, Kim, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ben •rrevathan on April 28.
Mrs. E. C. Parkes spoke on "Your
Home and YcV-Garden" at the lun-
cheon meeting of the Home Depart-
ment Of the Muria'Women'S Club held
at the Kenlake Hotel.
30 Years Ago
Work was started today on ffie
installation of two new positions on the
switchboard at the Murray telephone
office. This will make a total of ten
positions which will give Murray
residents a greatly improved telephone
service, said 0. Brown, manager.
Deaths reported include Dr. Walter
G. Johnson.
The Rev. H. C. Chiles of Barbourville
has been named as pastor of the First
Baptist Church, according to Calyborne
Jones, Chairman of the pulpit
irritate.
Alm° Heights beat Outwood 12-1 in a
baseball game played May 16 at
Hardin. Claude ( Red) Willoughby was
the pitcher for Aline.
A. 0. Butterworth was honored at a
birthday dinner at his home on May 16.
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 18, the 138th
day of 1978. There are 227 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1804, Napoleon'
Bonaparte was proclaimed emperor of
France.
On this date:
In 1860, a Republican convention in
Chicago nominated Abraham Lincoln
for president.
In 1863, the Civil War siege of
Vicksburg, Miss., began in the Union
drive to split the Confederacy.
In 1899, an international peace
conference was convened at The Hague
in the Netherlands.
In 1933, the Tennessee Valley
Authority was created.
In 1941, in World War II, Italian
forces in Ethiopia surrendered to the
Allies. •
In 1974, India set off its first atomic
blast, becoming the world's sixth
nuclear power.
Ten years ago: A new premier, Tran
Van Huong, took office in South Viet-
nam, and it was said he might be more
receptive than his predecessor to peace
talks.
Five years ago: Former -Solicitor
General Archibald Cox was designated
as special prosecutor in the Watergate
scandals.
One year ago: The Soviet Communist
Party newspaper Pravda was sharply
critical of President Carter, saying he
had given the American people ser-
mons instead of concrete action in his
first 100 days in office.
Today's birthdays: Singer Perry
Como is 65 years old. Ballerina Margot
Fonteyn is 59. Writer John Updike is 46.
Thought for today: So much to do; so
little done - Cecil Rhodes, British
administrator and financier in South




'Tor ther Word of God isadick,
_,......—piaterfuf, and sitarper-thaievrty-ha
edged sword, piercing even to the
-- 'jflhs4dtna- asunder of said and--
a-W-of tErjoints --"4"j-,
a discerner of the thouOrts and in-
tents of the hears." Hebrews 4:12
Dwight-k. Moody once sad, "God's
Word will keep you from sin, or sin
will keep you from God's Word."
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CALLOWAY GIRLS TRACK TIAN — Pieter'd ant mandsers of Calloway Canny Nigh girls track tenni who'll be competing this
weekend at state track competition in Lexington. From left is frock coach Sue Orstlend, Mine Todd, Jens Hoke, Dee Dee DarrieR,








MURRAY TIAN — Mernbors el the Murray Nigh boys and girls track teems are pictured prior to travelog this weekend Is the
iNekt pod swat lo Lexington. hi Not frost row, from left, is Checking Swart, Staff Jones, Tammy Camplbsi, Ikea& Adam.
Min liaise ad mock James Pigg. In she second row, from left, is cosi John Nina, Gratis Bumpy:, Reny Weis, Nob Mn.
04. Ahem and Ed Nerceert. fry.




DUBLIN, Ohio ( AP) —
Professional sports free
agents are crefping into the
men's golf tour.
Roger Maltbie, for one, is
playing out his option.
But the carefree California
bachelor differs from his
brethren in baseball, football,
basketball and hockey.
. Embittered over his original
contract with a group of San
Jose, Calif., physicians,
Maltbie will not sign with
another team or sponsor, in
his case, after 1979.
"I'm going to be my own
man," said Maltbie, the 1976
winner of the $250,000
began today at' IllUirfield.
Village.
"For damned sure," said
.Maltbie as he smacked a
practice shot Wednesday, "I
will not be with those clowns.
When one of them called me a
racehorse, that's when it got
me.'r
Maltbie's career has
skidded since winning the
$40,000 first prize at the
Memorial two years ago. He
went on to win $117,736 and
rank 18th in money winnings
that year.
In 1977, he slipped to $51,727
and ranked 59th.
And he is doing even worse
in the first five months of 1978.
Maltbie is 107th on the money
Memorial Tournament that list, with official earnings of
Murray High To Meet
Hopkinsville In Tourney
Hopkinsville and Livingston.,
County both advanced in the
Regional Boys Baseball
Tournament Wednesday with




game was knotted at 5-5 at the
end of the fifth but Hopkin-
sville picked up two more runs
in the sixth inning and cAme _
out on top 7-6.
Caldwell changed pitchers
in both. the fifth 'and sixth
innings in an' attempt tifi-
stymie the Tigers but had no
luck. Caldwell picked up its
final run -in the 'sixth and
Hopkinsville's pitcher, Steve
McGowen,- retired the Cald-
well batters in order in the
final inning to ice the win.
Livingston County jumped
out to an early lead on its way
to a 12-2 shellacking of Mar-
shall County.
Livingston picked up five
runs in the first inning, one in.
the second, one in the third
and added five more in the .
fourth on its way to the win.
Marshall County's only hit
l in the game was a solo homer
Darrel Van Meter in the
second inning. Marshall's
second' run was scored in the
seventh when pinch-hitter Pat






From Around The World
Sizes Range from 8 x 10 to big 24 x 36
PRICES FROM $850






second on a balk and con-
tinued around the bases on
passed balls.
Today's action will pit
Murray High against
Hopkinsville in the opening
game at 1:30 and Livingston
will meet Christian County in
the second game at 4p. m. The
games are being played at
Fort Campbell High -School
field.
°
In 13 tournaments, his best
showings were a tie for 23rd
and $2,568 in the Hawaiian
Open and a tie for 19th and
$2,352 at Greensboro, N.C..
No one likes a pay cut.
Maltbie greets it with mixed
emotions — still showing the
traces of a long hassle with his
sponsors.
His current sponsors reap 50
percent of his gross on and off
the course.
Asked to assess his chances
of winning on this demanding
72-hole layout that will play
much longer than 7,101 yards
because of five straight days
of rain until Wednesday's
practice round, the 26-year-old
Maltbie said with a laugh: "I
was wilting for Uia-T one. I
knew it had to be in there
somewhere. My scores will
answer that, especially since I
haven't been playing well."
So who in this select in-
ternational field of 105 should
win?
-The fellow who has the
capacity to hit the ball high.
Obviously, the good putter.
The smart player. The big
blond guy," answered
Maltbie. •
He was referring to Jack
Nicklaus, • the defending
champion who created this $8
million course five years ago.
. The field may be the
strongest yet this year, with
all but three of the 56 leading
money winners seeking the
$50,000 first prize,
It includes three-time
winners Gary Player and Tom
Watson and double winners
Hubert Green and Nicklaus.
IJf the 1978 titleholders, only
Lee Trevino and Severiano
Ballesteros of Spain are ab-
sent.
Portions of the last two
rounds Saturday and Sunday
will be carried by CBS-TV.
FINAL MAKE—UP
TRYOUT
The fidal tryout for the 1978
season is scheduled for
Saturday, May 20, at 8 a.m. at
the Little League field in the
new-park:
All 11 and 12-year-olds in-
terested in participating
should be at the Little League,
field Saturday.
..Parents must bring cer-
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- Oakland's Elias Sosa and
Milwaukee's Jerry Augustine
were having second thoughts
Wednesft night. because
their first thoughts turned out
all wrong.
"I guess I should have
thrown him a fastball," Sosa
said sfter Texas' Jim Sund-
berg rapped a slider for a tie-
breaking single in the eighth
inning that gave the Rangers a
4-3 victory over the A's...
In Milwaukee, Augustine
threw a fastball and wished he
hadn't.
"Thompson hadn't been
hitting the breaking ball good,
Twins And Yanks
Win Games Tuesday
The Twins downed the Cubs
" —ariitlieYãñks idked the-Reds
to kick off Little Leagiie
action in. Murray Tuesday
night.
Mark Boggess pitched the
Yanks to a 5-3 win over the
Reds. Jeff Downy was the
losing pitcher. Evans, playing
for the Yanks capped an
evening's work with a homer
for the winning team.
In a high scoring affair, the
Twins beat the Cubs 13-12.
Jimmy West and Roger Dunn
pitched for the Twins. .
Dunn scored three runs for
the Twins in that game. The
losing pitchers were Whitlow
and Davis.
all night, so I threw him two
fastballs in a row and he hit
the second one out. I should
have my head examined," the
lefthander said after Jason
Thompson's two-run homer in
the seventh inning powered
the Detroit Tigers to a 5-3
triumph over the Brewers.
In the only other American
League • games, the Cleveland
idians nipped the New York
Yankees 5-4 in 10 innings and
the Chicago White Sox
outslugged Nolan RS/al/ and
the California Angels 9-6 while
Toronto and Baltimore were
rained out.
Sundberg's winning blow
was his third single in a
contest that extended his
hitting streak to 16 games, one
short of the Texas-club record.
Tigers 5, Brewers 3
Thompson's decisive two-
nui_ homer, ..his  ninth  _of_ the.
season, followed a double by
Ron LeFlore, who also
fiomered, as did Lance
11krrish. The Tigers ,posted
their fourth consecutive
victory.
Sixto Lezcano and Gorman
Thomas connected for
Milwaukee.
Indians 5, Yankees 4
Sid Monge kept Cleveland in
the game with his brilliant
relief pitching until Rick
Manning's two-out single off
Sparky Lyle in the 10th inning
following Paul Dade's two-out
triple drove home the winning
run. Manning ripped a two-run'








fourth inning and walked and
scored the tying run on a
single by Buddy Bell in the
seventh as the Indians erased
a 4-1 deficit.
White Sox 9, Angels 6
Bill Nahorodny and Jorge
Orta .1:wiled two-run homers
off Ryan in the eighth inning
as Chicago snapped a four-
game losing streak. Orta's
fifth homer of the season
Capped a five-run uprising
that gave the White Sox a 9-1
lead. Ryan, 2-3, went all the
way, yielding nine runs, .10
hits, walking seven and
fanning six.
MHS Girls Win, Boys -
Lose In Tennis Action
The Murray High School
Girls Tennis Team won their
match with Caldwell County
there on Wednesday, but the
Murray High Boys Tennis
Team lost their match with
Lone Oak there Wednesday.
Murray girls lambasted the
Caldwell team 9-0, while
-Murray -boys -only iost-to Lone
Oak by one point, 5 to 4.
In girls play, Candy Jackson
beat Mitzi Nichols ' 8 to 3;
Robyn Burke outscored Dena
Schaper 8 to 2; Carol Dcik
over Cathy Boyd 8 to 1; Cathy
Outland beat Melissa McEuen
8 to 1; Catherine Dick over
Cheryl Hughes 8 to 0; and
Susan Stripling outscored
Fanestia Cook 8 to 4.
The Murrar.doubles teams
continued to win with Jackson
and Burke over Nichols and
Schaper 8 to 1; Carol Dick and
Outland over Boyd and
McEuen 8 to 1; and Catherin
Dick and Stripling over
Hughes and Cook 8 to 1.
In boys play, Mike Cappock
lost to David Wilkins 0 to 8; -
Ashley Smock was defeated
by Jeff Clark 5 to 8; Mickey
Cochran was downed by Rob
Eccles 4 to 8; Mark Overbey
beat Barry Tidwell 8 to 4; Paul
Austin lost to Stan, Shoemaker
5 to 8; and Mirk Austin was
downed by Danny Clark 1 to 8.
The Murray doubles teams
however won all of their
matches with Smock and
Cochran oyer Shoemaker add
Chris Houser 8 to 5; Overbey
and Paul Austin over
Schoapbach and Mike Murphy
8 to 6; and Mike Cappock and
Mark Austin over Easley and
Ray 8 to 4.
Today (Thursday) both the
Murray Girls and the Murray





Quarterback Joe Davis, who
steered San Diego State to a
104 record last season only to
be ignored in the recent
National Football League
draft, has signed a three-year
contract with Calgary of the
Canadian Football League.
Davis passed for 2,360 yards
and 24 touchdowns his senior
year at San Diego State. He
will report to the Stampeders
next Wednesday. CFL
exhibition play starts June 13.
"We've been negotiating
with Joe for two months,"
Arden Weigandt, Stempeders'
offensive line coach, said
Wednesday. ,"We're very
impressed with him. He has
been exposed to a pro-type
passing attack at Sthi Diego
State and that's what we
want."

















Sdflifftletiee eilliMIMPa ihe use of these -
coatings or your purchase pnce will be refunded Pont SO...a. mo. 22
25% Off
Style Perfect Piallcovering
Save 25% on over 1200 patterns from 11 Sherwin-Williams
Wallcouering books Styles range from Traditional to
Contemporary including washable, strippable, scrubbable.
pre-pasted patterns
Sale $2.06- $20.21 single
Reg $2 75- $26 95.
packaged in double rolls
Save up to $3:59d
Style PerfectrarpetMg
TWILIGHT GLOW -
100% high lustre, fine denier nylon
Sophisticated cut 'n loop
Sale $15.419 sq. yd.. reg. $18.49
STAR QUALITY - •
/00%.Treuira° Star Polyester
Popular, elegant saxony plush
Sale f7. 99 sq. yd., reig $999
HERITAGE -
100% Celanese Fortrefa Poiyester
Luxurious sairony styling. .
Sale $9.49 sq. yd.,. reg.S12.99
PoddIng and exprn tastallabon available
al acithbonal cosi
robeqnd wallr000ng Sair trmds How 30
0 '775Th. Sheroon Wiliorns Company
4 paint.
A store.
4 whole lot more.
 triasiwaranympotgratinsiy
..AlitiegoterAtsetv741.04ALTii
alflIf ON other speciols se car stores. stones if/ Olt Her pee.
' littenry-- -
Soithside Manor Shopping Ctr.
753-3321
Belles-Beaux .
Entries are now being accepted for the annual Oaks Coun-
try Club Belles and Beaux Spring Scramblette golf tour-
nament. The tournament will be held May 27 and 28,
Memorial Day Weekend.
-: The $30 entry fee includes a free practice round on the Oaks
course, dinner Saturday night and a dance Saturday night.
_ Golf merchandise valued at $1,500 will be awarded to win-
ners. Prizes will also be given for the longest drive, closest to
the pin by a man or lady and for a hole-in-one.
Entries are limited to the first 108 couoles, and should he
mailed to Dale G. Nance, Rt. 4, Box 432A1 Murray; Jimmy
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13:30 a.m.
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--Aisk4ef-the-seme stereo hi-fl receiver that Peter Nero
owns, for grads, newlyweds or yourself! He's impres-
sed by the precision engineering and live perfor-
mance sound; says the STA-78 is "right on the
money": We built it with FM muting, switchable de
emphasis for Dolby* FM, plus other quality features
Get sound "pros" prefer. . get the Realistic STA-78,
now cut 42% at The ShaCk.!
* DOD', .s a I, ade mark of Dolby Laboratorloi, Inc
CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES) , (I/A
ic
Save even More on .a
STA-78 stereo system!










SAVE $ 1 20





• Realistic STA-78 AM. FM
Stereo Receiver
• Two MC-1400 Walnut Veneer
Bookshelf Speakers
• LAB-52 Changer with Base end
Elliptical-stylus Meg. Cartridge
•






Records, plays tapes in Dolby or normal. Bias-select
for Cr02 or standards: Glide-Path* controls, auto-
stop, outfront mike and headphone jacks







You'll enjoy this "pro quality cassette record plar
deck for years to come! With LED indicators for
Dolby, Cr02 and record functions





A complete AM-FM stereo phono/
8-track record play system at 26%
savings is smart ipftIngl 3-speed





THINK OF HI Fl TH(NK OF RADIO SHACK, THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND&
otymptrirtaza--- --law-Fri. 144-,
--RAoopie9k
- 12t is Streat,:-'7 se. 104 
. •De al er s-
ierr-ffwg
Closed Sunday 5,50 in your





3 A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
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PRICES MAY VARY AT NOIViOUAL STORES
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Webtter- Ready To Play; Solitct Polith-pftlstugg—ots
By TONY BAKER
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE AP — For the
story on how the West was
won, let's get a word from
Paul Silas:
"Marvin Webster was just
ready to play tonight. That
says it in a nutshell."
Silas somehow made
himself heard in the • noisy
T-Ball Deadline
The deadline for
registration to play in the T-
Ball League for five and six
year olds is Tuesday, May 23.
Parents wishing to register
their children in the league
should call Charles Marelle,
7534552, by Tuesday to sign up
their child.
11
Seattle locker room afters the-
SuperSonies had polished off
the Denver Nuggets 123-108




Webster, the 7-foot'll center
who carnet° Seattle with Silas
from Denver in an offseason
trfde that sent guars! Bobby
Wilkerson to the Nuggets,
ruled the middle at both ends
of the court, scoring 18 points
and grabbing 13 rebounds.
When Marvin's ready to
play, no one is going to do
anything on him," said Silas,
who matched Webster's
rebound total.
The triumph before a
Coliseum sellout crowd of
14,098 gave the Softies a 4-2
n Our Cash Pot
edge in the best-of-seven
semifinal series with the
Nuggets and sent them into
the NBA championship series
for the first time in their 11-
year history.
Seattle plays host to the
Washington Bullets, the
Eastern Conference cham-
pions, in Game 1 of the best-of-
seven NBA title series Sun-
day.
"This is the highlight of my
life," said Sam Schulman,
Sorties owner and president,
who watched from courtside
as his club won its 20th
straight game at home, in-
eluding eight in the playoffs.
"This is the most ex-
traordinary, special year for




(Jiffy Pot Never Less Than Mom)









System promises :ini I').
no morning backache 4k; ,r ,. .. .
from sleeping on a too- , 
.44rP:41$
4 0 ,S, .:..;; ,
soft mattress. Designed in
cooperation with leading ortho
pedit surgeons for firm support with
oursacrificing cOrrifort. And this firmness
is built in to stay in. But make sure ... ifit 
$1 39 ?.14..lldoesn't say Sealy Posturepedic, it isn't a Posturepedic! Ea. Ft..-
Twin ea. pc. $119.95 Queen 2-pc. Set $339.95 King 3 pc. Set $479.95
Extraordinary Offer!
30 Night Trial
Buy any Posturepedic set. Try it for 30 nights
and 30 mornings. If you're not 100 percent
satisfied we'll take it back-exchange it for other




down deep I have felt this ,s
our year."
Webster said the key was
that Seattle played "with-
intensity the whole game.
Tonight our strong point was
our rebounding and our
defense. We controlled the
boards, and there's no
question about that. ,
• 'I think it was meant to be. I
think Seattle beating Denver
was meant to be."
The Nuggets fell victim to-
Seattle's fast break early and
never were able to climb gut of
the hole. They trailed 62-54 at
halftime and closed to within
six points twice early in the
third period, the last time at
66-60 on a pair of Dan Issel
baskets.
But the Sonics ran off a 17-6
spurt capped by John John-
son's three-point play for an
83-66 advantage with 4:36 left
in the -period. The dosvst
Denver got the rest of the way
was 13 points.
"Seattle is playing with a
great deal of confidence," said
Denver Coach Larry Brown.
"If they play as well against
Washington as they have
against us, it should be a very
interesting series.
"I'm sorry we couldn't have
played better in this game,"
Brown continued. "I really
feel our inexperience
showed."
For the fifth time in the six
games between the two teams,
Seattle guard Dennis Johnson





Three riders shared top
,honors in the West Kentucky
Horseman Association's first
show of the year at the
Wranglers Riding Club here
recently.
Larry Joiner won the halter
and senior western pleasure
classes showing Skip W.
Adair.
Flavous Rogers placed first
in the fox trot and country
pleasure divisions aboard
Sissy.
Dwayne Anderson and his
gaited horse Midnight San
dpiper won the blue ribbon in
the English rack and English
gaited pleasure classes.
pic up six point
Hakim Chan
Larry Joiner •nd Skip * Adair, Eddie
Wilson and Sunny Fociarast andy Sparks
and Sandy, Tracy Glitis..r and Dave's
Dimple
Peaty Land lase
Tammy Anderson or. ;Attie Susie,
Wayne Pointer on Mr Bill, Amanda
Illinsing on &Ibiza; Kelly Taylor en Little
Big
Pony Maws
Cas.swidra Long riding Kings Curse;
Tracy Gluons riding Black Ace; Jill
Rowland riding (;a Buck Shelley Ward
riding Goldie
Flavous -Rogerrsia- riding Sissy; Kaye
McClinton riding Big Jim, Large Nance
riding Blue Chip& Jackie Hill riding
Charlie; Janina Nance riding Cinderella
OPER rinds
Jelin Crenshaw riding Joe Bailey: John
Creashinr ridhug PUS Bailey Ricky Clark
riding Bird Dog; CM Hale riding Double
Dixon
Gaited Meagre
Bill Rogers riding Black .lack, Harold
Palmer ruling Copy's He Man, Dee Farris
riding King, Doug Harold riding Brandy
Tana Wannwe Mason
Michael Chambers riding If I Do Lady
Tao; Tracy Glasses! riding Dave's Dimple:
Ross Willson riding Jammer
Ceentry Pleatnire
Flavous Rogers. riding Sissy; Kaye
McClinton riding Big Jun, Jackie Hill
riding Charlie; Doug Harold tieing
Selrurabo
Pony Barrel Race
Denny Crenshaw riding Spotted Lady,
Steven Drake riding Smoky Jill Rowland
riding Gray Buck, Greg Workman riding
Sunny
Amine Barrel Race
Joe Pat Chamber, riding Proud Mary
Casaundra Long riding liLa, k Man Tracy
Wiesen riding Joker Key in Rerord riding
'Bnoolty; Janet Rowland riding Strawberry
Open Barrel Race
Ed McNeil riding Jody R 114 kiln Jakintiy
Crenshaw riding Bill Halley Jac Par
Chambers riding Proud Mary, Peggy
Atkins riding G Man G Rodger Lesley
riding Tonics
Itriglide Rack
Dwayne Anderson riding Midnight
Sandpiper, Jewell Crenshaw riding
('orbit , John Onttlan riding Niue, Carolyn
Manning riding Maymont'• Safl
Waist Western Pleseare
Larry Joiner riding Skip S Ada,
Michael Chambers riding II I Do lady
Too, Phyllis Hill riding look At.kle liar.
Carol Eldridge riding Hoi Checklist,
Sunday, Patsy Wilson riding Sisrtai s
Valentineciash Gaited
Pleasure
Dwayne Anderson riding Midnight
Sandhiper; Jewell Crenshaw riding
Corbit. Carolyn Manning riding
MaymonCs Son, John Briltlan riding
Blue Karen Bennett riding Ebony Salm
Doll
Jodie Pale 11141dIa4
Kevin Record riding Smoky, TIM
GlIsson riding Joker, Joe Ps( Chambers
Ming Snowman, Joe Pal Chatnbers
rutin/ F'rowl Mary, Ihie Dee Hadogra
ruling Smoky
Open PM* Bending
Hobby Rodgers riding Smoky
Wasters Race
Harold Palmer riding Copy's He Mar:
Rill Rodgers riding Black Magic Sabrina
rainy ridirg Beauty, Brad Miller riding




Angier Fiore Sipetvd got!.
Kevin Schnieder. riding Little Pre- Jar
.,--:*."--Pistt,tririsbarbtrIAIMPralothfirrirititior
▪ flinterirerth riding Sunday; rat
• eAllailDirli-S*10, aiNIMINMR; randy Plage
David Thompson. Thompson
led the Nuggets with 21 points,
but scored just four in Den-
ver's 18-point third period,
which ended with Seattle
ahead 93-72.
"I was surprised at how
consistent they ISonics) were
able to play," seid Thompson.
"They really didn't have a bad
game all series.
luau Wilson riding Huffy d mesh,'
riding Jody Horkehl, Johnny Crenshaw
riding Bill Rainy, Johnny Crenshaw






19". Diagonal Quintrix II In-Line Color TV. New 30
kV .100% solid-state IC chassis. Quintrix II in-line
picture tube. "QuicKOn" picture tube. 0-Lock II
one button control adjusts color and tint. Panalock
Automatic Fine Tuning. Panabrite control. Detach-
able VHF dipole and UHF loop antennas Charcoal








Thrusters Speaker System. 61/2" high efficiency
woofer. 61/2" passive radiator ("vibra-cone"). 2"
tweeter. Passive radiator tuned frequency 40 Hz.
Crossover frequency 8 kHz. Maximum power input







FM/AM/FM Stereo Receiver with Built-in 8-Track
PtayerRecorder. Power: 12 watts per channel, 40
• Hz 20kHz, 0.8% total harmonic distortion. ITL-
OTL-OCL circuitry. FET RF tuned FM tuner with IC
and ceramic fitter. Illuminated linear scale tuning.
Tuning meterFlywhebt tuning. AFC on
FM Stereo-eye. 41-detent volume control. Loud-
ness switch. Speaker selector switch. Autoimanual
recording level control with two volume controls.
Auto-Stop. Auto-Eject. Two level meters for record-
ing. Tape monitor switch. 8-track 3-digit time




25 Watts RMS $34."
Panasonic Tri Made Stereo
8 Track AM/FM Radio
FM/AM/FM-711.1111"Hreo radi;o1°Withilu° 8-in stereo
player and automatic record changer. Two
Panasonic "Thrusters" SB-180 speakers. Stereo
8-track player with program selector and lighted
program indicator. 11' automatic record changer
with ceramic cartridge and diamond stylus. Cueing
control. LED stereo eye, fixed AFC on FM. Phase
locked loop (PLL) in FM stereo. Separate bass and







FM/AM Digital Clock Radio. 24-hour digital timer
60-minute sleep timer with automatic shut-off.
Music or butzer alarm Lighted clock face for easy
night viewing. Slide-rule dial for easy FM/AM tun-













Bel-Air Shopping Center -
VISA' Imit RIAU Resemed
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Trainer Lax Barerra, who felt
it was a knock against
Affirmed when the colt wasn't
favored for the Kentucky
Derby, says: "I'd like to be 10-
1 for the Preakness. The horse
doesn't know the price."
Well, the odds will be much
shorter than 10-1 when Harbor
View Farm's Kentucky Derby




In fact, he will be favored.
Affirmed was expected to be
opposed • by Alydar and
Believe It, the /-3 finishers in
the Derby, respectively; Noon
Time Splendor, Track Reward
and possibly one or two other
3-year-olds for the 13-16-mile
classic at Pimlico Saturday.
Track Reward is trained by
Barrera's son, Albert.
MSU Finishes Fifth



























SPENCER, Tenn. — Middle
Tennessee State University won
the battle here Tuesday but the
war went to East Tennessee
State University.
Middle Tennessee put
together a 54-hole total of 879 to
wiathe Ohio YallPy Conference.
Golf Tournament completed
Tuesday at Falls Creek Course
at Falls Stale Park.
However; East Tennesee edg-
ed the Blue Raiders by one-half
point in the race for the OVC's
All-Sports trophy by finishing
fourth.
Austin Peay State University
and Eastern Kentucky Univer-
sity shared second at 887 in the
golf tournament, the last OVC
athletic competition to be decid-
ed.
fast Tennessee was another
seven strokes back 894 and Mur-
ray State University took fifth
at 910. Morehead wos_nd up at
912, followed by WesTh-ri Ken-
tucky at 914 and Tennessee
Tech at 929.
Chris Hall of Middle Tennesse
edged Sy Mandle of Austin Peay
for the -individuat champion-
ship. The two were tied at 107
after the first • 27 holes Monday
but Hall came back with a 106
Tuesday to finish at 213, three
under par and one stroke ahead
of ?dandle—
Bobby Cronin of Paducah led
Murray State with a 227 total
and only five strokes separated
the Racers other entries. Brian
McDonald was a shot behind
Cronin at 228.
Larry Patton carded a 230,
Tim Fischer recorded a 232 and
Jeff Teller had a 233.
rest Affirmed after the Swaps
and point him for the
Marlboro Cup Handicap in
September at Belmont Park.
Barrera feels that if all goes
well, Affirwed could hit the
$1.5 million mark this year
and reach the $2 million
,plateau as a 4-year- old.
Affirmed's 12 victories and
two seconds in 14 starts have
been worth $1187,027, more
than any horse ever earned at
this stage of his 3-year-old
season. A victory Saturday
would boost him past the $1
million marl.
"If he could win $2 million
(something no horse has done
yet, although 8-year-old
Forego is close), it would be a
big thing for him," said
Barrera, looking past the
Preakness and the $150,000-
added Belmont June 10.
The Cuban-born trainer said
he plans to send Affirmed to
the Swaps Stakes at
Hollywood Park on the Fourth
of July weekend. It was that
race last year in which Triple
Crown winner Seattle Slew
suffered his only defeat. "But
he had never raced in
California," said Barrera.
Affirmed raced and won four
times iii. CillifOrnia  ..before
going to the Derby. _. ,
The Swaps goes for about
$300,000 ($350,000 if the
Kentucky Derby winner runs
in it) and he'll be running
against horses he's beaten," Toronto ( Clancy 2-2) at Balti-
said Barrera, noting-We wouTd— more (Flanagan 341 or
McGregor 2-3), (n)
Minnesota (Zahn 2-2) at Kan-
sas City (Leonard 3-6), (n)
Oakland (Keough 2-1) at
Texas (Umbarger 1-2), (n)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Baltimore at Cleveland, (n)
New York at Toronto, (a)
Boston at Detroit, (a)
SPECIAL SALE•SATIIRDAY•1 DAY ONLY
I:DUQUE OPPORTUNITY TO BUY QUALITY -
MEN'S WEAR FABRICS
BY THE YARDI_
99c-s19! '29! In $499
Imports and Domestics
in Spring, Summer










Practical, long wearing— , age
resistant and fashionable, these
exceptionally fine fabrices are available
in solids, glen plaids, muilt-color




Cut to your order.
Curlee Clothing Co.
325 West Water Street, Mayfield, Kentucky





.W L Pet. GB











Minn 12 23 .343 101/2
Chi 10 20 .333 10
Seat 12 25 .321/ 111/2
Wednesday's Games
Toronto at Baltimore, ppd.,
rain
Cleveland 5, New York 4, 10
innings
Detroit 5, Milwaukee 3
Chicago 9, California 6
Texas 4, Oakland 3
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games •
California (Knapp 44) ntChi-
cago (Barrios 1-3)
Detroit (Rozema-1-1) at Mil-
waukee (Replogle 2-0)
New York (Guidry 4-0) at














22 12 .647 —
19 14 .576 21/2
18 14
16 15 516 41/2
California atIVIliwaukee, (n)
Minnesota at Kansas City,
(n)
Texas at Seattle, 2, (n)
















13 19 .406 
Wednesday's Games
San Diego 5, St. Louis 2
San Francisco 9, Chicago 5
Atlanta 2-1, New York, 1,3,
1st game, 1111Mtings
Montreal 5, Cincinnati 4, 11
innings
Houston 2, Philadelphia 1 1
Los Angeles 10, Pittsburgh 1
Thursday's Games
Cincinnati ( Norman 4-0) at
Montreal (Rogers 4-3), (n
Atlanta (Hanna 2-0) at New
York ( Zachry 4-1), (n)
Philadelphia (Christenson 3-
3) at Mouston (J.Niekro 2-4
( n )
Only games scheduled -
Friday's GaaMik,
St. Louis at Chicago •
Pittsburgh at Montreal, ( n
Philadelphia at New York,
(n)
San Diego at Cincinnati, (n)
Atlanta at Houston, (n)



























Don't Forget Pickens' Has Plumbing,
Featuring Aquarius Modular Tubs!



















opened May 6, there were 219
-boxers - representing 41- -A hountiful meal! dod, catfish.countries. shrimp mates, hush puppies,
For some of the losers, the fries or baked potato,
most disappointing aspect of Stockade Toast. Friday
after 5, tit Sunday closing.









$35 A75-13 whitewallplus $1.71 F.E.TNo trade needed.
Custom Power
Cushion Polyglas
A Goodyear best-seller -
thanks to double fiberglass
belts for handling and long
wear, polyester cord body for
cushioned ride. Buy this week


















RAIN CHECK — If we sell Out of your size we will issue you
zzy Luzinsirt To Wach
Final Series Game On Bench
By JOHN NELSON
AF Sports Witter
Greg Luzinski- will watch the
fourth and final game of
Philadelphia's series at the
Houston Astrodome from the
dugout tonight — if he can see
that far.
- After the "Bull" went 0-for-4
and struck out three times in
Wednesday night's -2-1 loss to
Houston, Phils Manager
Danny Ozark decided to make
him sit out a game.
and I wasn't e ingoing to
-The Bull is g fuzzy,
play him tonight," Ozark said,
"but he said he was all right."
The problem stems from
Luzinski's contact lenses.
Ozark said Jay Johnstone
will take Luziri.ski's place in
the lineup.
In other NL games, Mon-
lreal nipped CIncinnati 54 in
11 innings; San Diego beat St.
Louis 5-2; San Francisco
outslugged Chicago 9-5;
Atlanta and the Mets split a
pair, Atlanta winning the
--opener -24 In 16-inhings and
New York taking the eighteen
3-1, and Los Angeles ripped
Pittsburgh 10-1.
Expos 5, Reds 4
A wild pitch by Cincinnati
reliever Dale Murrby, 1-1,
allowed Andre Dawson to
score from third with the
winning run in the bottom cf
the 11th inning. With a man on
second and none out, Dawson
was walked intentionally. He
took second on a fielder's
choice that erased the lead
runner and advanced to third
on another grounder. Darold
.'Knowles, 2-0, pitched four
innings of scoreless relief for
Montreal.
Padres 5, Caras 2
The Padres scored four runs
in the third inning, capped by
Gene Itichards' two-run
single, and swept a three-
game-ieries from the Cards,
who have lost seven straight.
Padres lefty Bob Shirley, 1-4,
needed relief help in the
seventh from) Rollie 'Fingers,
who got his ninth save.
Giants 9, Cubs 5
Vida Blue, 6-1, struck out 11
batters in seven innings and




(AP) — Light flyweight
Richard Sandoval of Pomona,
Calif. and Roosevelt Green, a
welterweight from Mon-
tgomery, Ala., were the only




some controversy over the
judging.
The 22 semifinal bouts were
to be held in two session's. *
Entering the semifinals,
Cuba led the way with eight
boii,- 'followed by
Yugoslavia with seven, the
Soviet Union with six, East
Germany with five, Poland
and Venezuela with three
each, West Germany and
Bulgaria with two apiece, and
South Korea, France, Kenya,
Nigeria, Finland and Japan
with one each.
One American, lightweight
Melvin Paul of New Orleans,
also was believed to be the
victim of bad judging. He was
outpointed by West German
Rene Weller after carrying
the fight the entire three
rounds.
Officials of the International •
Amateur Boxing Association
(AtElk)- -rarely comment in
public on their judges'
decisions. But Algerian
referee Tahar Khalil would
have been suspended from




of the referees and judges'
committee.
his sixth straight victory.
-Mike !vie and Jack Clark
homered for San Francisco,
which has won seven straight.
Blue drove in a run with a
double in the third, and Larry
Herndon singled home two
runs in the first as the Giants
scored seven times in the first
three innings off Ray Burris,
Braves 2-1, Mets 1-3
Atlanta's Jerry Royster
singled home the winning run
in the 10th inning of the first
game; and Phil Niekro, 3-6;
tossed a four-hitter. Nino
Espinosa, 3-2, scattered six
hits and Lenny Randle singled
home the eventual winning
run for the Mets in the second
inning of the second game.
Dodgers 10, Pirates 1
Lee Lacy set a major league
record for consecutive home
runs as a pinch hitter when he
hit his third straight, in the
eighth inning to help power
Los Angeles past the Pirates.
Dave Lopes and Ron Cey each
had two-run homers and
Tommy John, 6-1, tossed a
four-hitter. John gave up his




At least six Cubans were
expected to make it 
h Pia
the championships has been
the judging. At least three of
the decisions on Wednesday
night's program could easily
have gone the other way.
Australian boxers were vic-
tims of close split decisions
and were visibly upset.
tter
GoOD R


















a rain check. assuring future delivery at the advertised price




BRAND 10/30 GRADE OIL
• Complete chassis lubrication
and oil change • Helps protect
parts —ei•sures smooth, quiet
performance • Includes light
trucks • Please phone for ap-
pointment.
Front-End Alignment





• Inspect all 4 Ores • Inspect
steering and suspension compo-
nents • Adjust toe-in, caster,-







S30 as 4 (- xi $40
SAVES GAS, IMPROVES
STARTS IN ANY WEATHER
• Electronic. engine, starting, and
charging system analysis • Install
new points, plugs, condenser • Sot
dwell and time engine to specifica•
Mans. • Adjust carburetor for fuel
econotity--e_ No extra charge for air
conditioned cifts • Includes Dotson.
VW, Toyota, and light trucks.
Just Saytharge It'
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy Qu r Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • BankAmericard • American Express Card -
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cast'






"" Pr." 41""‘"ALSI:IctrtatvAa,labie At Starred t= t.""  111L 1114"1"6"
timu—irint
Store NOTE 7318.1. itetit 1:00 P.M. laity-epee Friday until 810
Mgr. ITeenkia 'sir. cilia:-
315 W. Broadway 600 Jefferson
Mayfield, Ky. Paducah, Ky,
247-3711 442-5464
•
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reteVISIO feS 'Chadleis Angels' Have
Nothing On Three Philadelphia Sisters
PHILADELPHIA (API
Television's Charlie's Angels
would be hard pressed to
match the real-life vper-
fornance of three Philadelphia
nuns given police awards after
showing no mercy to a would-
be bandit.
went up ageing the
wrong girls," said Sister
Marie Sullivan, 40. with _ a
puckish grin. He thought a
canvent of nuns would be
easy."
Sister Marie and Sisters
Dorothy Payne - and Anita
Cecilia tackled and choked the
would-be church looter, then
used him as a makeshift-pew
until police.aerived to mak,s.
the pinch.
"I think he was happy to see
the police come," Sister Marie
.said Wednesday during
ceremonies where the three
Sisters of St.- Joseph were
cited irs• citizen heroes by the
police department.
The adventure_ began last
Oct. 3 when a man identified
by police as Juan West, 18, and
described as slender but
powerful, emerged from a
secondfloor porch at St.
Columba's Chill-eh, his arms
laden with books and religious
,:ssesis
GRADUATES WITH HONORS: Among the 51 student,s
graduating with the highest distinction May 13 duripg
Murray State University's 55th spring • Commencement
exercise warMiS. Judy Ward Grogan, 107 Williams Ave.,
Murray. Mrs. Grogan, wife of Glen Grogan and daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Ward, 212 North 8th Street,
graduated summa cum laude and received a bachelor of
science in nursing degree. She is shown being
congratulated by Dr. William G. Read, vice president of
academic programs.
MSU GRADUATE: Among the 1,105 graduates receiving
degrees May 13 at Murray State University's 55th spring
Commoncement exercises was Gingy Flora, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Flora, 702 Payne, Murray. Shown
receiving congratulations from Dr. William G. Read, vice
president for academic programs, she received a
bachelor of science degree in criminology.
*NM
..••••••,, - '
GETS DEGREE: David Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
W. Parker, Murray, was one of 1,105 graduates receiving
deigees during_  Ts it TIT. 1_11. .State University',s .35t_h_wring
romniencement exerche—Xla—jr.411. Shown being
congtatulated by Dr. William G. Read, vice president for
academic programs, he received a bachelor of science
degree in business management.
$AR88
Recliners yy
ROUE! 01 A/1 IITTINIAN 3 DINES
garments.
The first to confront him
was Sister Dorothy, 38. The 5-
foot-2 nun first grabbed the
intruder by the hood of his
jacket, tearing the cloth and
dropping the man to the floor.
"I was really upset about
choking him," Sister Dorothy
said at the ceremony,
But. you do what you have
to do."
When the trespasser broke
free of Sister Dorothy's grip
and bolted toward a stairwell,
he learned a second hard
lesson about nuns — they
apparently share their skills
with their students.
About three steps above the
culprit on the stairs was
student Maurice Myles, 14,
who quickly surveyed the
-situationi-theri- --made a- flying--
leap onto the man's back,
knocking hirii fiat.
By this time. Sisters Marie
and Anita had arrived on the
scene and proceeded to sit on
the man, with a little help
from the added weight of
Myles' classmate4:.
"We twisted his arm behind
him," related Sister Marie,
the mischievous twinkle in her
eye belying her delight at
having been part of the
When the man tried to grab
one of his captors, Sister
Marie said she twisted his arm
harder, then politely told him:
"Sir, let gb or I'll break your
arm."
Sister Anita, 42, who already
had lifted her voice above the
heavens with screams that
raised the first general alarm,
then called the police.
West was arrested and
charged with burglary, theft,
asault and receiving stolen
p operty, police said.
Police Commissioner




laughter while reading the
award citations for the sisters
and their three students.
"Hey," O'Neill laughed,
-this would make a great
movie."
In 1850 school enrollment of
the white population Tepresent-
ed 56 percent of white persons
aged 5-19 years, while the cor-
responding rate for black and




CAMPAIGN FOR CHRIST—A group of local persons are spending this week oh
Grand Cayman in the West Indies on a campaign for Christ, sponsored by the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Chirst in Murray. They leftiaturday, May 13, at 430 LIM fild will
arrive back in Murray on Saturday, May 20. Making the campaign trip were, left to right,
Willard Alls, Lou McDougal, Gene McDougal, Wayne Williams, Lillie Williaihns, Duane
Dycus, Martha Ails, Mark Ails, Wanda Joe Moseley, Owen Moseley, Garry Evans, Jack
Ward, Larry Evans, and Tommy Carraway.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. '12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A LoadNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA




IT'S OUR 20th BIRTHDAY - YESuMAY MARKS °UAW YEAR 
THAT WE HAVE BEEN IN THE BUSINESS OF SERVING YOU. TO CELEBRATFWE ARE
LOWERING OUR PRICES EVEN BELOW OUR EVERY DAY LOW PRICES. HELP US_
CELEBRATE! COME IN NOW AND SAVE! ALL MERCHAVNDISE IS ON SALE NOW!
//Pees REGISTER MOW!
ZENITH BLACK & WHITE TELEVISION—SATURDAY MAY 10th
TAPPAN MICROWAVE OVEN—SATURDAY MAY 17th











3 PC. LIVING ROOM
Gala II LAI MICA'
UNTIGIEL ST11114 LANE OMIL1
RP MAW, COVERS
- by SHAG 3-Pc
THIS SALE ONLY
1.1.141 Exist* Stock Is SoW
ALL 3 Pcs. .
$39 00
LIVING ROOM SUITES
OVER 300 TO CHOOSE FROM
SOFA & LOVE SEAT 
$1 68" SOFA SLEEPERSRIARLI111C11111 COOK OW SO Slick Nay Styles
AM Fairies. Start* At.
SLEEP SOFA & 
CHAIR$1 8800
Twin Size . 168"
iPorzPSOFA, LOVESEAT . . $148" Fill Size sur
Queen Size  $198"




Just Come By And Help Us Celebrate
And Receive A Beautiful FREE Gift.
IT'S OUR WAY OF SAYING THANKS.
Sorry! Limit 1 Per Family!
41,EmgmeiR VERY ITEM ON _SALA 
OVER 100 TO CHOOSE FROM
Rag 5129.55
Immo/ all .0041 chest, choice of anopl• $7800
%too finish . MOW
Res. $119.855 drawer s '6806
Rag 5369 55 3 sn # 331 Dessel. Si 1 6800
gressol, framed meta, 4 eaves •A••.,
bookcova, bed wooing. Posen finish 
Rag $409.95 3 pc. rn. AN ne04, •
Arrow /resew whelimor, 4 Inrw•• cheek
peedbed wIrells, napes Roish 
Itst $34995 3 pc. 1h 2300. Triple
4.••••r, hutch mirror, baatings•
hoodboard, S arootse chest
'228"
38800
Bedroom Suites now $168.00 to 51,995
ALL Oh SAIL 
ALL BOYS & GIRLS BEDROOMS
GROUPINGS 2 0/OFF0
Subject To Stec On naod—Tbis Sale Only
& ransait
OVER '250,000 INYFITORY OF
APPLIANCES—ALL AT UNHEARD OF PRICES!









deice of Colors & Strips
COST + 10%
STARTING AT s348° °








SPECIAL SALE OF BEDDING!
SERTA & SOUTHERLAND
BENCH MADE EXCLUSIVELY FOR FURNITURE CITY
hyinaley $0900
At TWIN Size
All SIZES IN STOCII I WATER BEDS!!wen TM—tics Se
TAPPAN
REFRIGERATORS





Cheese Coksts & Wises
COST + 10%
stuns AI $428 ru 111 PAM
DINING ROOM SUITES
OVEN 50 TO CHOOSE FROM
PRICED PROM SIAS 0010 52,295 00
SUPER SPECIAL BUY ANY SONS PC 20 oi OR
DINING ROOM -SUITE 0 MORE OFF
Our [sissy Del BSc* Incluilos TAW.. 6 Choirs, BOOM & Hutch Odd
Chinos, TeriMit & Choirs Most Go Comm Moho Ohfits
DINETTE-
SETS



















ALL TV'S & STEREOS IN STOCK
COST + 10% COST + 10%WE SERVICE EVERYTHING WE SELL!
WHIRLPOOL
DISHWASHERS





TRUE 20 LB. CAPACITY
COST + 10%
FREEZERS
Chest Tope or Uptiohts









All Sizes In Stock 5,000 To 33,000 BTU
"ASK ABOUT d'UR FULL 5 TEAR WARRANTY"
ALL PRICES QUOTED IN THIS AD ARE "YOU HAUL" PRICES. DELIVERY
IS AVAILABLE AT A SMALL FEE. ALL MERCHANDISE IS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE TAPPAn






• TAWS • CURIOS • SOFA TABUS
• ano«cAsts




Phone 442-5411 or 443-8265
•tfei. H.q1“re• From 11066lowslo,sorsrs Mos











WE GOT A SPECIAL BUY!
YOU WON'T BEllEVE THE
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TO BE HONORED—The Memorial Baptist Church will
honor their pastor, the Rev. Dr. Jerre!! White, and his
family with a reception upon the receiving of his Doctor
of Ministry Degree from the Luther Rice Seminary,
Jacksonville, HA., on May S. The reception will be held at-
the church fellowship hall on Sunday, May 21; from two to
four p.m. The public is invited to attend the reception to
meet the White family, pictured left to right, Jeremy, Con-
nie, Jwain, Dr. White, and Jared.
Photo by Gerald Carter
Owens Show
Set At Kaintuck
Buck Owens, star of
tereirtslohe "HEE HAW", will

















Across From 01141141b1 Noose
Smorgasbord
-Apphonces Are Our ONLY
Business!
Kaintuck Territory, Memorial
Day-,-MiY-29-at 3 and 8 p.m.
A recording star for almost
two decades, Owens' special
brand of 'Country' has long




Live Here" and "I've Get a
Tiger by The Tall" topped the
Country record charts, and he
had more than 26 consecutive
number one hits with 12
albums hitting number one
also.
Perhaps it's the disarming
combination of simple, honest
lyrics and catchy melodies
Which accounts for the
popluarity of Owens' music;
whatever magical ingredients
they contain, his songs take on
an even greater meaning
when he preforms them.
He can hold an audience
spellbound during a ballad,
captivate them completely
with frisky novelty numbers
and literally - raise the roof
foot stompin' bluegrass. All
these are esential components




AN 1880'S TOWN, BENTON, KY 42025




MEMORIAL DAY - MAY 29












SAT., JUNE 3-11 A.M. to MICO:IIGHT.
_SUN., JUNE-4--ii__A.M. toe:30,P.M, _
OAK RIDGE BOYS
SUN., JUNE 11 -2 & 5 P.M
JOHNNY DUNCAN
SUN)V.N.E 18-2 & 5 P.M.
v.
JEN:pc:wilt IVILIarbilcilt•
-1401 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681 Specials -GoodThrough Wed., May 24
We Reserve The Riohi To limit Ovantities
WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
Open 8-7 Mon-Thur
Fri and Sat. 8-8







































• • 4. (b. SAUCE
•• L. 
Parkay • .r• U. S. h. 1
• 14;:th • RED
$ e _MARGARINE evoivr
• • Planters





DILLS 32 oz. 69Paramont Hamburger


















$1 00 li• Dail 10 lb. bag 1Q :
• DRINK
Wylers Instant
ahmith dh lb. 0 Ah--





















Kerr Regular Size, 
.1
JAR --










c1 10 lb bag












Meat Makes The Meal There's No Finer Meat Than Owen's Best


















1 89 COOK-OUTb 
DELIGHTS
*MBE EYE*










- -PACE E2- MEMUKEUEE.-14-,1.1.DOta nuu.leat.. May IL 1921._
2 Notice
COLOR PORTRAITS,
tiring us yours for extra
captes,_ Made from any
size into any size.
Wallet't low as 24 cents, 8
\ 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft.,118 South 12th.
753-0035. Free Parking












Ctrrss i herd. -
culotion and. the
Business Office may
be reached on 7 5 3-
1916 and 7 53-191 7
FOR WAtKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
o mar e e
2 Notice
BIBLE FACTS INC, - 11
Timothy '3:16 says; "All
scripture is given- by
inspiration of God, and
is profitable for doc-
trine, for repkoof, for
correction: for in-
struction in
righteousness ; " Why
not read .your in-
struction book, The Holy
Bible for God's doc-
trine! For Bible answers
or study. call 759-4600
16 new
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floor




We have the right












Benton, Ky. Ph 527-8463
PEANUTS
HOW ABOUT THAT ? I
-WALKED ALL THE WAY







THIS 15 WkAT HAPPENS










































3. Card Of Thanks
WORDS CANNOT ex-
press our appreciation
for the act of kindness
shown to us during the
loss of our dear Mother,
Amy Borders. -
Thanks from the bottom
of our hearts to Dr.
Hugh Houston for the
many visits • and com-
forting words he gave
our Mother during her
stay at the West View
Nursing • Home in.
Murray: to Mr. H.
Beaman and all the staff.
at the nursing home -
you were all jewels to
our Mother; to the
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ for
bringing the Lords
Supper every Sunday; to
all the different chur-
ches and ministers for
their many visits; to her
many, friends in the
nursing home she
loved you all. Thanks to
Bro. 0. D. McKendree.
Bro. Robert Usrey, and
her grandson, Rev.
Michael Howard; to all
who helped in the
singing and for all the
food that was sent to our
homes: to the
pallbearers and to all
the friends who sent the
beautiful flowers: A
special thanks . to the
Collier Funeral Home
for the nice service.
"Wherever there's a
Mother's love; A
Mother's tender care; A
Mother's understanding
heart; You'll find God
dwelling there."
The Children; Mr. and
Mrs: David Nanny; Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Bor-
ders; Mr. and Mrs. Taz
Henderson; Mr. and
Mrs. Mirl Collins: Mr.






put a smile on
everybody's lips. Be a
part of the Operation














5 Lost And Found
LOST OR STOLEN gas
tank, Saturday morning
from 641 North next to
Memorial Gardens, Call








FULL AND PART time,
cooks and car hops.
Days or nights. Apply in
person, Sonic Drive-In
HOUSEKEEPER part



























Send resume and salary
requirements to P. 0.
Box 468, Murray, Ky. All
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wanted for local store.
Prefer some sales ex-
perience. Call 753-9885
for an appointment.
SOMEONE to babysit 2
children 1-2 days a week
in my home in Lynn
















Send resume to P. 0.






MAN for counter work
and also person to do
office work. Apply .in
person at 695 Maple
Street between 8 am.
and 4,-p.m.
AMBITIOUS people












Call 753-9900after 6 p.m.
OWN YOUR OWN
Business! Area Dis-
tributor for Rand Mc-
Nally Maps. No selling.
Service pre-established
accounts. Investments








mingham, Al. 35213 or








rates under $80.00 per
year. This plan is co-
administered and en-
dorsed by the Major
Midwestern Livestock
Exchanges. For in-
jormation on this new
lroup insurance
program call or write to
BENNETT AND
ASSOCIATES; P.O. Box
946, Murray, Ky. 42071
- .Phone 759-1486.
" Ye s, Mom,




need{-0. !matt. yaw nearby MII• A
I rt••••••••• Afire Its. .41.t .ane Th.
•-o„eid sad, isa
MIS& 1S34012
14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
WANTED USED portable _
cement mixer. Call 474-
8856.
FEATHER BEDS.
Paying top price. Call
753-7462 from 5-8 p.m.
WE BUY USED mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
West End Mobile
Homes, 442-1918.
15 Articles For Sale
OAKS COUNTRY Club
membership for sale at
a reduced rate. Call 502-













GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
practically new. All
hardware. $49. Call 759-
1117 after 4 p.m.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
- typewriter and stand,




and office chairs. Call
753-9414, if no answer
753-7316.
S3 1SISIS All OE TN
- lean Need Perm
=NickelWaal
• largo Posey gag.
• WW 11 1943 hasty
• III. S. Itesenias
Dews 192O.
• Weed= Michel
D Plow 25 yrs.
- 1%1 S Pawl (sec)
• Rom 1%04 Snail
OM Posey
- S Nat Num. 25 yrs.
Plus Fret him $ DE
Mos 0. Fros Oft
Mrs Ow Free 'redeem
Seed $3.1I5 sod .25 Pesters
IS:
Ohl DOMINO & CO.
sw• s, pas My Vle.p.
Saw.e Ps MN
FOR BETTER cleaning,
to keep colors gleaming,
use Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of -Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
8 H. P. JOHN DEERE
riding lawn mower. Call
489-2570 after 5 p.m.
Hornbuckle's Barber Shop• ADEN WEEKDAYS
•H
co




8. it 8-2 30 Coils
!Hair Cuts *Shaves
209 Walnut Street. 
Coll this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next doy. 753-3685 -
and night appointments •
FREE
20 MILE. _ MI4e-LallEg-
§Et NEM- --•-•.---.....7firc&s-_-irrft 
153-e9im 11,1 inches - $11 25
4111!..h.nlia'?-1Vir " •
'slnch-$3.25
15 Articles For Sale
FOR SALE: Nails - 8, 10,
16 CC Sinkers - 50 lb. box
412.95. Styrofoam In-
sulation-Li" 4 x 8- $2.40,
1" 4 x 8 - 84.80. Particle
Board - 1/2 " 4 x 8-$3.40.
Plywood - L-2" 4 x 8 -
16.75, 54" 4 x 8 - $8.00,
3.4.- 4 x 8 - $10.00. Ex-
terior Siding -4 x 8 - $6.00
and up. Precut 2 x 4's
$.89 ea. Shingles - No. 1
$18.75 per sq. Shower
stalls $125.00 ea. Cabinet
fronts - 812.00 ea.
Paneling - 80 selections
_of_lit 8 sheets from 42_75
to $11.00. Vanities - from
$45.00 and up. Vinyl floor
covering 82.50 yard in 6
ft widths. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Ine:,






washer. $25. Call 759-
4868.






14 H. P. JOHN DEERE
with 48" mower. Like
new. Call 753-4389 Or 753-
5960.
BEAUTY SALON
equipment for sale. 10
months old. Under full




Front quarter, 79 cents a
pound, whole or half 89
cents a pound, hind
quarter, 99 cents a
pound hanging weight.
Food stamps accepted.
We also do custom
slaughtering. Paris
Meat Processing, 642-
8201 off 641. One mile
North of Paris op old
Murray Road
15 Articles For Sale
8' WALL fixtures, 2
counters, wood and
glass. See behind Scotts





machine for sale. Call
753-0344.
JUST RECEIVED 40 air
conditioners, all dif-
ferent sizes and 19 side




TVs, $100 to $200. Also
several used furniture
items, one sharp kitchen
gas stove with see
through oven. 100 school
desks, $2.00 a piece. 10
used riding lawn
mowers. Several black
and white. TVs in stock
840 to $100. Two cash
registers. Other items
ioo numerous to men-
tion. Can be seen at
Murray Ford Tractor,
420 South 4th, 750-4895
until 9 p.m. _
KARATE GI, size 4, $10.
AM-FM radio, $10.
Single burner hot plate,
$5. Large Christmas
tree, $10. Foot Locker,
$10. Damaged garment
bag, $5. Call 759-4164.
FOR SALE - antique oak
chest, antique china
closet, student desk,
large dresser. Call 753-
1336.
BARGAIN STORE now








shovels, picks, axes, and
many many other items'
priced for quick sale. 
Bargain Store,
Dixieland Center - on
Chestnut.
NOTICE
Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
house full of furniture.
Call Nights 753-7618





Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., and Sat.,
Closed on Wednesday
. Marilyn Dowdy is now styling wigs as
\well as hair styling and shaping..
Opening Week Special
Starting Monday, May 22nd
Free haircut with each shampoo and set. Watch for







Your Publiervice Commission has requested




Next 3,000 Gallons 
Next 5,000 Gallons
Next 10,000 Gallons
 37.00 Minimum Bill
$2.00 per 1,000 Gallons
$1.25 per 1,000 Gallons
$1.00 per 1,000 Gallons
All Over . . . 75t per. 1,000 Gallon.s
4 Connection Otafges P00.00 • •
•••*•••• •
4
This rate schedule is published for your in-
formation. if further. details are necessary, please


































































































































































OPEN SHOP MIRE CLASSIFIEDS FOR MORE PEAK HESE
15 Articles For Sale
TWO ROW ROTARY hoe









$25. Desk with ladder
back chair, $17.50.




couch, gold chair. Call -
after 5, 753-4763.
NEW OAK FRAME love
seat with matching
chair and ottoman. End'
table and coffee table to
match. Will sell
separate. Also washer
and dryer. Call 753-5258.










-Meadows, • South 16th
Street. Must sell my
entire stock of
-- Columbia-Minerva 4 ply
worsted weight and
aporls weight yarns at ...
IA price, to make room
for my new line of
Brunswick Yarns in
both wool and acrylic, in.
worsted weight and
sports weight. Now in
stock - many new kits






napkins and quilt tops,
baby or fingering yarn.
Full line of accessories
for each needleart.
Needlepoint lessons -













Benton, Ky. or call 354-
8619.
19 Farm Equipment
HOLLAND 1 row tobacco
setter in good condition.
$300. Call 435-4301.
B ALLIS CHALMER
tractor with plow disc,
cultivator and mower.
Call 489-2220 after 5:30.
19 farm Equipment
IF NEED of used tractor,
we have over 40 used
tractors in stock. Used
farm equipment. Call
Murray Ford Tractor,'
420 South 4th, 759-4895
until 9 p.m.
40 FT. HAY elevator with
gasoline motor. Call 753-
4848.
FOR SALE tobacco and






MUST SELL 277 Apollo
jet boat, one new, one
demonstrator. One
equipped 460 Ford
engine, one equipped 454
Chevrolet engine. With
warranty. Edwards
Motor Co., E. 4th Street,
Benton, Ky. 527-1436
days, 527-8814 nights.
16' MAK TWAIN with
Mercury power tilt and
trim. $2,300 or best
offer. Call 767-2355. ,
1973 AEROGLASS bass
boat, 16' and trailer.
Trolling motor, depth
finder, 85 h. p. Johnson.
$2500. Call 4364369. ,
27' CRISCRAFT cabin
cruiser. Head, kitchen,
depth finder, full can-
vas. Good condition.
Call 901-642-3428 after 5
p.m.
14' SPEEDLINER with 45
h. p. Merciury motor.
Call 753-6403 after 4 p.m.
1975 STRIKER bass boat.
Excellent condition
Loaded with extras,




















- 3411 Maio, *wry', ky.
753-3442
WANTED RESPON-
SIBLE party to take
over small monthly
payment on 6 months old




Everything In The Store
*From 40% to 75% Savings*
CONVERSE
Low Top; & High Tops
,/$599

























Black, and Decker 8"
t adial arm-saw. Call 436-
2118. .
26 TV Radio
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
66G three way speakers.
Suggested retail price,
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 753-
3724 after 5.
DON'T BE MISLED. We
will not be undersold.
Your Zentih Dealer for
Murray . and Calloway
County, Tucker T. V.
Sales and Service, 1914
Coldwater Rd.
CURTIS MATHES stereo; -
24i years old. Call 753-
0737 after 5 p.m.





23 CHANNEL CB, mike
and antenna. Also AM-
FM 8 track stereo. Call
753-7413 ask for Roger.
SISSONS ZENITH May
Sale, 25" color T. V. with
automatic color 'control
and electronic tuner for
$499.95 with trade. One
year free service. We
sell the best for less.
Sissons Zenith, Highway
94, 18 miles West ..of
Murray. Call 382-2174.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 TRAILER and or lot.
_gall 753-8113.




and tie downs. Extra
• nice. Call 753-8563.
•
1972 12 X 652 bedroom, 2
bath, furnished, and air
condition. Storm straps,
underpinned. $5,100. See
at Riviera Cts. or call
753-3280 before 5.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces-for




Trailer Ct. cell 489-2533.
30 Business Rentals
BUILDING 17 x 80 in
Dixieland Shopping
Center. Available June
1st. Heatin and air-
conditioning. Facilities
provided. Short or long
term lease. Call 753-4041
after 5 p.m.
31 Want To Rent
PROFESSOR and family
need 2 or 3 bedroom
house in or near Murray
. as soon as possible. Call
753-7744.
NEEDED BEFORE July
1, 3 bedroom house in
city or country. Must
have lot large enough
for dog. Call 767-2553
after 6 p.m....
THREE' TO FOUR
bedroom farm or city





- Carpeted. 4165 month:
WINCAFSTER apart-
ments 1 bedroom. 1678
West Main. See Apart-
ment No. 10 after Sp. m.
Call 753-0344 after' 5.






Shores on Ky. Lake. 10
miles fr2m Murray. $130
per month. Couples or
singles only. Call Red
McCormick at 750-4536.
FURNISHED 1 or 2
bedroom, married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman Apt. S.
16th, 753:6ene 
34. Houses For Rent
SEVEN ROOM house,
good condition. One mile
off 641. On Hickory
Grove Road Call 753-
5618.
HOUSE FOR RENT in
country. Couple, man
and wife. Available in 6




lot. $285 month. Call 753-
-1931.
36 For Rent Or lease
TWO COMMERCIAL
buildings, 40 x 40 and 40














pad. $75. Call 753-7323.
38 Pets Supplies
NEED A HOUSE to keep
your pet in. Contact
Gerald Waldrop and tell

















40 cents qnart. 7 a. m.
daily, North 16th and
Poor Farm Rd. Pick
berries, available after








sale. 35 cents a quart.
You pick them. We pick
them on orders. L't mile
South of Kirksey on











ft.fl? At 1305 South 16th..
A4Proso- from--;Perx- serer'
Meadows Most _gfuls .with seteritcaLloCeled___
of the lalig • Han110.,
FOUR PARTY YARD _Ky.4 *witty bas Jong •
-rrrdaY blacktop road ICYlgirr-
Saturday, 7 a. m.-? 614 plus a new rod serving
Fairlane St. Clothes. • a portion nt the
household items, books, property. John C.
typewriter & chair; Neubauer, Realtor. 505
dishes a n d Main Street Murray,






baby items, and lots
more. Priced to sell.
North Highway 121 to
Airport Road. Turn then






SAT. MAY 20-10 AM
DUE TO OUR EX-
PANSION FOR' 1978
SEASON,
we are selling an excess ac-
cumulation o many antiques,
pictures, tools, motors, pum-
ps, gift items, elect. supplies,
furniture. like-new gas engine,
2-man post bole digger with 3
sixes ot bits, shelving, plum-
bing, fixtures & supplies,
photo & film equip., ap-
pliances, traitors, restaurant
equip., toys, air cant, Men,
mannequins, wooden barrels,
RR ties, large quanttity foam
rubber other misc. items
GARAGE SALE, 2 party.
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday on Pottertown
Road. One 'mile off 94.
YARD SALE, Saturday 7-
a. m. - ? At Lynnwood




Johnson Blvd. Lots of
baby items and boys
clothes'. 9 till dark.
YARD SALE - Friday 9-
5, Saturday 9-12. Gas
stove, furniture, toys,
plants and you name it
Refreshments
available. 1503 Main.
BIG! BIG! Two day yard
sale, Friday and




flowers, china doll and
items too numerous to
mention. kt mile North
of Kirksey off 299
MOVING SALE, 20 years










May 19 and 20. 8 a. m. to
? 706 Story Ave.
FOUR PARTY YARD
Sale, Saturday, 7 a. m. -
? 614 Fairlane St.
Clothes, household
items, books, dishes and
miscellaneous.
TWO PARTY Garage
sale. 1617 College Farm








utk brillyckY P.**13414,441"14. 2
Mawr. Control go (so-
tto, sir, booutitv polio with
pas grill, tams *nay room
with firoplot• ta€101•4
gar4114.
00 4 mkt caf aid 01 Ill
S. Mb Ittooly 3 If 11/2 both s•
Asa fa we hro woos •
largo let. Mew 444 4'51
family room as lorr 44
thew. afele. oi 411 1',
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feet of living area in the
impressive home with
walk-out basement.
Central heat and air, 2
fireplaeo-s- -044
heatalator, extra 2-car





the 60's end worth it!
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. for





Una Jeffs Shop*. Cesar
43 Real Estate
LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
carpeted throughout,
home has living room,
dining room, large den
and abundant storage.
Priced at only $31,900.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 or
come by our con-
veniently located office
in the White House
Building, 711 Main for
all your real estate
needs.
Purdom & Thurman






, HONEYSUCKLE ... Sit
\ on the deck and drink ice
cold lemonade. . .
ander through the
. Enjoy a family
barbecue under the.
trees. Call 753-1492 to
view this furnished
retreat near the lake. .
20's. . Unita Jobs
RealtorsGoodby Winter. . .Hello'
• Summer!!! Get ready
for summertime with
this 3 bedroom lakeview
home. . . family room,
large eat-in kitchen. .
many other features
make this the ideal
home for year round
living. . . Call 753-1492
and start that carefree
life today. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
A Pleasure You'll
Treasure. . . Hideaway
cottage nestled on 3
wooded lots in lake area
Large living room-
kitchen combination
with fireplace plus loft
bedroom. Include this





SELL? if you've been
thinking of selling, why.




from our five full-time
sales representives. We
have clients waiting to
purchase all types of
Real Estate so let us




make buying and selling
real estate easy for  you!
EIGHT ACS with 400
feet frontage on 641
South has 14 trailer
hook-ups and choice
business and home sites,,
wily $35,000. ALSO good
two bedroom house on
good lot at 315 North 7th,
only $16,900. Call C. 0.
Bondurant Realty 753-
9954 or 753-3460.
12 ACRE LOTS for rent or
sale. $30 per month. City
water and sewage.
Roberts Estates, 3-milea
East of Murray.. Call
753-3745.
LOTS FOR-SALE Lake






With The Friendly Touch"
ESTABLISHED LAD-
IES DRESS SHOP . . .
m growing local shop-
ping center. Business,
store fixtures & in-.
ventory for sale. Call
for details. Boyd--
Majors Real Estate,




this darling 3 bedroom
home in Kirksey area.
Clean, bright and well
kept. 3/4 acre lot, all you





- Don't miss out on this
great rental property.
House is divided into 2
apartments with
another garage apart-
ment also. Gas heat is
an economic feature;
large 85 x 351 lot with
lots of nice trees. Phone
KOPPERUD REALY,




Nice & neat furnished 2 bedroom
mobile home in Croppie Hollow.
Equipped with central heat and
air, covered patio, block foun-
dation; setting in quiet and
peaceful wooded lot. Financing
available.
GOOD TASTE, GOOD BUY
Located on a large wooded lot, a
two story gambrel roof design
has approximately 1,700 sq. ft. of
living area, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
large living room, kitchen with
built-ins, sewing room or office.
his & her carport with storage,
patio and sun deck.
BUILT BY OWNER
...with that old fashioned charm
and value packed into this
modern* 3 bedroom home just
minutes fromNurray. This home
is equipped with many extras-
large and plentiful closets, extra
size bedrooms, 2 baths, huge 22 x
45 garage with workshop.
Surrounded by beautiful pines.
RENT PROBLEMS
Here is a good Aided home, .a .44
most 'tempting buy and hard to--
beat at the price-located on 16th
Street jut -rilnih of Tmlly-eass-
- oar& larige•lot and good-
TRUMP IN ON
A GOOD DEAL
Make your bid on this com-
fortable 3 bedroom brick home
with approximately 1,600 square
feet. Also has 2 baths, drapes
throughout, dishwasher, and
built-in stove, just a few of the
many pluses.
CHARM WITH ECONOMY
This luxurious home has eye ap-
peal, convenient design and
special energy saving features. A
3 bedroom brick located in Lake
Forrest Subdivision with 13 x 20
paneled family room with
fireplace equipped with efficient
heatalator tied into central
heating unit for those low cost
heating bills, large carport with
storage, 14 x 30 bricked
workshop, all setting on 3 large
wooded lots.
- LAKE AREA
-2 homes located iniake area close
'to Hamlin,. cid a hale, bet-
' TOrthith lii ae wITh 61acidop
.1nontaga.- -
CAREFREE LIVING
It ain't hard to take this 2
bedroom mobile home situated
on a beautiful lake front lot
located on the main lake in Pine
Bluff Shores. Just right for that
weekend retreat, summer
vacation or year round living.
EXPANSIVE, NOT EXPENSIVE
...is this "never been lived in" 3
bedroom deluxe country home
featuring approximately 2,430 sq.
ft.; large family room and kit-
chen combination, economic
fireplace equipped with
heatalator and circulation fans
for those low heat bills-2 baths,
large his & her garage, porch,
patio, utility room, 6 closets, cen-
tral best and air, located just
Minutes from Murray.
LAKE LOTS
7 choice commercial lots in Pine
Bluff, sold separately or in one
package deal. Call us today for
more information.
PACKAGED DEAL
Lake home located in Pirates
Cove Subdivision on Johathan
Creek with, boat ramp, golf cour-
se, swimming pool, tennis court
rights: This is a complete
-vacation dream nano pac
Call u.s today for more in-
- - -











Bed Nil 151 4441
Don ticker 153-1930 1
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901 Sycamore airway, 5.
Auction Sale
Every Friday Night
641 Auction House, Paris, Tn.
This week we have lots of good refinished furniture.
Round oak tables, curved glass china cabinets, spin-
dle back dining chairs, oak hall tree, ice cream
table and 4 chairs, 6 ladder back chairs, slipper
rocker, button leg round lamp table, corner what -
not shelf, walnut love seat, real old, oak front corner
cabinet, walnut lincoln rocker, walnut tea cart,
marble top_ table, walnut lamp table, oak sewing
rocker, oak mirror hat rack, iron bed with brass
knobs, collection of black milk glass, cut glass,
some signed. satin, custard, Burmese figurines, lots




Saturday, May 20th, 10 a. in, rain or shin. at the .
late Jim Burkeen home, 6 miles Northeast of
Murray, Ky. Turn North off of Highway 94 East at
old Lakestop Grocery on Vancleave Road. Follow -
signs about 4 miles. Extra clean sale of nice fur-
niture, appliances, gloss, china and antique items.
Two upright home freezers and food, electric
stove, washer and dryer, large air conditioner,
color T.V., small appliances, maple poster
bedr.oein suite, living room suite, odd chairs and 
•recliner. nice oak dining room suite, fancy poster
bed, big 'wardrobe, chests, dressers, High boy
chest, fancy little table, magazine rack, kitchen
cabinet, quilt box, treadle sewing machine,
wicker items, laundry stove, what nots, clock;
glass doosIt.iie safe, corn shelter, pictures glass
and china, iron skillets, wood rockers, kerosene
lamp, 10 or 12 extra fancy quilts, featherbeds,
pile of coal, items in outbuildings, and much
more. The nicest , sharpest Ford Pick-up you
ever saw, 1976 6 cylinder straight shift, short
wide bed, shame 2 tone paint, brand new con-












JUST REDUCED! OWNER SAYS SELL! This
recently modernized 4 bedroom home is ideal for
Mom and the Kids. Aluminum siding, entry hall,
large living room, dining room, ample closet
space. Situated on 1 acre, ideal for gardening,
horses. CAN YOU BELIEVE $19,900.
DELUXE COUNTRY.LIVING. Set on a large lot,
this custom-built brick ranch home is beautifully
designed for faintly living and entertaining.
There are 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, large living room
with fireplace, separate dining area, modern kit-
chen and utility room. Private patio is perfect for
summer barbecues. Call for appointment today.
NEW LISTING!! Six room 3 bedroom home in
extra good condition. Has tobacco barn (dark
fired base, 3 sheds and 2 pump houses.' Nine
acres of furtile tendable land-all fenced. Located
only 1 14/ miles from Murray on black top road.










land 17 to 31 acres,
located 6 to 15 miles
from Murray. $850 acre






With The Fren1s Totatl:
60 Acres more or less.
South of Murray just 4
miles this side of Paris
Landing on 0119 just
off 0121. Land can be
tended or pastured. On
black top road. Only
$33,000. Call for all
details. Boyd-Majors




sale by owner, rolling
woodland near Ken-
tucky Lake. Over 500 ft
frontage on county road.





Pr deism:mai Serv rk es
With The Friendly Touch'
COMMERCIAL
LOTS: 12th & Main -2
lots in prime location
vicinity of Mac-
Donald's & Cap'n D's.
These Jots are appx.








NEW LISTING . Three
bedroom, 1 bath brick
ranch home built in 1976.
Central electric heat
pump, attached garage,






1222 for all yopr Real
Estate Needs.
46 Homes For Sale
STORY house on 5
acres. Seven miles
South on 121 !tcion sq.
ft. Call 436-2118.
NEW HOME FOR SALE
in Canterbury Estates.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
2 car garage with
_ storage area. Call after
5, 753-1358.
THREE BEDROOM
briCk, 2 baths large den,
two miles out of Murray.
Call 753-9580.
HOME FOR SALE 4
years old 3 bedroom, 2
full baths, dishwasher,
electric stove, part
basement, on large lot in
Keniana Subdivision
Call 436-2473..
BY OW NI - 3
bedroom, bath,
garage, central air and
heat, carpeted. 14 x 24
living room with full
stoned, wall fireplace.
Blown insulation.
Fenced backyard. 16 x
20 raised deck. Wooded
Tot Paved driveway. All
on kt an acre in Lynn-
wood Estates, 2 Miles
South of Murray.
Possession in June. Call
753-0717.
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath home. 1617 Miller
Ave. Remodeled in-





46 Homes fel Sale
THREE Bi.DROOM












located on large corner
lot. Must be seen to
appreciate. Call 7534449
after 5 pin, for ap-
pointment.
HOUSE AND FIVE acres
with or without 12 x 65,
3 bedroom mobile home




washer. Two air con-
ditioners. Electric heat.
Quiet neighborhood.
Call after 4 p. m. 759-
4981.
46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM




1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.
1975 HONDA 400 Super
Sport. Perfect condition.
5700 miles. Call 753-0259.
1974 HONDA 550 4
cylinder, good condition.
Best offer. Call 753-2853.
1977 750 HONDA. Lots of
extras. Call 753-5696.
MUST SELL 1973 750
Yamaha with Fairing
and saddle bags. Low
mileage. Call 753-8078
days
49. Used Cars 1, Trucks
TWO LOTS 70 x 195 with
two bedroom house and
furniture. New in-
sulation. -Located in




Ideal for young couples
first home. Priced in
mid 20's. Call 753-3903.




storage, shady lot, good
location. 217 South 15th.
Call 759-1768 for ap-
pointment.
COUNTRY HOME and 4
acres, out bulldings,
fenced. On black top.
One mile from Puryear.
• Call days 901-642-3352,
nights 901-247-3986
1963 FORD F-100 k2 ton
truck, good mechanical
condition, new tires.
Call 753-1540 after 5
p.m. or 753-9,135 after 8






only. Send to P. 0. Box
88, Murray. Can be seen
at Ryan ST.
49 Used Cars 1. Trucks
1971 DATSUN IMO Good.
work car. $550. Call 753-
8963.
1973 DODGE one ton flat
bed truck. Call 753-4707.
1973 PINTO Squire
wagon. Air, 4 speed.
New tires. Opn be seen
at Shell Station on 4th
Street. Call 753-0570.
1973 DATSUN 610, 2 door,
vinyl top, tape player,
good condition. $1095
Call 489-2595.





Extra sharp. $1975. Call
753-6596.
1961 FALCON straight
shift, clean. Looks good.
Mechanical _condition,
excellent, engine -tops.














Now Is The Time
If you would be interested in land, home or eon;
do in Florida or Bahamas. Prices are increasing
greatly on all land and housing. Have prices on
homes and condos starting at $39,000; and some
special land deals on resale, costing $4395 for
only $2995 with real good terms. If interested in
permanent home, part time home, full time or
part time rental, or land investment, now is the
time. For further information and literature call,
or write Lyn Peck, Ka Ja Properties, 3347 Tates






Professional Services With The Friendly Touch
COUNTRY ESTATE. This lovely home situated
on 2 acres Ties absolutely everything-all the
quality, spaciousness and luxury you want. Over
4,000 sq. ft. of living area. Gracious entry hall,
living room, dining room, 4 hugh bedrooms, 312
baths (master bath has sunken tub), plush car-
peting, and central vacuum system. Raise the
curtain on a new type of life by phoning us today.
LEISURE LAKE LIVING. Spacious glassed-in
second-story family room offers panoramic view
of lake and surrounding area. Thisliealitiful and
unique lake-view cottage at Panorama shores
also has 2 bedrooms, 1 bath, living room, lctichen
and double garage with large separate storage 
CHARM AND VALUE. You will find both in this
area and can be your answer to srfcitLtaibltit_dt_ le-_••Attractioa ka,h,,,4114ag, spacious living room.
livable, beautifully decorated 2 bedroom home.
PRI.Cr;.0. IN LOW Ws:- laegabedroom.4 anti inviting 111114111Y.
„• 
-  
 12411.&81nrthIt1112130arti t NEWLY,'r
NEWLY REDUCED! MUST BE SEEN! This sharp 3 bedroom, 2 bath, B. V.
home is located on dead-end street. Many desirable features include wall-to-
wall carpeting, electric heat, nice kitchen with range, dishwasher. Dining room
has glass-doored china cabinets. Large double grage,jOived driveway. Have
country privacy and quiet in town.
NEW LISTING- SMALL ESTATE. Beautiful
country home, modem in every detail, surroun-
ded by stately trees and attractive landscaping.
This brick home provides 3 large bedrooms, 11-12
baths, many closets, formal dining as well as
breakfast room, marble fireplace in living room,
den adjoining , kitchen. Breezeway, 2 car att.
garage-on Itt gorgeous acres. 3 minutes to shop-
ping. ONLY $47,600. -
SeolkitetrwM-1041111P- -
A udr a Moody 753-9031
B. B. Nook 753-2317
YARD SALE
3 Party Yard Sala
Saturday 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. All kinds of junk.





Developers,- investors - one of the prime
business locations in Murray. 1.61 acres with
over 285 ft of road frontage on South 12th St. Ideal
for franchise property.
New home near Ky. Lake for permanent home or
Summer retreat on 2 lots. 2 Nice bedrooms,
living room with wood burning stove and electric
furnace. Nice kitchen and dining area huge
screened porch for only $18,750.
Want to build? We have several of the nicest
building lots in Murray. 4 in Westwood and 2 in
Kingswood. Priced from $3,500.
,
Maybe the nicest home for the money in
Panorama Shores. Brick and stone exterior, 3
bedrooms, l'ox baths, sunken family room, lovely
kitchen, patio, 2 car garage and more. $51,000.
Reduced for quick sale - owner transferred and
needs quick sale. One of the nicest neigh-
borhoods in the county. 3 bedrooms, living roorri,
den, newly remodeled bath, large kitchen, very '
large utility room, outside storage all on a I
beautifully landscaped 14 acre lot. $27,500. •
LojeaWitiiiiKf."DiTte..Welrkept atuTlit g6011
condition. 3 Bedrooms, living room with
beautiful fireplace, all large rooms, split level
with basement plus 1 acre. Only $25,500.
The Nelson Shroat REALTORS
759-1707







HERE'S GLAMOUR! Luxurious Mediterranean
styled brick on acre lot with many fine old trees
and unique landscaping. Living room opens to
rear patio deck. Master bedroom with modern
bath, plus 2 add'l bedrooms and 2sn bath. For-
mal dining, all appliance kitchen, 2 car garage.
NEWLY LISTED! ON,IN $55,000.
Alger;
THERE REALLY IS a brick veneer home and 15
acres available. Located 3 miles south of Tri-City
on route 97. 8 room house, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths.
Central heat and air with wall-to-wall carpeting
are also features of' this nice countrYlothe Cal)









WHY NOT SPREADOU T? In This roomy yet
compact 3 bedroom, 2 bath, B. V., situated on 3
acres, has all the extras-central heat and air,
thick plush carpeting, quality appliances in har-
vest gold. Only 4.5 miles from Murray on 641
North. Below replacement cost at ONLY $38,000.
..•
YOU'LL. LOVE IT'S LIVING ADVANTAGES.
Call for an appointment to see this charming and
livable, family-sized home on a beautiful 2 acre
lot in the country. This 4 bedroom home has
aluminum Aiding for beauty and economy,
spacious room for living comfort. A quality-built
newly re-decorated home that is worth your
careful consideration. NEWLY LISTED. Low
30's.
WAIL-TO-WALL SPACIOUSNESS-COUNTRY
STYLE.. .Hwy. 464, East of Bucy's Grocery, 5
bedroom, 2 bath, roomy B. V. home on 3.7 acres.
Large living, dining room, family roornowith
fireplace. Ideal for large family. Plenty of space
for horses, garden, etc. THIS NEWLY I1STED
PROPERTY IS PRICED RIGHT AT $53,000.
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1974 FORD Capri. Good
. condition, 4 speed, new









Super Tuner, 8 track.




tro BUICK, $995. 4967
GMC pickup $795. 1973
Spring GMC, $2495. 1976
One ton with Omaha
bed, $4295. 1975 Ford %
ton, 6 cylinder, with
automatic, $1995. 1907
Two ton International 18
ft. bed, $1895. 1960 In-
ternational 1 ton, $795.
1968 Oldsmobile, 5595.
_ Murray Ford Tractor,










New tires. Low mileage.





49 Used Cars A Trucks
1967 FORD new tires.
Call 437-4218 after 5
1960 CHEVROLET
pickup. Call 753-6403
after 4 p. m.
1976 LTD BROUGHAM.
Extra nice. 7,000 miles.
Call 753-0415.
1973 PINTO - yellow
refrigerator, automtic
defrost and ice maker.
Call 753-8528 or 753-8301.
1969 BUICK SKYLARK,




1976 NOVA, 4 speed, $2500
or best offer. Call 759-
1158.
1963 CHEVROLET




body. $350. Call 753-5160.
1969 TEMPEST - runs
good and cheap. 403
South 11th Street.
1974 FORD RANCHERO
, CT 351 automatic double
power and air nice.
$2500. 1971 Ford Pick-up
fourwheel drive 360 4
speed. . White spOke
wheels -15 x 12 tires all
new front end. $2250 Call
1-354-6217. ,
1972 OLDS 98, full power
and air, best offer. See
Jimmy McCuaji, 247-
0470.
Watch for the LARGEST SALE






49. Used Cars Trucks
1976 FORD F-150 FWD,
4200-15 tires white spoke
wheels, headers. Ready
to go. Call 489-2785 after
3 p.m.
19713 CHEVY 10 van.







on 1972 Chevrolet step
side with side pack tool
bins, 8 cylinder,
automatic. Can be seen
at CableVision office.
1973 MERCURY Mon-
tego, power, air, AM-
FM stereo, needs body
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
pickup runs but motor
needs work, $300. Call
753-2893 after 6. p.m.
50 Campers
TRUCK -'CAMPER for




CAMPER FITS on truck.
Sleeps five has
everything but bath.
Call 753-6317 after 5 p.m.
Western .Ky. Travel
Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522-
8507.
VW CAMPER, 1976 with
extras. Like new. 38,000
miles. Call collect 615-
431-3630 or locally 759-
4650 or 436-2333.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES - Your friendly
Starcraft dealer. Travel
trailers, pop ups, used
campers .and toppers..
All at discount prices.
Complete line of parts
and accessories.. We
service what we sell.
Open Monday-Saturday,
7 a.m. til ? Sunday, 12:30
until 6 p. m. East 94
Highway 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
:) 197$ United Feature grndicate Inc.
"THIS 9A-M16}-isfY SiCK COW,ITR\(
-MISS HA RRISOW. "
51. Services Offered
o. LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas ins-
stallation will do
plumbing heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
EXPERIENCED _MAN
will do interior wood
working finish car-
pentry, and • Ca.01-11-e-t- -WET -13lAba.M ENV- We
finishing. Call 435- .
make wet baserhents
dry, work . completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.





brick or block. No job








repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310




installed - per your
specifications. Call





IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
- 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also 'septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 153-8669 or
436-5348.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior, Also dry wall





shrubbery cut • or
trimmed? Call George
Landolt, 753-4707.
WILL SPRAY barns, roof
and thick throseal to
masonary walls. Free
Extimates. Call 753-6878




No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent do-
it-yourself project or we










DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
:beneath ground.. I Paves
only sawdust and chips
Call for 'free Estimate,







ANY KIND OF hauling in
























offices, store fronts, etc.
20° years experience.
Call 901-782-5981.
WILL DO YARD work
and light liaWing. Call
51 Services Offered
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field











J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.




tings, glass, wood and






Eickup Rad deliver y.
. Call 492-8307.
BACKHOE SERVICE.
Call 492-8320 or 492-8390.
RENT RINSENVAC
s. ether "ilo-it-yearsoft"






house does all the work
IfFKT1VfLY-
cleans, rinses and vacuums
out deep down dirt and





a fraction of the cost
YOU SAVE UP TO











ficient service. No job





roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
I QUALITY SERVICECompany Inc. Air con-dition sales and ser-vice. Modern sheetmetal department.Larry Wisehart,President.  Phone9290.
Carrier
53 Feed And Seed
NEW GRASS hay in
square bales. Call 753-
3076.
Exciting Real Estate Careers
Excellent opportunity to join established real
estate firm now opening in Murray. Come grow
with Gallery Of Homes. Prefer person with real
estate experience in this area, but will consider
trainee if properly qualified otherwise.
















KOPPERUD REALTY'S NOUSE HUNTER'S GUIDE
Pictured below are some of Murray's finest homes listed for sale on the current Real Estate Market. Our sales representatives are available on a full-time basis
(at your convenience) to show you any of these featured homes and any other home listed through the Murray Multiple Listing Service. We look forward to serving you.
SOMETHING SPECIAL
Our newest listing has everything in a house that
you are looking for. The basics include four
bedrooms, 2% baths, living room, family room,
formal dining room, and kitchen/breakfast
room. The special features include a library with
antique mantel, two fireplaces, beautiful wood
..,floors, antique light fixtures, some grasscloth
wallpaper, and beautiful deep crown moldings
throughout the house. Enjoy entertaining on the
terraced brick patio with privacy wall on three-
sides. This beauty has transoms over each door
and antique brass door knobs, big stairway to the
upstairs. A huge attic, two heat pumps and other
extras that our salespeople would like to point
out to you. This is the house you'll surely want to
see. Call today for a Showing.
IT'S A BARGAIN!
Located on a quiet, tree shaded street is this 3
bedroom brick ranch home just waiting for your
family. Fully carpeted throughout, home has
living rtorn, dining room, large den and abun-
dant storage. Priced at only $31,900.
DESIGNED FOR COMFORT
Get ready to move into one of Murray's sharpest
and most spacious homes. This house has three
bedrooms, 2 large baths, fireplace and kitchen
with breakfast area. Economical central gas
heat and central air, a private patio and an in-
tercom for something extra. It would be our
pleasure to show this home to you. Price just
reduced $1,000.
FORMULA FOR FINE LIVING
Lovely sand unique home on private 3 acre
wooded 'tract west of Murray. Home has
breathtaking 27' I 25' greatroom with fireplace
and hardwood plank floors. Electric Heat Pump,
all modern conveniences plus a rustic, com-
fortable design add up to a pleasant life style for
you. Don't let this opportunity pass you by.








INVEST IN THE FUTURE
With this large 4 bedroom, 3 bath home on
private one acre tract. 4% miles from Murray.
Almost 3,000 square feet of living area in this
borne which has extra large rooms and large 2
car garage. Built-in ktchen with all appliances
including refrigerator, range, dishwasher,
disposal and trash co;npactor staying with sale
of home. Priced well below replacement cost.
Price reduced $1,500 to $43,500. Phone us today
for more information.
PRICE REDUCED 0000
Bright and cheery 3 bediotira, 2 bath charmer
only 1 year old. Featiinng den with fireplace, for-
mal dining room, 2.-tar garage and realistic
price in the 40's. Let 3 new ray of sunshine into
your life and take a look at this quality home.
Owner says make offer
, 
"Your key To Hap House Hunt
KO
-REAL
HOME, BUSINESS OR BOTH
This could be the place you are looking for -
Property is zoned for business, but could be just
a lovely home within two blocks of the cour-
thouse, 4 bedroom brick, 2 bath, study, living
room and dining room combination with wood-
burning fireplace, also large kitchen including
range, refrigerator, disposal and dishwasher.
Lo* thirties.
LIVE AND EARN
One of Murray's nicest duplex apartments. Each
side has 2 bedrooms, living room, _kitchen and
bath, with one unit having beautiful den with
fireplace and wood-beamed ceiling. Modern kit-
chens have all built-in appliances, and very at-
tractive drapes, carpeting and walIpaptr
throughout home. A beautiful way to be prac-
'tical!
COLONIAL CHARM
Yes, it will be love at first site when you see this
colonial 4 bedroom home and 10 rolling acres.
Home was completely renovated 3 years ago and
has lovely brick fireplace in large kitchen-den, 2
baths and lots of space throughout. Acreage is
fenced, good stock barn, stable and other out-
bilildings. A rare opportunity to purchase that




Don't miss out on this great rental property.
House is diyided into 2 apartments with another
garage apartment also. Gas heat is an economic





  George Gallagher-763-8129 --- -
Bill kopperud- 763-1222
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Leon Smith Is
Dead At Age Of 57;
Services Friday
Mrs. Leon Dorothy B
Smith of 1405 Cardinal Drive,
Murray, died Wednesday at
two p.m. at the Baptist
• Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tn. She was 57 years of age
and her death followed a short
illness.
The Murray woman was a
member of the first Christian
Church and had been em-
ployed as a sales clerk in a
fabric store. Born Sept.
13. 1920, in Weakley County,
In., she was the daughter ot
Laura Bandy Boothe, who
survives, and the late Bryan
Boothe.
NHS. -Smith-is-survived _hy _
her husband, Leon Smith, 1405
Cardinal Drive. Murray; her
mother, Mrs. Laura Boothe,
r iiicah; one daughter, Mrs.
Lan (Brenda( Boor,
Louisville; two sons, Roy
Smith of Murray and Mike
Smith of Adairsville, Ga.; two
sisters. Mrs. Velma Tucker of
Paducah and Mrs. Geneva
Cravens of Chicago, Ill.; one
brother, Willis Boothe of
McKenzie, Tn., six grand
children: one niece; oft
nephew. a
The funeral will be held
Friday at 2'30 p.rn, at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos of Murray
and the Rev. Phillip Mc-
Pherson of .kdairsville, Ga.,
officiating, Burial will follow
lithe Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
tonight (Thursday )-.-
Rites.Held Today For Hal Mathis
The funeral for Hal Mathis
of Dexter was held this
morning at eleven o'clock at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Bro. John Dale and Bro. John




John James Hanes of 503
Richardson Street, Murray,
died this morning at 4:15 at
the Westview Nursing Home.
He was 85 years of age.
Mr. Hanes was married
Dec. 21, 1913, to the former
Vile,ra197j6. He retirwedh°fdirom the F0,. ormer Texas Criminal To
-Chevrolet Motor Company_irk_s______ _ _ _ _ .„ _ ._ _ _ , 
pea-, Univers! Chuith*
MHS Speech Club To Present
Play On Friday And Saturday
Detroit, Mich.. and he and his
family moved to Murray in
1971. Born Jan. 12, 1893, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late John E. Hanes
and Eliza Jane Barnes Hanes.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Allen Lavenia
Jones, and her husband, Allen,
503 Richardson Street,
Murray; one Sister, 'Mrs.
Maunpn Wrather, Camden,
Tn.; one brother, Hugh Hanes,
Royal Oak, Mich.; fiveineces.
The funeral will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchil
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Lawson Wilitainaen officiating
and the song service by thh
choir of the Sinking _Spring
Baptist church. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. .
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p.m.
today Thursday).











Claude Thorn, Alvin Elkins,
Russell Elkins, and Charles
Boren. Burial was in the
Stewart Cemetery.
Mr. Mathis, age 61, died
Tuesday a 1:15 at his home.
He was a member of the
Dexter Church of Christ and
an Army veteran of World
War II.
He is survived by one son,
Hal Mathis, Jr., Warren,
Mich.; two sister, Mrs. Pearl
Joyce and Mrs. Mary Haynes,
Kennett, Mo.; two brothers,
Lee Mathis, Ahno Route One,
and Paul Mathis, Centralia,
Ill.; three grandchildren.
Clude Thompson, former
Texas criminal, will be the
speaker at special services at
the University Church of
Christ and the Kentucky State
Penitentiary, Eddyville, on
Friday, Saturday, and Sun-
day,'May 19-21.
Thompson, 67, has been
spear-heading religious
programs in prisons since his
release from the Texas State
Prison, Huntsville, Texas,
Clyde Thompson
more than 20 years ago. He
will speak at the University
Church an Friday at seven
p.m., and on Sunday at 9:30 Prielr,;.t.'"cky4 hewnit
a.m., 10:30 a.m., and six p.m. *r Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Thompson will speak at the c`o..414urraY.'e fdle"Industrial Average 
peniteniary at Eddyville on
Saturday at ten a.m. and
Sunday at one p.m.
According to the
biographical sketch furnished
by Thompson, he was im-
prisoned in Texas for over 28
leers after W WW par-
ticipated in six murders and in
four major attempted prison
escapes. Thompson said he
spent over 12 years in isolation
and over five years in solitary
confinement in a prison
morgue. He said it was during
his time of confinement that
he began reading the Bible
By KAYE PEEBLES
The Murray High School
Speech Club is presenting, "I
Never Saw Another Butterfly"
as its final production of the
year. The play by Celeste
Respanti is a story about Raja
Englanderowa, a young
Jewish girl that survived a
Nazi. work camp. The author
prefaced the play by saying,
"This Play is her (Raja's)
story. It is history as much as
any play can be history,
showing the best and the worst
of which the human heart is
capable."
Lysa Lyon, a junior, plays
the role of Raja Englanderova
and Laura Shinners, Senior,
again after being reared as a
son of a late gospel preacher.
Thompson said he first started
reading with the idea of
showing it to be a false book,
but was led to "convicted and
obedient faith in Christ as the
Son of the Living God"
through his reading.
Thompson said he began to
correspond with Olan Hicks,
then editor of the Christian
Chronicle, Austin, Texas; and
it was through this
correspondence that he was
contacted by -Christian-
-woman, Julis, who became his
wife upon his release from
prison. At one time Thompson
said he was only six hours
away from execution in the
electric, chair when then
Texas Governor Rosa Sterling
issued altly of execution. He
has been actively involved in
the Christian' ministry for
more that 20 years.
The public is invited to hear
Thompson speak at the ser-
vices at the University Church
of Christ on Friday and
Sunday, a church spokesman
said.
sCtock, Razket
How to get money out of
your house without selling it.
You simply come to us for a mil estate
loan bed by your equity.
- Equity is the difference between hovi
much your home is worth, and what you
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
back a really big loan. For whatever you
have in mind.
Real Mae valises are tap. up. up.
So the house you bought just a few
years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you paid.
Which means your equity is bigger.
And the bigger your equity, the
more you can borrow in a large real estate
loan. Right here. Right now.
So the equity in your house is like
money in your pocket.
Call us. We've got your loan.







82,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 6,424.60 18.80%
85,500 8124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 1174%
87,500 8169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
•Aautual Percen Rata KY. 1
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Air Products. 29 unc
AfneTtetin MOM   4'74wic
Ashland Oil  d
American Telephone 22% -1-14
Ford Motor 30% -%
General Motors 43% AI
General Tire W44 +11.
Goodncti  22% +%
Heublein 26a tue
;)IayS the part of Irene
Synkova, Raja's
schoolteacher. Though the
play is recounted with Raja
the horror. of the work camps
and how she, with the help of
Irena, was one of the only one
hundred children that sur-
vived the work camp when
over 15,000 other children
died.
Other characters include,
Kim Alley as Raja's Mother,
Greg Schmaltz as Raja's
father, Richard Simon as





east. of Hardin just off- Bight-
way 80. will have a gospel
singing on Saturday, May 20,
at the church.
A fellowship potluck supper
will be served at 6:30 p.m.
with the singing featuring the
Kingsmen Gospel Group,
Sanford Holt, leader, of
Auburn, Ala.
The public is invited to





Church, located off Highway
49 East, will have its annual
homecoming services on
Sunday, May 21, with the Rev.
Glenn Cope as the speaker at
the morning worship services.
A basket dinner will - be
served at noon and gospel




The Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will have its
annual homecoming on
Sunday, May 21, with all day
services planned.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. followed by worship
services at eleven a.m. with
the speaker being the pastor,
the Rev. Charles Morris. A
basket dinner will be served at
noon with a godpel singing to
be held at 1:30 p.m.
Donations for the upkeep of
IBM  21575-46 the cemetery iiilnie
Independence Plans
Fellowship









Wendvi 1 d. 391. ask
Jenny Ridge Church To\
Hold Gospel Singing
A gospel singing will be held
at the Jenny Ridge Pen-
tecostal Church on Saturday,
may 20, at 7:30 p.m.
The featured group will be
The Old Gospel Travelers of
Paducah. The public is invited
to attend.
The Independence United
Methodist Church will have its
third Sunday night fellowship
on Sunday, May 21, at seven
p.m. with the Rev. Mike
Fennel, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Fennel, as guest
speaker.
Special music will be
presented by the Warren
Quartet. the public_ is invited
to attend, a church spokesman
said.
Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
001313 MOO MEI
GUM mow no E
WU UtJOGI ULM
UU MAKI UtOCEI
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Aunt Vera. Steve Sears as
Pavel, Mary Morris as free,
Kimberly Owens as Ftenka,
Serena Sandness as Erika,
Susan Nall as Pavia, Donna
Bailey as Ofila, Pat Whitlow
as Popinka, Delores Honchul
as Helena and Mike Pitts as
the Rabbi. Linda Horner is the
stage manager for the
production.
The play is being directed
by Karen Mier and Mark
Etherton. David S. S. Davis is
the designer of the set. Over
thirty students have worked
extensively in some area of
production. "I Never Saw
Another Butterfly" will be
presented at the high school on
May 19 and 20th at 8:00 p.m.
Admission is $1 and the public
is cordially invited to attend.
Adutt Great Books To
Hold Discussion Meet
The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet
Monday, May 22, at seven
p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library.
"The Stranger" by Albert
Camus will be discussed.
Copies of the book may be
obtained from the library and
any person who has read the
selection is invited to par-
ticipate in the discussion.
The book for the June
discussion group will be "A
Burnt-Out Case" by Graham
- Greene.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.7
down 0.1.
Below dam 320.6 down 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.8
down 0.1.
Below dam 326.4 up 0.2.













The annual ham breakfast
by the United Methodist Men
will be held Saturday, May 20,
at the Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church, located at
the Calloway-Marshall CowAy
line on U. S. Highway 641
North.
Breakfast consisting of
ham, eggs, sausge, etc., will
be served from five a. m. to
ten a. m. Free will donations
will be taken for the serving of
the meat.
Market Report
Federal State Market News Service May
12, 192.
ICsatio=cbeir Area des Illarbet
Raped Adam
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Malian Sweet • Sweet
Sale Wed., May 17th
thru Sat. May 27th
* YA14. COMET
jitorist (ritirbeli (Center
502 NORTH FOURTH 'STREET
Merery, Ky. 7534144
Fred's Will
9144- You Stay ----
-Ahead!
Moa.-Thurs. 8:30 a.n1:4 p.m.
Fri. - 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Sat. -1:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
(
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BILL BLASS DOTS UP SPRING—The big soft tunic
slits and buttons up the sides. The neckline is softly
articulated with pin tucks and it loosely ties. The skirt
is also slit to show the leg. Colorful random dots bounce
like confetti.
Marlene Farrell, Miss Spring of 1978 is
visiting the most complete childrens
store in Murray.
The Step Ladder carries sizes for girls from
0 to 14 and Boys sizes from 0 to 20. Shop
the store for the young at heart -The Step
Ladder'.
HOURS 10 6 Mon Sot 10a f,,
5.1 Ao Shopper" Coethr.
753-1795
ashion's so t best
A confident new femininity
marks designer collections
.There's a new look of
feminine confidence to fash-
ions for spring. 1978.
Despite all the earnest talk
and the well-meaning manu-
als that counsel the working
woman to adopt a “busi-
nesslike uniform" in the style
of her male counterparts, this
season's trends are anything
but uniform or unisex.
• Instead, women seem-i-obe
evolving their own style of
authority dressing, and it's a
look that says a little,sweet
talk never hurts. 
.
The trend is away from the 
tried and true to the softer
and looser in melting shapes.
natural fabrics and delectable
details.
Even the classics are
sweetened and softened with
luxury fabrics, frostings of




looks for work, for evening.
for exercise and for casual
limes. Loose, easy shapes let
the body move freely. Light
fabrics slide over the figure.
Sexiness is subtly naive.
Cosmetic colors—the pales
and the neutrals—are softly
flattering.
For every action, of
course, there is also reaction,
and the punk fad provides
far-out fashion for people
who dig unmatched earrings,
safety pins and broken
watches.
The feminine focus is so
gentle. the best ensembles
seem just to happen. How-
ever, appearances are decep-
tive. There has to be hard-
headed planning behind that




shoes. sometimes flat heels
and toned-in stockings. Fab-
rics and textures have to be.
blended with the right soft
accessories.
Hang loose is the watch-
word for spring. Linings,
•paddings. facings and but-
tons are phased out wherever
possible. Patterns and tex-
tures mix playfully. Fluid
shapes are bloused, shirred.
and gathered. Hemlines are
dropping to flatter the ankle.
A big, loose blazer covers all.
The interest comes from_ a__
subtle hint of the body mos,- •
ing freely beneath a volume
of feat herlight fabric.
Spring dresses can be
sweet and simple with loose
uncluttered shapes or frosted
with flirtatious feminine de-
tails. The newest boast clean
lines, easy construction and
luxury fabcics like silk crepe
de chine.
One favorite is a scarf
dress in sheer cotton that can
be worn many ways and also
works as ,a top over pants.
Another is the fancy-free
blouson, in an airy luxury
fabric like cotton gauze.
Sundresses come out in
tropitat -prillft Or deITC are
feminine florals with lacy
trim and flounces. The
balloon-shaped mini-dress is
another warm weather look.
Flowers and laces make
the sweetest looking dress-
es. The big print dress is a•
mini-floral with a Liberty
look. Tiered, lace-trimmed
skirts are popular. The alter-
native: clean, sleek and slim:
Covernps often are coor-
dinated with dresses: big
blazers in matching fabric or
shawls in color-keyed prints.
It adds up to lighthearted,
spirited funa, word fashion
hasn't heard for awhile. The
message is: live a little, relax,




romantic mood with softened
shaped, luxurious fabrics,
and a free, witty spirit.
Foot Focus
Longer skirts put the fobt
in the .spotlight. • Shoes are
either high or low, with Iiitle
in between. High heeled
shoes play up the ankle with
straps or ties. Lower heels go
bare in strappy sandals,
cover up for play in
moccasins, ballerina flats.







Stockings help keep the
eye on the ankle or tone into
the skirt with opaque col-
orations. Anklets in baby
pastels, sometimes trimmed
with lace, are worn with san-
dals and _flats as in 1952.
Brushed surfaces: tough ter-
ries and safari socks go ath-
letic.' Real silk stockings and
light sheer. knee-highs look
very ladylike.
Scarves
Shawls wrap on through
spring in lace, chiffon, sheer
ruffled voiles and silks. The
tiny scarf wraps around cel-
lars and cowls. The big
floppy "Annie Hall" tie is
another look in store.
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Spark up ho-hum meal with
sunny delights from Japan!
Looking for a way to perk
up a light warm-weather
meal? Why not add an exotic
touch to a quick, low cost
dish with sunny little cres-
cents of flavor from Japan!
Juicy, reitdy-to-serve
Mandarin Orange segments
from Japan provide delicious
ways to make easy budget
dinners taste like a
million—and look like a
gourmet's dream.
These plump, juicy little
seedless orange sections are
the maSt versatile fruit you
can buy. Use them to make
sweet and piquant sauces,
• • • • •
A Shoe For ,Miss Spring
do it 9ouA tkati
witil a new
Personality. _
SHOES FOR WOMEN -
Wide open_ the_ t
breezes, cushioned ond -
crafted to cores, your
sole Softest kid in
bone, white or rust
print Sizes 5-10, widths
N. M
Family Shoe Store




















fres Delivery I. Murray
appetite-awakening stuff-




from Japan are nutritious as
well as delicious. Seedless,
skinless, and without rinds or
membranes, they are care-
fully hand tended. until sun
ripened to the peak of flavor,
then quick-packed' to pre-
serve their natural goodness.
Here's an easy, low-cost
summer meal that's sure to














1 Tsp. salt •
Ya Tsp. pepper
2 Tbs. white vermouth
2 Tbs. lemon juice




1/4 Cup chopped walnuts
Drain and save syrup from
Mandarin Oranges. Cook
macaroni according to pack-
age directions, drain and set
aside. Melt 2 tablespoons
butter in a skillet, add onions
and peppers, saute until on-
ions are transparent. Toss
into macaroni. Melt remain-
ing butter in a saucepan, stir
in flour, when mixture bub-
bles. stir in 1/2 cup Mandarin
Orange syrup and all of the
milk. Cook until thickened.
stirring constantly. Add salt,
pepper, vermouth, lemon
juice, 1/4 cup a cheese, tuna
and Mandarin Oranges (re-
serve 4 for garnish). Mix ev-
erything with macaroni and
turn into a buttered cas-
serole. Sprinkle top with re-
maining cheese and walnuts.
Bake at 375°F 25 to 30 min-
utes. Serves 4-6.
MANDARIN MOUSSE
I 11-02. can Japanese
Mandarin Oranges
1/2 Cups boiling water
I 3-Or. Pkg. orange
dessert gelatinc
I Egg, beaten
1 Cup heavy cream,
whipped
I Cup chopped walnuts
Drain and save syrup from
Mandarin Oranges. Chop 1/2
into small pieces. Dissolve
gelatine dessert in boiling wa-
ter, then beat into egg. Beat
Mandarin Orange syrup into
mixture. Chill until almost
set. Fold in chopped Malicia-
, rin Oranges and 1/2 of heavy
cream.. Spoon into individual
glasses. Chill until set. Whip
remaining cream. Decorate
with cream, oranges and nuts




The floral print handbag,
the pearlized pastels and
ii bright patents are alterna-
tives to leather. Pigskin is the
newest leather softie.
Ladies' briefcases take on
serious daytime importance.
II Many-shaped fabric bags
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Demure, delightfully feminine designs
Whatever happened to the
white collar girl? She is alive




of the Parnis Boutique collec-
tion designed by Morty
Sussman is signalled by the
spruce yet demure little col-
lar with a flower tucked into
it.
The collars are in polished
white schoolgirl shapes in
eyelet, cotton and in double
layers of crepe in soft petally
little girl necklines. There are
deliditettafflts Topping dress-
es with flirty petticoats.
Easy dressing
"It's a hopeful and helpful
spring season," said Bob
Kaufman, president of
Mollie Parnis and the famous
designer's partner.
"The color are light, the
dresses hugely becoming. All
the skirts move. Nothing is
heavy or difficult to wear."
That may sound on the safe
side, and it is, because of that
elegant magic for which
Mollie Parnis has long been
famous. She and Morty have
a way of making a prophecy
into...alum thing _No_w_c(Man
is ever asked to be their
guinea pig.
Chief prophecy this time:
emphasis, however gentle,
on the waistline and an occa-
sional high waist.
They forecast the end of
the tenting era and yet this
THE BLACK AND WHITE DISTINCTION of crepe pin
-dots-from-the--Mollte Parnis Boutique toilet-Thin de-
signed by Morty Sussman for Spring 1978. Left: ver-
satile day dressing with white over collar and cuffs, full
swing skirt and gleaming black patent belt. Right:
two-piece with soft blouson lop and white lined-front
plaquet, skinny tie and box-pleated skirt. .
season will flow into several, looks still "new."
more with the 1978 Parnis The collection is filled with
Infinitely romantic
Pauline Trigtre is in love
with the blouse and skirt and
stoles, simplified dressing
but infinitely romantic as in
the big white blouse slashed
to a tiny waist over a full
swinging black skirt.
Twin prints in silk and
matching chiffon are used in
several combinations for af-
ternoon and evening, and
change into a whisper of pin-
striped paper taffeta, cinched
waist, freely pleated skirt,
enormous romantic. sleeves.
There are intermission
lengths that are at once both
simple and elegant, and at a
time when_perfection of
workmanship is suffering
elsewhere, the quality is still
apparent here. Trigere says
there is nothing sexier than
the "cold shoulder," and
now there is nothing newer
than the on shoulder eve-
ning dress molded to the
body, rippling down to a cas-
cade hem,
The artist palette: silk
"fans" in many lengths and
varying ways—colorful chif-
fons end up as the surprise of
the collection and lend ex-
citement to the finale.
Marlene Farrell rides
into spring on a
Honda Mini Express
atmospheric non-colors, full
skirts with adjustable full-
ness. blousons (shallow for
becomingness), soft blouses
with the chic (Waive of a
loose vest with almost no
memory of its masculine
lineage, airweight angora-
and-mohair, sometimes
trimmed with ultra suede,
khaki hopsacking, delicious
loose string knits, lots of fib-
ranne in a new combination
of challis and knit in a fresh
little "uniform" of a suit.
Tasteful lengths
The skirt lengths maintain
the tasteful status quo a bit
below the knee but often
have low-calf, uneven or
above-hemlines for cocktails
and evening. Pretty legs and
feet have always been consid-
ered a bankable asset at
Parnis.
The deep armhole is con-
jured into a slender line here
by being cut on the bias to lie
gracefully and-always placed
above a fluid skirt.
Blousons too are carefully
controlled at the
sometimes with a wide bor-
der of the print for emphasis.
While pale and strong
pastels are thc.main keynotes
of the collection, there is
much alluring sheer black for
evening, and an almost-black
crepe de chine print with tiny
white dots makes a series of
fresh, all-purpose day dress-
es.
Exotic inspiration
Byzantium is the inspira-





richly gemmed and deco-
rated robes, whose majestic
court was the center of high
cultural and religious life at a
time when Europe was in the
Dark Ages.
Fabric design has always
been Mary McFadden's first
love. This collection takes
Byzantine motifs and ab-
stracts them for a modern
sensibility.
Large borders criss-cross
the body; delicate mosaic
patterns follow the hieratic
lines of the cross.
The silhouettes of this col-
lection are softer, shirring
around the neck and shoul-
ders. The shape is wider,
jackets billowing in the back.
Fabrics for McFadden's
day wear come in the tex-
tures and hues of alabaster
gauze and pale amber. Pure
crystalline white linen edged
in white lace make a special
group.
Warm days brings on thoughts of skiing
on beautiful Kentucky Lake and Marlene
flows a good place to stop to get ready
or a days outing.
Skiers - Fishermen - Campers - Hunters - Pic-




Marlon* Farrell, Miss Spring, browses through the green house at
Shirley's Gorden Center For the largest selection of spring bedding
plants stop by and visit the most complete florist ond garden center
In Murray
,Shirlev, •
Nlorist & (rarden CI:enter
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'•For short term heating or cooking
when used as picks or skewers. Not
for thawing or long term cooking.
Works well as a cover to prevent spat-
tering or to absorb grease when cook-
ing bacon.
Used as containers, trivets and covers
for all microwaving processes. '
Plastics Special microwave utensils can be
used' as- containers, racks.-trivets and
rings. Plastic wrap excellent as adjust-
able cover. Foam cups and plates for
thawing and heating.
-Microwaves are a form of
electromagnetic energy simi-
lar to radio and television
waves.
Microwave energy is pro-
duced by a magnetron tube
and is broadcast through a
wave guide into a closed cav-
ity, the oven into which food
is placed.
As microwaves enter the
food, they cause•the water,
fat and sugar molecules __to
nib against each other. The
friction produced creates
heat which thaws, heats or
cooks the food, depending on
the length of microwave time
selected.
The processes performed
by microwave energy are:
DEFROSTING - Micro-
wave energy is used to
gradually heat frozen food
and change ice crystals to
water. The food is still cool




Lightweight and sometimes reusable.
Easy clean-up because it is disposable,
lightweight, not reusable.
Heavy when filled, easy to clean, high
chipping and breakage rate, difficult to
achieve desired shape for mid() wav-
ing utensils, can be used with conven-
tional heat.
Easy to shape into desirable micro-
wave utensils, lightweight, can go




HEATING - This process
is achieved by placing
cooked food into the micro-
wave oven for short periods
of time to raise the tempera-
ture.
The temperature of heated
foods will vary from about
90° F. for breads and cof-
feecakes to about 170° F. or




energy is used for prolonged
periods of tin* to change
food from raw to a cooked
state. The temperature food
reaches during cooking is de-
termined by its molecular
structure.
Foods high in fat (meats,
meat sauces and casseroles)
and sugar (candies) become
very hot, often reaching 300°
F. Vegetables and breads do





Dixieland Center - Chestnut Street
Marlene admires the beautiful and unusual imported
lacquered trays, vases and boxes from the Green Door.
For graduation gifts, wedding gifts, gifts for any oc-
casion, shop the Green Door.
Free Gift Wrapping
Open Mon.-Sat. 10-5
•••••••••••• ••••••••• •••••••,•••••••••••• 
offiNe.W.. ow... • ••
tures during cooking.
Understanding these pro-
cesses will establish a basis
for evaluating utensils to be
used when microwaving.
Microwaves are deflected
by metal, absorbed by food
and liquid and transmitted by
paper, wood, glass and plas-
tics.
In order for a dish or men-
sil to be appropriate for mi-
crowavimt it should: l) have
no metal in its composition:
2) be of the proper size and
shape for the food being mi-
crowaved; and 3) be of a ma-
tenal which will not warp,
distort, melt or disintegrate
when the food becomes hot.
MISS SPRING SECTION,
Don't stoop to conquer. . . Give
kitchen a lift with new heights"!
' 4<ftic.„.Give your kitchen a literallift. Why stoop and bend
when you can raise the con-
venience of owning a dish-
washer to new heights.
The dishwasher in this
"top of the line- kitchen has
been elevated I8-inches off
the floor for easier loading
and unloading—an idea that
can be translated into a
number of different loca-
tions.
Designers at the Maytag
company say That this instal-
lation idea can -be accom-
plished either with custom-
built cabinetry, or by making
a few revisions on a standard
25-inch oven cabinet. On the
dishwasher model shown,
the panel directly below the.
door comes off to make
things easier for the service-
man too, should repairs be
required.
For added convenience.
there's 4 roll around appli-
ance cart that pulls out of the
cabinet next to the dining ta-
ble. It's equipped with a
warming tray on the top sur-
face and adjustable shelves
to store all the small appli-
ances needed to make kit-
chen chores as simple as pos-
sible.
AN UNUSUAL INSTALLATION of this Maytag dish-
washer, raising it 13 inches off the floor, means that
loading dishes and pots and pans will be easier and
more convenient than if the appliance was built into
base kitchen cabinetry in a conventional manner.
The cart features its own
strip outlet—you just plug
the one cord on the cart into
the wall, then plug the
appliances into the power
strip for use.
Dish storage has been lo-
cated in the pull-out section
of the cabinet above the cart.
Again, shelves are adjustable
753-1713
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
to store any size dinnerware
or serving pieces.
'And the sink is located
where it will be most conve-
nient. The alcove housing the
sink is lined with paneling,
made attractive with a wall
.hung shelf for decorative ac-
cessories and given light

















The pearl: nature's mystery, fashion's star
What's today's most popu-
lar fashion accessory, one of
history's most treasured
gems and one of the wisest
investments any collector,
jewelry lover or financier
cor make?
, The answer to all of these
questions lies in nature's
most beautiful mystery—the
pearl. Since before the days
of Alexander the Great the
pearl has been praised and
coveted. The powers of wis-
dom, and happiness have
been attributed to it, and the
glowing sphere has even
been ground for use as an
aphrodisiac.
, Gem for all
Modern man no longer
fondles the pearl as a talis-
man of wisdom, nor is the
-pearl strictly a gem of royalty
as in earlier times. Thanks to •
the course of history and the
development of the cultured
pearl, the beautiful and
radiant cultured pearl is now
available. to every enlight-
ened consumer. ,
Enlightened? Yes, unfor-
tunately, with the advent of
miniskirts, mod fashion5 and
madcap lifestyles. the simple
and elegant cultured pearl
was overlooked in favor of
scads of jangles and bangles
and big. clunky beads. .
But with today's return to
elegance and simplicity in






in a Tuxedo by...
for quality in fabric, design
and all their accessories, cul-
tured pearls have once again
taken their rightful place as
the gem to add that final




ever, be re-educated in a
sense to the true value of cul-
tured pearls. There are many
"fakes" on the market, some
of them very beautiful, some
of them quite costly. But
once one has learned the
story of the cultured pearl
and seen the miracle of na-
ture in its luminescence, any
imitation or substitute will
seem dull as chalk in com-
parison.
A cultured pearl is a true
jewel of the sea, created by
the joint efforts of nature,
man and the pearl oyster.
The radiant spIndor of the
pearl has a very humble be-
ginning. Imagine an oyster
dormant on the bottom of the
sea, moving its shell just
enough to filter plankton
from the surrounding waters.
Then, one day by chance, a
foreign substance—a grain
of sand or a tiny piece of sea
shell—accidentally finds its
way into an area of the oys-
ter's body where it cannot be
expelled. •
In an effort to ease the irri-
tation caused by this foreign
object, the oyster's body
takes a defensive action.
Body cells surrounding the
irritant start secreting a
smooth hard substance
around the iiritant. This sub-
stance is called nacre, and
layer after layer of nacre
build up around the tiny in-
vader to form, after several
years, a lovely pearl.
How precious pearls are
formed from what an oyster
regards as merely protection
against irritation is one of na-
ture's most prized secrets,
for the nacre is not•ltist a
soothing substance. It is
composed of microscopic
crystals, each crystal aligned
*perfectly with the others so
that light passing along the
axis of one is reflected and
refracted by the others to
produce a rainbow glow of
light and color. '
Nature's mystery
If nature were to scatter
the crystals haphazardly, the
layers of nacre would be dull
and lifeless. But with the
mystery of this perfect ar-
rangement, the pearl emerge-s
as a gem of incomparable
beauty and radiant perfec-
tion.
Cultured pearls are formed
by pearl oysters in much the
same way as natural pearls.
The only difference is that
man implants the irritant in
the oyster, then steps aside to
let nature take its course
while the oysters are pro-
tected as much as possible
from harmful pollution and
rough weather in the calm
bays of an oyster farm.
Look of quaky
As for the finished pro-
duct, only a jeweler using
x-ray equipment would be
—able to distinguish the differ-
ence between a natural and a
cultured pearl.
To judge the value of
pearls, just remember that
the closer they come to being
perfect in all respects, the
more they are worth. For
.exampre, the more perfectly
round a pearl is, the more it
will cost.
The most important- value
point of pearls of equal size,
however, is undoubtedly
lustre. That is what gives a
cultured pearl its unique
beauty. A pearl can be per-
fectly round, pure and clear
in color, and silky smooth
with no blemishes.
Yet if44.-is lustreless it may
,as well be a plastic bead. On
the other hand, a lustrous
pearl of irregular shape can
have great value. -
When judging lustre, look
at the shadow area of a pearl,
not the reflective highlight
area. Do not confuse surface
shine with the deep-seated
glow that is lustre. Think of
Miss Spring invites eacl an







words such as luminescent
and iridescent. If a pearl
casts a .flowing, changing,
mysterious rainbow of color
and glow from its every side,
that is what is known as
lustre, and that is what com-
prises its worth.
Pearl costs have risen
greatly over the past five
years—and pearls have ap-
preciated in value at an al-
most astronomical rate
Granted, not every woman is
privileged enough to count
such pearls as La Peregrina
The Incomparable) in her
collection. (In its long and il-
lustrious history, La Pere-
grina has belonged to such fa-
mous aristocrats as Philip It
of Spain and Mary, Queen of
Scots. It is now receiving the
tender lovingsare. of one of
the world's most famous gem
lovers, Elizabeth Taylor,)
Perfect choice
But whether you choose to
splurge for multiple strands,
of pearls in long ropes, or
select a simple choker or
matinee length necklace—or
even a delicate pair of ear-
rings, a bracelet, or a lovely
ring—cultured pearls are the
perfect jewels for modern
fashion, one of today's best
investments—and the leg-
endary way to accentuate,
highlight, reflect and glow in
perfect. &Ming beauty.
Bass Sandals provide Marlene wit% a
wide variety of styles and with com-
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Use E.S.P. on your R.U.G. and
crack those tricky cleaning tasks!
Caring for your carpeting
may be one of the most tricky
household tasks you face in
your home or apartment.
It doesn't matter whether
you have a priceless Orien-
tal, resilient 'synthetic fiber
carpeting or a budget-minded
cotton, your floor covering
will last longer if you follow
- these tips-for carpet -life irr--
surance- from the vacuum
cleaner experts at Eureka:
• If your carpets are
plagued by grit, dust and
sand that have sunk deeply
. into the fibers, try a little
E.S.P.—not the extrasen- •
sory kind, but one of the new
E.S.P. (Extra Suction
Power) upright vacuum
cleaners;They ve got 50 per-
cent more suction power for
faster and more thorough dirt
pickup. -
• Padding under the carpet
is essential. It helps to fill in
uneven spaces in the floor
and to prevent worn wits.
Padding also adds softness.
and absorbs noise, in addi-
tion to extending the life of
your floor coverings.
• Vacuum cleaners with
Vibra-Groomer beater bars
work best with carpeting.
Unlike vacuums that rely
solely on suction to remove
surface dirt, vacuums with
beater bars agitate, loosen
and brush up deeply embed-
ded dirt to the surface._
• Tan- rugs around occa-
sionally so they will wear and
soil evenly. Change the loca-
tion of heavy furniture
periodically if it rests on rugs
or carpeting.
If your furniture is causing
dents in your rugs, hold a
steam irbn several inches
above the spots for a minute
or two. Then go over the area
several limes with ydiir vac-
uum cleaner to raise the nap:
making sure the rug is dry
('(Sr.
• Shift your stir carpeting
as needed by buying an extra
foot of carpet anti folding -it-
against the riser at the top of
the stairs. Them move the
carpet downward an inch be-
fore the edges of the steps
become worn.
• Lamp cords_should never
be put_under-fugs-,- a a
they can cause extra wear
and are also a safety ha7nrd.
• When the appearance of
your carpets or rugs dulls
' have them cleaned profes-
sionally--.---ttivatly once- a
year.
• Stains? There's one easy
way to beat one of the mos.t
common staining problems.
Depending on how much
cream you take in your cof-
fee, pick a matching carpet
from among the various
shades of brown!
For other common house-
hold stains, consdlt the Stain
Removal Guide. It contains
directions for removing 24
common stains that attack
carpeting and upholstery.
Send 50 cents and a stamped,
self-addiessed #10 envelope
to:--Stain -Rementaf -Guide









MISS SPRING AND YAMAHA
Congratulations Marlene Farrell
Town & Country Yamaha
Hwy. 94 I. Murray
The Secret is Out Marlene Farrell is Miss Spring! The Secret Is Out The Building
On Hwy. 64/ South (AFross From Dunns Furniture) Is A Shopping Village Named
"THE VILLAGE" The Secret Is Out Home Center Inc. Is In "The Village
What Is Home Center Inc? Miss Spring Will Show You!
MISS SPRING SHOWING YOU OVER 100 SELECTIONS
OF MANNINGTON VINYL FLOOR COVERING.
MISS SPRING IS AMAZED AT OUR IN-STOCK-ROLLS
OF CARPET PRICED AS LOW AS $2.85 TO $4.95 PER
SQUARE YARD.
MISS SPRING SHOWING YOU OUR PANELING 
• MISS SPRING LOOKING AT OUR OUTSTANDING MISS SPRING TAKES A BREAK ON A COLLECTION
SURPRISED AT THE SAVINGS. 
WALLPAPER SELECTION. OF OUR ORIENTAL DESIGN RUGS!
Now OUR Secret Is Out!! Home Center Inc.
Here To Supply You With Interior Needs For Your Home, Business Or Office
INC.
. HWY 641. N. In "THE AIME"
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TENNIS IS EVERYONE'S GAME these days, and Car-
ter's has met the demand by designing this tennis dress
set of Spsctran polyester cotton with ulle*h shoulders.
sleeves and racket pocket. Available in blue and yellow,
sizes 4-6X, the act retails for about $11.50 and is
Wear-Dated by Monsanto. Sandals by Stride Rite. Bag
and Visor from Just Accessories.
Miss Spring Shows Future Miss Spring
hopefuls how to get into the swim of things




The increased usage of
modern furniture with the
coolness of chrome and glass
has created the need for
marked individualism and
warmth in our home
environments.
Pleasing and provocative
o The eye, falme-W1-11-a-lig-
ings can add dimension and
character to any wall space.
Weavings," says _Do%
-Freedman, the home furnish-
inips designer and young pre.s-
rdent of-Interlu-de, proauc:
ers of fabric %Call hangings,
"enhance contemporary
home settings by bringing
warmth, texture and emotion
into rooms.
Recognizing a desire to re-
turn to the use of natural ma-
terials in home furnishings. -
Don chooses- fibers such as
'sisal, hemp, jute, cotton and'
.w2lol that are occasionally
@Man ha's been an inveter-
-ate -t-ra-vet-er --siace_cro
Magnon times.
Neolithic man, who -came
later, penetrated every
habitable corner of the earth.
according to Lea Ann Van
Houten. who researches
travel history for the the Visa
card. Even in Hawaii. 4.000
miks off the coast of Asia.
native culture patterns.show
origins identical to those of
Neolithic man everywhere
else.
spiked with soft colors to
create dramatic statements
filled with emotion and
energy.
His compositiiiaa.range
from artistic conceptions of
sensual silhouettes and
cavelike figures to geometric
and absti act- desigas:-
"Wall hangings are not a
new concept," Don Freed-
rtiktim _ntinues. "As far back
as the Middle Ages tapestries
were used to add warmth to
Sione inten-ort.- —
Freedman's designs have
inspired warmth through the
combination of rough tex-
tures, weaves and colors
such as sand, slate blue,
earth browns and orange as
well as through the use of
soft, curvaceous lines such
as draped strands of fiber to
achieve a Seristilff-te-elin
Because of their textural na-
ture and nubbiness, the
weavings add charm and sub-
tle grace to a wall space.
Prompting personal in-
volvement and appreciation,
the wall hangings can be
presentes1 singularly or as
part of a decorative wall ar-
rangement and might include
Don Freedman's "Deep Pas-
sage," which is crafted of
undyed woolen fibers rich in
intricate braid and tassel ac-
cents.
Because the home is an
expression of the people who
live there, fabric wall hang-
ings add the attendant per-
sonal touch to today's con-
temporary styles.
Murray's Nearly New Shoppe
Today's Fashions at
Yesterday's Prices
WALL HANGINGS HANDWOVEN in natural fibers
bring warmth, texture and emotion into contemporary
home settings," says Don Freedman, home furnishings
designer and president of Interlude, producers of ex-
-mind unusual weavings. Freedman's "Deep
Passage," crafted of undyed woolen fibers and rich in
intricate braid and wad accents, adds the attendant







Jeans to fit the extremely small girl and the ex-
tremely large girl so go to the extreme and






























Divide and conquer space
for one-room living grace
One room living requires
using space imaginatively
with au eye for aesthetics.
With the clever use of fabrics
__and _wallrsiverings_itt _one 
overall design, the alcove of
this studio apartment was
transformed into a dramatic
print sets the mood for a very
warm, cozy, relaxing sleep
area. ,
As in any one room apart-
ment The problem of-s-eptar-:-
ing the sleeping quarters
from the living quarters-
exists. In this casp. a wall
• and functional bedroom by was built creating a bookcase
designer,n El m o , wall in the living area, and a
FAS1D. hackrop the_ dres_t
- 'Hidden— -Mean 
d for_ing, table in the sleeping a-leave.
large scale Orient-inspired
print on Belgian linen used as
drapery, wallcoyering. and
quilted bedspread, helps to
unify this small intimate area.
The eatthtone colors of the
rattan furniture and acces-
The wall is covered with
the same 'paperbacked fabric
waHcavering as used kg the
drapery fabric and quilted
qbedspread. It serves a two-
fold purpose: it creates a sep-
sories coupled with the burnt arate area with the luxury of
orange on white colors of the privacy and it also creates an
extra wall space against
which to arrange furniture.
The dressing table, actu
ally a rattan Parsons-type ta-
ble-. datrtdesus a desk,-white-
low end tables on either side
of the bed provide surface
space for telephone and other
accessories. -
Modern floor lamps, lots of
plants. and soft beige wall-
to-wall carpeting complete
the decor of this boudoir.
If there are no windows,
you can create the illusion by
having wall-to-wall drapery.
The interior designer
achieved maximum use of
space 'coupled with decora-
tive appeal.
Congratulations
to a ve rett 




, and We've Got...,
rSteury & Grumman Fishing
v.New Houseboats from 23' to 58'
1• • Flote-Botes
w- Several used houseboats in stock
(You name it, we've got it)
First as always in '78 the most
popular line of pontoon boots ever
built. We hove several flote-botes
in stock, come on down and try one
out, you'll love it!
*BM SPRING HCT4014
f
IMAGINATION, AN EYE FOR AESTHETICS, and jthe clever use of fabrics and wall
coverings transformed this alcove into a dramatic and functional bedroom. "Hid-
den Meaning, an Orient-inspired print on Belgian linen by Southbay Design
Corporation used as drapery, wallcovering, and quilted bedspread, helps to unify
this small  intimate  area. 
Discover the difference with a Harris Deck-Craft. Cutting a
high speed groove, skiing, skipping the waves or just plain
relaxing, a Harris Deck-Craft is the final slop in the search for







The Drifter represents a wealth of accumulated experience of
one of America's pioneer houseboat manufacturers The
rugged Drifter steel plate hull is admired and respected by
knowledgeable boaters everywhere. Your Drifter features
aluminum bonded cabin exteriors, fiberglass sun deck and
ftberglasf-retnfeweiPd-conopy-Cho-ore your Drifter wtth--- the
assurance of performance, safety and durability. . . a whole
new world of adventure and pleasure!
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280 Follow 280 for 7 miles past Bonner's Grocery. Take.
blacktop into Pproroma and follow blacktop to your right
GRAYSON MtCLURE Telephone 502436-5483 DON McCLURE
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Just right at the hips and the-waist, too:
Now fashionable gals can
have man-cut jeans that fit!
Chic Parisian marn'selles
were the first to discover the
fashion potential of clean-
cut men's blue jeans. Soon
French fashion magazines
were showing lovely models
dressed in every possible var-
iation of "les bluejtans"
ffie knee xtiith
boots for day, paired with
spindle-heeled gold sandals
for a witty evening state-
ment, topped with every-
thing from bright sweatshirts
(-les trainings'•) to halters to
. fine silk blouses.
•Fittinis problem
But- until recently mai*
fun-ansl-fashign-constious--
young misses had trouble
"fitting" this look into their
wardrobes; while men's
jeans may have a great look,
they simply:do not fit most
women. '
_ !slaw, thankt in Wrangler
"Boy-O-Boys' jeans, every
fashionable gal can have the
great look of man-styled
jeans with a great, flattering
feminine fit.
No more discouraging
searches through men's and
boy's departments to find
good-looking "in- jeans, no
more hassles with too-large
waistbands. •
Because girls are narrower
at the waist (Vive la differ-
ence!), a good fit at the hips in
men's jeans used fcs' man
about two inches of unflatter-
ing looseness at the waist.
This frustrating problem
has been completely elimi-
nated by new "Boy-9-
Boys" jeans. They're really
men s jeans in styling, but the
cut makes 'room for curves!
With "Boy-O-Boys" you
know that they'll fit at the
'waist if they fit at the hips.
These new jeans are sized
to true female waist mea-
sures from 26 to 32, so that a
26 waist (equal to a man's 28)
will fira 34 hip. They also
come in fhree-clifferent in-
seam lengths. for all heights.
Gri;sit variety
Wrangler makes "Boy- - -
43-Thays•' trt straight legc_and 
flares, in prewashed denim,
colored canvas and twill with
retail prices from about
$15.50 to 18.50. The denim
models include styles in
Wrangler "No-Fault- 1009
cotton which will not shrink
out of size, nor wrinkle and
pucker after washing and
tumble drying. All styles
carry the Wrangler full one-




and finds the making
for them all at the
Wild Raspbe-Of
Dixieland Center 753-0859
' BOY OH BOY!—For girls who like a man's jean cut,
Wrangler has solved the problem of fit with new
"Boy-O-Boys" jeans, especially styled for women so
.that if they fit in the hips they'll fit at the waist. -"Boy-
0-Boys" jeans are available in blue denim, canvas and
twiss colors in both straight and flair legs.
Marlene Farrell ',Tries Out"
one of the wicker chairs at
Bamboo Garden, -while







sMarlene Farrell, looks great in this pretty Spring
dress from P.N. Hirsch, where you can find spor-
tive and dressy Spring looks in fashions that add
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Romance is in
the evening air
Spring evening clothes are
.innocent, flirtatious and full
of flattery. It's hard to go
wrong with luxurious fabrics,
cosmetic colors, and shapes
that hide every fault!
The evening silks are a
great foil for the fragile-look.
tush .Jacquard. restaurant
dresses_ have ladylike skirts
just sweeping the ankle.
Strapless crepe de chine
gowns come with matching
big blazers. "Muse" dresses
evoke Isadora Duncan's
simple slides of fabric.
Bere,shoulder gowns are
softly draped and hung on
thin straps. See them in ro-
mantic florals, cotton eyelets
and silk jerseys.
Evening skirts are slashed
for dancing, ruffled, tiered
and pleated to keep in mo-
tion. Evening pants are tight
to-the leg under tooSe free-
form tops, or shirred intofan-
tastic Zoave or harem
shapes.
Baubles and Bangles
Spring jewelry gets a head
start with lots of hair orna-
ments, combs, and barrettes
to keep those untamed manes
in Low-The stickpin stays on
another season. Silk cords
and tassels, sometimes
strung with ornaments, are a
new look, especially when
the ornaments are gold or
Porcelain. Un-matched ear-
rings are a take-off on multi-
ple pierced ears. Punk
jewelry like safety pins and
smashed watches are fun for
some. Egyptian themes are
still playing.
New warm-up
SHAPING 1 1P for spring
goes to new lengths in this
navy and white warmup
suit by Loomtogs Tennis
Whites. The hip-length
jacket and easy-fitting
pants made of Acrilan
acrylic work on the beach
at Copacabana as well as





trace their origins to mark-
ings used in tribal civiliza-
tions to tell friend from foe.
Among American Indians'.
says Visa •trayel researcher
Lea.Ann Vanitouten, feath-
ers, facial paint and other
marks flintier identified the
wearer's mission and status.
• WHAT YOU NEED







With Savings Up To
0 % On Selected Styles
Over 500 Light Fixtures
Are On Display At
MISS SPRING SEC110/1
has the largest selection of bath fix-
tures in Western Kentucky in stock
and ready for immediate delivery!
Also find,all the plumbing sup-
plies and tools needed-1(Y com-
plete any job!
Wholesale Eledric Supply Co.




has in stock everything from the 31/2




Service after the sale backed up with
over $60,000 worth of parts in stock
Murray, Ky.
Marlene Farrell Miss Spring
• Shows off. . .
Cotton and Polyester Blends
Bathing Suit
DRESSES ... the kind she'll
love ... because they're ...
fashionable ... yet made of
easy-care Polyester ...
''.hOrt Own, Poryroor Poryostor
Interlock drosses ol oiyomi tt. potoso
.ost any mother Some von in any
tutored look Omni *0 sok nit
-Ors. or boos Soompl000 color, Os
Comte Oo ',fronton rwor lona Sem
fi 1010 111
Polyester tees - easy cas-
ual tops for skirts, jeans or
slacks. Terrific selection of
solids or prints in ladies'
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Moto
tresti Bucy in a
Gingham Checked
h es on Navy or Red
ROSES LOW PR(CE $1399
POLYESTER
SLACKS . . .
just right




Slacks of the easiest care, easier
wear Polyester - that means they
wash and wash, time after time,
and always look neat. Available in
white, beige, black, navy, red or
blue Several fashion styles in
ladies' sizes 10 to 13
ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
Pis poicy of Roses s to neve e
very
advertised awn in stock fl tor scree un
avoidable reason eie advsrased saw
denies is not in 'kick Rose el
taws a noir check on nalusef did Can
be teed to piachese ihe rnerchar
dise
at No sale once when the merchan
dise
s evables or compared 
mar
chanties ell be offered d a corn
Odd* reduced once s the henget
ntentbn of Rose's to beca up air
waxy of -9•5.fac5en Ourranteed
News
ROSE S STORES NC
A-Line tent dress with embroid-
ered bodice and high back with
keyhole closure. Textured Poly-
ester and Cotton. Sizes 5 to 13.
Crisp Polyester and Cotton with
soft touches of eyelet trim OD
flounced hem, bodice and
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Debi Moore is ready










Polyester and cottons ... soft and
lightweight ... perfect for morning strolls,
afternoon shopping or nighftime




only. 88You Save6 REG.
Pullover styles with shoulder
straps Choose an Aline tent
or smocked bodice wtth
gathered skirt Spring -bright
pmts or solids with eyelet, rut •
fie. or contrasting fabric trim
Junior sizes 3,141 or L 2" 8.99
• 14 1111-Aulum,44.,turaai TIM13. IIHKOK Uri IL Iffs  
Small blessings: new wigs
are sized for the little lady!
A PETITE SWEETHEART OF A Wit, for the small-
sized head —Petit Four—from Eva t•abArir Interna-
tional. The front waves can be combed down or
smoothed back off the face. This tiny charmer is de-
signed with PermaTeasez styling for added height and
comes in the lively new Solarized Blends' process with


















































The New College Shop







Friday, May 19 from 6 (ii 10
Good things come in small
packages, like Eva Gabor's
new La Petite wig collec-
tion—specially created for
the small-sized head.
For years the little miss has
been tucking here and nip-
ping there—the one-sized
wigs that did NOT fit all.
• Now, at last La Petite
—designed to give fit, fash-
ion and comfort to the little
lady.
"Little women have spe-
Ciaraetrs- WfleitirsromeS lo
wigs," says Josef of Rome.
Eva Gabor's•inaster stylist
.and colorist.
"A wig must be carefully
styled and proportioned to
her height and facial strucl-
. ture. A style that might look
_tcaatituivn_ a medium-sized
head could easily overpower
smaH features and a slender
figure."
Since the petite head 'is
more often at eye level or be-
low, wig construction must
be carefully concealed and
the fiber as close as possible
to natural human hair.
- -For 'La Petite wigs -Josef- -
selected Kanekalon Artelle,
an easy-care fiber that fluffs
and falls just like its natural
twin, and has the luster and
manageability of hair that's
always.in top condition.
All have special "Per-
maTease"s construction
that adds extra lift and inches
without overpowering—a bit
of construction trickery only
possible with today's great
new yig-making techniques.
The La Petite Collection
comes in three soft and chic
new styles, scaled for the
small, close-to-the-head look
most flattering to the small
woman.
"Demi-Tasse" —a saucy
toss of curls to- be worn in
bangs or not.
"Parfait" —smooth top,
fluffy sides and can be worn
differently every day.
. "Petit Four" —front
waves combed down or
back—soft finger waved
back.
And what glorious/y lus-
trous colors! Only the most
subtle, natural shades would
do. Josef masterfully mixed
dozens of hair colors in each
wig for the sunlit shadings of
healthy young hair.
Called "Solarized
Blends." s these exciting
new natural colorations give
depth and dimension never
before seen in wigs.
La Petite—for a wig that's
head and shoulders above the
• !London leaps•
• During the past few years
• London has established itself
• as one of the great fashion•
• capitals„of the World. Buyers
• who make pilgrimages each•
• season to France and hal),
• are now reserving,big dollars
for their British buying.
What started out as a
rather quaint industry has
turned out to be a very solid
business. This shift is attrib
uted to the individuality ot
the London. designers. This
young talent is being accred
ited avith "Putting the Great
hack into Britain.
These "Best of the
British- designers give a
great deal of credit to the cre-
ative climate which .exist,
today in 'London. They corn















Ith Spring on the wing,
It's time to replace those
ravers of sweaterings for
lighter, more feminine
'styles. In easy-going, easy-
care fabrics. Like these.
Dresses you'll want for
-daytime. . all the time!
Dor-Mae Fashions
Dixieland Center
Marlene Farrell, Miss Spring 78, is registering for
a free TV to be given away by Dwain Taylor on
May 31st. Marlene and Jerry Boyd have been ad-
miring the 1978 Corvette Pace •Setter "Limited -











































































































According to make-up art-
ist and cosmetics expert,
Trish, looking gorgeous in
glasses is easier than it
seems.
The trick is to think of
yourself as an artist working
with 'a color wheel, with the
principles of addition and
subtraction. Let's sPin the
color wheel and see -what
happens.
Opposites don't attract
With today's tints the
newest thing in fashion
frames, it's important to re-
member,- when applying
make-up under those colored
leases, that opposites on the
color wheel will be unflatter-
ing to one another because
together they create a
-muddy- -neutral. Pick in-
stead from colors near each
other that are complemen-
-Lary to one another.
You'll see that red tinted
glasses would look least
complementary over green
make-up, blue tinted lenses
would not be flattering over
orange-hoed make-up, nor
yellow tints over violet. In
each case, you get a muddy_
effect and an unflattering
one. -
One pretty way to accent
your eyes-is to choose a
.monochromatic color plan
based on the color of your
eyes, thus intensifying the
pigment.
Match your make-up to
everything.--your eye color,
tense colpr.'frame color.
A single color scheme can
be extremely effective—
especially with blue, green or
brown, and its especially
lovely at night.'
Far-sighted women must
be careful with eye make-up
as the corrective lenses
needed here tend to magnify
the eyes.
For women with this prob-
lem less is definitely more,
and make-up should be soft
and selected from the neu- •
trals such as light blues,
browns, and greys. No
strong colors should be used
Close to the eye area.
Trish suggests that if you
use a liner, it too-should be in
a neutral shade, stroked onto
the outer corner of the lid. -
Blues, greens and pinks
should be blended carefully
away from the eyes and to-
wards the outer edge of the
lids and brows.
Small eyes and those with
near-sight need more make-
up, more color, though it is
One of the 'nicest ways to
create summer year-round
within, the confines of your
own home is to adorn it with
objects made of straw and
wicker. Although every
room will profit from this in-
expensive but attractive
foray into home decoration.
the kitchen is the natural
place to begin.
Every table is enhanced b),
a basket full of fruit during
the day and, at mealtimes, 1,!e
a bread basket. Long. narrow
shapes areperfect for French
or Italian bread: round or
oval baskets for a selection of
rolls, neatly tucked into a
checked napkin. The more
baskets you own, the better
They can be hung on the wall
for an interesting effect, and
win he easy to reach when
wanted.
important always to use a
light hand.
Color can be marvelous
here in bringing up the eyes
under glasses—particularly look—make-up that may be
under tinted lenses—so hidden behind the top of the
choose shades that flatter lenses will appear stronger at
your eyes and the frames:' - the bottom where the tint is
Remember, tough, that lighter—so watch out for the
you do take off your glasses degree of color you use on
and your eye make-up Will the lower lids, and avoid
then be far more obvious, cover-up creams under the
Opening - eye area. Amazingly, thesewill accent dark circles in-
However, since corrective stead of concealing them.
lenses for near-sight tend to With today's oversized
make the eyes look smaller, it frames: women often wonder
is important to define them what to do with their ,eye-
more carefully, thus making brows. ..
them look bigger. To do this Trish suggests IWO-if-the
Trish suggests using a soft frames cover or reach the
eye pencil to line the inside of brows, then leave them important. Don't just make
the lower lid, and under the alone. Do not define them up your.eyes, make up your
lashes, blending with a small, further. whole face.-
soft brush. . If frames come above the , " And consider your
Use the soft eye pencil, brows, don't add any accent hairstyle too—it's very im-
again ,to Ime- the- -1-1PPet Ia.—with pencil QC y_oo. 11. create a pprtant in giving you the pret-
blending with the brush and double-brow look. Always nest Profile- for Your new
extending the color up to just be stare the eyebrows are trim fashitm frames." .
under the brow. and shaped—keep them tidy Trish McEvoy, Meyro-
- For blue or green eyes, under glasses. witz's make-up artist, is av-
blue pencil and shadow looks . When applyingblush to the' ailable for further consulta:
marvelous when used as cheeks, be sure it does not tion at the Reapers Salon in
Trish advises. cover the area already coy- New York City. Trish has
• If yeti wear "h-alf-eyes." ered by the frames. been associated ns/dh Estee
those convenient half-framts B ectac M —Laude, apd has traveled allespled ' r
for reading, your eyes art .  -Mr- 
usk!
__O_Yer the. countgappearing in
slightly exposed all the time., It s,better to apply the department stores and 011
Here agam, less is more in blush after you've put your television doing make-overs
wearing make-up under these "gtes on. And remember, and make-up demon-
glasses. when applying blush or con- strations.
Do balance the look of the touring, to follow your bone Formerly associated with
structure. Revlon, she also works-withframe with eye shadow on -
the lid. Blend it carefully but Use a darker tone when the Withelmina modeling
use color for gentle flattery contouring: try an earth-hued agency developing new fash-
and to counteract the -seri- shade if your frames are ion faces for Models.
brown or tortoise, or a rosyous" look these frames can Here's looking at 'you'










tone if your frames .are rose
or red, ari0 so on.
The new colors for fall are
plums, wines, golds.
bronzes, and marbleized
translucent shades, so look
for your frames, lenses and
milice-up to match and coor-
dinate with your own color-
ing.
Remember that in making'
up.under glasses, high fash-
ion eye tricks will just look
theatrical . . a little drama
goes a long way when your
eye is already .framed in
color.
As Trish says, "In mak-
ing up to _look _gargeou5 in
glasses, balance is all-
MAKE-UP ARTIST AND COSMETIC EXPERT Trish
McEvoy demonstrates the proper technique for con-
touring and highlighting the cheekbones at a program
given by Meyrowitz Opticians called "How to Make-Up
tinder Glasses." Trish says, "it's better to apply blush
after you've put your glasses on, otherwise you can get
an unattractive, less effective result if it intrudes onto
the area already occupied by your frames."
If you're thinking you may need bigger, new equipment tomake your farm operation more effecient, stop in and talk itover with one of the folks at-Sic-Wei Tractor. They'll help youselect the right equipment to match the job and your budget.They'll help you plan your financing to meet your needs andto take advantage of available tax credits.
When it comes to service after the sale Stokes has what ittakes to provide you with all the back-up support you'll everneed.
Remember. ."Most Folks Call Stokes!"
Industrial Road 753-1319
New designs free of unnecessary details
The shape of spring 1978 in
menswear is casual-. Com-
fortable, classic in the sense
of elegance without a flow of
unnecessary details.
It would seem tp be the
dawn of a new-style which
will stay at Yves Saint Lau-
rent for a few seasons and al-
ready is the feeling of fall
1978.
Spring 1978 is a very con-
temporary look for the life-
style of today. The fabrics
are mostly natural. the
shapes very loose and the
moolf—definitely relaxed..
The suit look is fluid and
easy. The great news is the
introduction of the shirting
fabric, very light. very soft,
pale" colors, original strip-
Marlene Farrell, Miss Spring of
1978, knowi'a great place to go to
outfit herself in a jean and jacket
combination by "Male."
Marlene is wearing a jacket by
Male called "In The Bag" and Jim
Ethritge is • showing her a goad
looking pair of jeans to match.
Siopii Graham Jackson aa-ANtu-
our selection of Jeans for the "Guys"
and "Gals" too!
Sportswear is most impor-
tant in the relaxed feeling
—100% mercerized cotton.
mixtures of colors, soft
shapes. comfort above all.
A look at YSL that is
young and will permit the
customer to play the game of
fashion: mixing and match-
ing. Interchange—inven-
tion—personality are the key
words for spring.1978.
WITH THE SAIJULNIP SEASON approaching. the *Kip-
per on the left opts for Sport Buff pants and zippered
jacket in terry cloth, while his companion choose**
nylon Sport Mate boating jacket and cotton/polyester
pants—both by Puritan Sportswear. A Kodak Trindite
Instarhatic 48 camera goes along for good snapshots
on both sunny and cloudy days. Between shots, the
camera slips into a jacket pocket.
Beautiful Furniture
is introduced at
FOREVER YVES ST. LAURENT—The contemporary
look in menswear and elegance at its best is seen. in a
--shirt of soft cotton with fine blue-And white' stripes.
Subtle and quiet detailing and a soft blend of colors in
the accessories mark the Yves St. Laurent tradition.



















MISS SPRING REMINDS YOU-TO
COMPARE OUR SERVICE



























- beautifully s.ty.d for the
larger-sized woman.
In the Tomorrow's Dream
-fashion collection, the accent
is on high-fashion design at
'4••
Fresh and lovely new looks for the larger-sized woman
—"There she goes .,big-
and beautiful! " Yes, fashion
may be taking on a new
theme song this year with an
entire line of luscious designs
_m_oderate prices.
The styles have-the youth-
ful influence of the junior-
contemporary market, done
in missy fabrics—all taking
Marlene Farrell, Miss Spring 1978 lo6ks ready for
warm weather-in this dress from Littletons-. Visit up-





Quality,and good looks are
the main objective of the col-
lection with a new, young
originator at the helm. Barry
Paley. .
-Mr. Paley believes in creat-
ing with a high taste level in
clothes that will appeal to the
larger-sized woman, and of-
fers styles that will work eas-
ily into her wardrobe plans.
Figure-flattering comfort
and ease are the designer
_s onsg_ots _IQ morrow' 1._
Dream.
Fashions include loose.
comfortable tops in airy,
handkerchief points or bil-
lowing sleeves; challis-type
peasant blouses and rriptch-
leg_ skirts in -soft and lovely
polyester border prints.
Naturally cool, and easy-
to-wear Indian cotton coor-
dinates-add another "first''
to the collection, and there
are caftans of a unique vari-
ety; plus shimmering satin
and .gold Lurex for evening
wear.
The Tomorrow's Dream
customer can make grand
entrances, big and beautiful,
at dinners, gala parties or ap-
pear fashionably dressed on-
the-job.
For work or play. . . there
is a style for every occasion
and every type of larger-
sized woman.
This innovative firm in the
A BIT OF or
spring/summer '78 frobi
Jan van der Velden of Sal-
vador. This ultimate col—
lectible, soft to the touch
in %ilk crepe de chine.
is this' season's delight.
@Louis XIV of France in-
vented the modern-day
passport. The French
monarch devised - the
passport as a safe-conduct
pass for foreign travel that he
issued to favored members of
the aristocracy.
Long before then, says
travel researcher Lea Ann




them to ride postal *service
horses deployed along the
Roman Empire's remarkable
highway system.
larger-size market is a mere
two years old, a nesssemer -
which has made quite an im-
pression in styling for the
larger-sized woman.
Working hand-in-hand
with his designer. Barry
Paley has created a collection
of wearables that have re-
markable fashion appeal in
the right fit, the right look and
the ease-of-fit that is so much
in demand by the larger-sized
woman.
The label Tomorrow's
Dream is sold ih major de-
partment and specialty stores
throughout the country.
Kevin Ray and Marlene Farrell Admires A Sharp
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New, versatile microwave
makes you culinary whiz!
A microwave oven with
three-way cooking versatility
has been introducedby Gen,
eral Electric.
The countertop micro-
wave oven is called the
JET' 10. It not. only cooks
with microwave speed—
controlled by time or tem-
perature—it also can be Used
for ''slow-cooked meals -such
as stewed poultry, less ex-
pensive cuts of- meat - like
chuck roast or round ste-ak,
stews and goulash combina-
tions. . -
General Electric research
shows that more than 70 per-
cent of today's microwave
prospects want-cooking ver-
satility for main meal prepa-
ration. includingall the func-
tions necessary to prerfare
full-course meals, roasting,
baking and slow simmering.
What gives the JET110 this
versatility is the new "Sim-
mer 'n Cook" TM feature that
introduces a new microwave
cooking function: accurately
.controlled. _slow cooking. _
While simmer power 'set-
tings exist on other- micro-
wave ovens, the new GE
oven is the first to combine
simmering with the Micro-
Thermometer"' temperature
control to maintain approxi-
mately 180* F simmer.
With every JET110. GE
will pack a three-quart spe-
cially - designed stoneware
casserole with a cut-out in
the cover to allow the Micro-
1
-been- edited to -inicrenrave
oven speed and eonvenie
JET1 10.
Thermometer temperature
probe to be inserted into the
food being slow-cooked.
. Other features rated very
high by prospective micro-
wave oven buyers are the au-
tomatic temperature
control—which GE
pioneered in I975—and elec-
tronic controls.
The. electronic controls on
_The JETII0 provide an.audi-
-bie feedback whenever one
of the control pads is
touched. The acknowledging
"beep" lets the microwave
cook know that each entry or
instruction to the oven has
been received.
Other control panel- fea-
tures include:
—A "Power On" light to
tell the user the oven is
operating and power level in-
dicator lights showing which
PAT ADAMS SHOWS MISS SPRING
SOME OF PURCHASE EQUIPMENTS
UALITY PARTS
nee in General Electric's
of the four power levels is
operating or has been
selected.
—Cooking signal lights to
let the user know which type
of cooking is in .use—Time
Cook; Temperature Cook,
Defrost or ''Simmer 'n
Cook.•• -
—Digital readout which
indicates time of -day, time
left to cook or internal tem-
perature of the food it tem-
perature cooking is being
used.
—Time of Day Clock with
large easy-to-read display.
—A positive Start Bar,
designed to prevent acciden-
tal starting.
In addition, the JET110
will unscramble cooking pro-
grams input randomly and
automatically cycle the-func-
tions i the proper order.
MURRAY APPLIANCE
1001 GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
NOININO COT and JONN SIMMONS OWNERS






















Marlene Checks Out The Many Features On The GE
Built-ins
*Free Delivery
*Service The Same Day You Call
*90 Days Same As Cash
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Time-tested fashions with a soft, sophisticated touch
Where does "fad" end,and
true fashion begin?
There seems to be- a link -
confusion nowadays about
what is fashion and what is
just a passing gleam in the
eye of designers with the
other eye on the headlines.
- It's part of the excitement
fashion generates, but a lot of
women are beginning to feel
dizzy over conflicting reports
and 'instant" changes.
They needn't! Fashion
doesn't leap by magic from
the designer's sample to the
store. There are months in.
between when experiments
are proved out and perfected,
when buyers place their or:
ders and production grinds
into gear.
Fashion isn't- fashion -until--
it is accepted by a large popu-
lation of women.
The Jerry Silverman spring
collection designed by Shan-
non Rodgers and Ted Saulino
has a wonderfully young feel-
ing, and some have a sophis-
ticated deliberate schoolgirl




One prophetic shape is the
skinny pleated shift—the
new permanent pleating lets
a dress move beautifully arid
yet caress the body.
Running, jogging feet
need extra attention!
If you're planning to get in
step with the fast-growing na-
tional pastime of running for
exercise and fitness, or even
if you're a seasoned runner.
it's important to consider two
•things to make this activity
• totally fieneficial: your feet.
Special care - -
Since feet are under extra
pressure during a running-
jogging program. they need
special care, according to
Maurita Robarge,,professor
of kinesiology at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin-LaCrosse,
and consultant to Scholl-; the
foot care people.
Here are some pedi-jog
pointers suggested by the ex-
pert for running feet:
• The best way to run is
"flatfooted," If you run on
your toes or with only the
halls of your feet touching the
ground, you're putting ex-
cessive strain on the muscles
and tendons of your ankles
and legs. notes Ms. Robarge.
• Be sure to buy good-
quality running shoes and
then give the feet the extra
comfort insurance of a cush-
ioned insole.
When running or jogging,
feet absorb the greatest
shock, and should be well
protected, especially if
you're running on cement
sidewalks or other hard sur-
faces.
• Before starting your daily
jog. take a few minutes to
warm up muscles.
One of the best ways to
stretch and loosen Jeg mus-
cles is by walking around the
house (or to the jogging
course) in Exercise Sandals.
The toe-gripping action of the
sandal is a great way to help
firm up and tone leg imiscles
for running.
, • Warm up also with a few
quick toe-touches and low
- jumps. toiget feet, legs and
heart ready for the run.
• Just as important as
warming up before running is
cooling down after your run.
Don't just stop abruptly, but
walk slowly for the last block
• or two to give your blood a
chance to circulate normally.
again.
• Another follow-up to
running or jogging: gently
massage your legs and feet. If
they•ve had a long work-out,
feet will benefit from a deep
massage with a softening lo-
tion.
• If you're starting a run-
ning program, you, might
notice some red rub spots on
toes or heels.
To prevent callouses.
corns or blisters from form-
ing, protect these areas with
specially treated pads that
will act as a buffer and make
four running easier.
Relax!
An important foot -note for
all joggers from the Scholl
expert is—relax. Remem-
ber. you're not running a
race. but rather, working to
improve-your health.
Let your mind run free;
keep your body loose, and let








elegant, perfectly put to-
gether—which Infra-as- that
most of the dresses have
something extra like a jacket
or a coat to match.
Ultrasuede is an American
fashion classic of the hour
and Silverman fans eat-ii up.
This spring, they've used
ultrasuede in new-looking
slimmer. coats, for an easy
blazer paired with a pleated
crepe de chine skirt and shqrt
box jackets with full skirted
dreSses,and then trimmed the
dresses of jersey, crepe de
chine or georgette with
bands, crushed belts or
yokes of the ultrasuede.
The spring fabrics, with
the exception of ultrasuede.
are apt to be porous in weave
and to have either a silky
sheen or a lineny texture.
Fibranne, .acrylic jersey
(with starched white collar
and cuffs}, matte -jersey:
georgette and crepe de chine
arg Shannon's and Ted
Saulino's favorites and ap-
pear for day and late-day.
This is an "up" season for
colors. The Silverman collec-
tion may be pale—as in their
Silver Cloud (a grey-/Mauve)
and Celadon Green—or
vivid as in their their Teal
Blue and Heavenly Blue and
Ombre Coral-to-Blue—but,
they are always clear and
luminous, as if the sun were
shining behrnd the cloth.
The prints have character
as well as charm. They are
beautifully spaced, realistic
flowers on white and vividly
colored grounds.
Fashion thoroughbreds
Gina is one of the leading Switzerland. Germany and
British fashion designers. Britain.
acknowledged by the most
influential fashion editors to
be "creating beautiful
feminine designs which can very much in evidence.
be born by any woman _be-
tween the ages of sixteen and Her eye for detail has, on
sixty;-" one occasion, lead to over
Her main influence in de- seventy yards of lace and
signing has always been the trimmings for one particular
fabrics. She uses only natural style. Gina 's designs can best
fabrics such as silks and cot, be categorized as thorough- -
tons from France. Italy. breds..
For her spring/summer
collection her affection for
antique lace and ribbons is
CLASSit ASH ON—This silver gray polyester jersey
dress, dim and unconstructed with an interesting
tucked detail on the neckline features white ribbed,
detachable collar (not shown) and cuffs giving the first
sign of spring for 1978. Designed by Shannon Rod-
gers and Ted Saulino for the Jerry-Silverman Collec-
tion. Photographed at the country home of Jerry Sil-
verman and Shannon Rodgers. - -
Marlene Farrell, our Miss Spring of '78, is having a great
time trying on shoes of all kinds from Jim's Shoe Outlet.
Why don't you come out to Jim's Shoe Outlet in the Southside Shopping
Center, and put a smile on your face. Select from casuals, dressies and
sandals. Many colors and styles just right for you!
South side Shopping Cent* Phone 753-8715
The spring '78 fashion
forecast heads men in a natu-
direction with a look and
ferl of "rumpled chic" that
teams up trim, easy-fitting
bottoms with full. uncon-
structed tops in earth-pure
fibers and colors.
Following in the footsteps
of the trend-setting naturals
is sporty-looking footwear
crafted and soled in genuine
leather to complete the
consciously-casual mood.
Comfort starts at the top as
men roll back their shirt-
sleeves and turn up collars in
new shirt jackets that imitate
the lapeled look of,a sport





appearance in either-or com-
binations, worn open or but-
toned up, inside or out of
trouser waists, and with or
without a T-shirt.
Big pockets upstage small
banded collars and elbow-
length sleeves are also
pushed up or rolled. Jacket
toppings. shaped up with
natural shoulders and nar-
rower lapels, are designed to
lit loosely over the body to
accommodate the relaxed
man's need for stretching and
reaching without tailored
construction.
Continuing down the look
of leisure, pants take on new,
tapered dimensions, with
added details like pleats, side
tabs and drawstring or elas-
ticized waists for extra com-
fort.
Tied with a cord or a soft-
fabric belt, pants are rolled
up. too, in cuffs that barely
skim the tops of all-leather
shoes:
Underlining the new fash-
ions are the real "naturals':
that complete the casual
feeling—genuine, all-leather
shoes in tassel, penny loafer,
and two tone saddle shoes.
According to,. fashion ex-
STEPPING OUT in the casual direction this spring
are easy-fitting fashions designed for comfort in
natural fabrics and earth-tone colors. For a relaxed
appearance, a madras plaid sport coat, with collar
turned up and sleeves pushed back, tops a V-neck
cotton T-shirt. Pants made in poplin for lightweight
comfort take on trim dimensions with added details
like button-down pocket tab and rolled-up cuffs that
skim the tops of shoes, tassel-trfinnoett and under
scored wills genuine leather sole for maximum
comfort, breathability and flexibility. Shoes by
Bass. Clothes by Cesarani.
pens at the §ole Leather
Council, shoes today are
crafted with natural comfort
in mind featuring quality




The Sole Leather Mark, a
hide-shaped symbol branded
on the bottom, guarantees
it's genuine leathir-Tor the
perfect complement to natu-
ral fashions turning up for
spring.
The fight pairings of natu-
rat colors and fabncs are im-
portant to achieve the rum-
pled look this season. Light-
weight materials like madras
or plain broadcloth cottons.
linens, silks and poplins are
made up in neutral, quiet col-
ors ranging from white,
cream. ecru and sand to
bronze and nut brown.
--Finely patterned
Though mostly in solid
colors, shirts are often done
in small patterns, fine-line
stripings or mini-checks. .
MISS SPRING AND GREG McREYNOLDS





Ray to win_ tooides your best, Nie Marlene. Stop in at Dennison-Hunt and be ready to
match up with the best.
Miss Spring admires the large
Selection of Spring and Summer
Jewelry from Michelson's
Above Nicholson s Manager. Mary Log Wes. shows Miss Spring some of the wily exciting Whim tow*,
































































































When it comes to
courtship, a woman knows
how to chase a man Until he
catches her. Today, how-
ever; the courtship rules are
changing and new techniques
are needed.
These ten suggestions, col-
lected from diaries and per-
sonal recollections of some
of the most romantic women
in the world, may help you
get caught by the man you
love.
I. Accept him is he is. It
won't work to try to remake
him.
2. Show him you desire
him. Most men are turned on
by a hint of fragrance on a
woman: Make yourself More
alluring with your favorite
aerosol spray cologne or per-
fume.
Fragrances in spray form
can be applied exactly where
you want them and in pre-
cisely the right amount.
3. It he's out of sorts,
your sense of humor will help
him over the rough spots.
Remember, smiles are con-
tagious. So are frowns.
4. Look your best when
you're together. Good
grooming includes an attrac-
tive hair style, but keep the
natural look the efficient
way. To avoid the wind-
blown look, try a touch of
aerosol hair spray. Keep
your clothes neat and spot-
less with a handy aerosol
spot remover.
5. Be a good listener.
Know when to offer advice
and when to remain dip-
lomatically silent.
6. Be a good sport. Be it
bowling, baseball or
backgammon, try to share his
interest in sports and hob-
bies. Surprise him with your
knowledge. If he skis, show
him how to wax his skis the
quick way with specially-
formulates aerosol- spray
wax.
If he's a Mr. Fix-it, show
him how you can make
wrought iron pieces and
wooden chairs look like new
with a coat of easy-to-apply
aerosol spray paint.
For safe and effective use
of aerosols, be sure to read
and follow directions on the
label.
7. Don't show your
jealousy. If he talks about
other women when he's with
you, treat it lightly. Re-
member, he's with you.
8. Help him pack when
he's going out of town for
business. Tuck a surprise in
• FOR A MORE alluring
you, use an aerosol spray
cologne or perfume.
his suitcase—his favorite
aerosol shave cream, after-
shave cologne, a gobd mys-
tery, to read on the airplane,
or a lovemote. It will awaken
his thoughts of you when he's
away.
9. Take him out on a
date. Invite him for a night
out to your favorite places. It
will help him understand the
things you enjoy and he'll
remember the next time
when he plans a date with
you.
10. Keep yourself in tip-
top shape. Get plenty of rest,
exercise and maintain a regu-
lar beauty routine.
- Good grooming today in-
cludes regular applications of
such time-saving epnven-
iences as aerosol spray
deodorant, spray tanning lo-
tions to protect your skin and
an aerosol breath freshener
tucked in your purse. All
aerosol products are
hygenic, so you can feel free
to share them with your man.
Now that he's caught you,
follow these suggestions of
the experts and you'll keep
him happily ever after.
FASHION PANTS 
Polyester fashion pants in great colors.




Perfect to go with all your tops and shirts
-- white cotton denim jeans. Reg. 1599
PARIS IS STILL JUMPING FOR JOY over the training suit, giving it a touch







Nylon long and short robes and gowns for
comfort on summer nights Reg. 1399-1599
 TANK TOPS AND BICYCLE SHORTS
For all your summer activities our great
selection of tops and shorts is a must.
- Specially priced 3
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FWto'-poppyrirne print tong gown
rrs -rim: TO —rtupdx SPIHNG.— Time bra fresh viewpoint and a look at the
season's most flattering, feminine fashion from world-famed designer, Olga. The
tantalizing T-Back in Olga's new Flower Poppytime Print Fantasy, a stunning splash
of dramatic Poppies in a melange of pinks, orange, violet on (loud white, is just right
for important evenings at home or splendiferous celebrations on the town. There is
a smooth stretch fit front that shapes a halter bodice perfectly. It's a soft blend of
nylon/Lycra Spandex with a self-fabric mandarin collar. The provocative 'ST" Back
is a beautifully bare revelation from shoulders to waist. And. Olga's shape-y wiz-
ardry features a wrinkle-free nylon Tricot silky floor-length float of a skirt. Look
















Equestrian or hot dog skier
. . . it feels great to be a part
of Mother Nature. Spanning
from East to West, .Ameri-
cans have reaped the plea-
surable rewards of actively
participating in a myriad of
exhilarating. actiyitivs.
The great affection for our
environment has been re-
flected by recent trends in
contemporary home settings.
The ..return tb warm and
earthy-tones and the revival
in the use of natural materials
including bamboo, rattan and
wicker has created a flurry of
simple yet classically exe-
cuted designs.
Additionally, the renel:Jed
interest in flora and fauna has
helped to reinforce this back
to basics feeling.
Have you ever thought of
_bringing the magic_ of the
- Feat -°uftk'cirs- 4*.rur-rtv-ing or dining room with'a wall
mural such as Photowall
from Scandecor? Available
in full color or black and
white, Photowall is washable
and comes in ready cut sec-
tions and with just the right
amount of adhesive for easy
installation.
Photowall covers the
whole wall and is designed so
that any overlap can be cut
away without affecting the
design.
Produced on high quality
art paper, these mural wall
coverings can assist city and
country dweller alike in re-
creating nature's wonderland
in any room of the house.
Home interiors have been
brightly accented by the -re-
turn to things past.•• 'Now
you can offet family and
friends a window on the
.w,Orld with handsome
Photowalls from Scandecor.
ENJOY DINING AL FRESCO all year long :with a handsome Photowall by Scan-
decor, producers of Photowalls. Photodoors, and Posters. This easy-to-install
wallcovering comes in two sizes: large, 128" long by 9' high, or medium, 6'4" long
by 9' high and is available in beautiful color or black and white.
COME OUT AND Mkt
The Fragrance Of Spring
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Modern women need easy
day-into-evening fashions
VICTOR COSTA ADDS NEW FASHION INT to
the spring suit. Rows of vertical tucking and a delicate
string tie detail the jacket of this dirndl skirted outfit
in elegant shantung of QIANA nylon. The crisp white
embroidered collar and cuffs provide the perfect color
accents.
For Basic Sportswear to elegant Formal




8:00 A.M. Yoga class
9:15 A.M. Agency creative
meeting
10:45 A.M. Review of 1978
budgetary plans




6:00 P.M. Tennis lesson
7:30 P.M. Cocktails
If your day often sounds
like the fast-paced one out-
lined above, you are the up
and coming woman execu-
tive of the 70s. Eyety- mo-
ment presents you with a new
• challenge.
Do you get frazzled just
thinking about keeping up
with the hectic and exciting
. lifestyle of the new woman
i.executive? Then its time to
get organiied.
You've noticed other pro-
fessional women rising up the
corporate ladder. Ever won-
der -hoyv. the most successful
of, them always appear pro-
fessional and feminine in the
office, yet manage to look
absolutely ravishing after
row 3?
Today. designers like Vic-
tor Costa, Harriet Selwyn,
Terrance Brown and Lloyd
Williams all create beautiful
"gO everywhere" apparel for
active young Women on the
move.
Simple, easy elegance.
—that's their formula for
success—in, the board room
or on the dance floor. They
have mastered the art of de-
signing clothes that adapt
from day to evening with a
minimum of fuss.
Don't ever pooh-pooh the
importance of fashion in the
business world. Clothes
often do make the woman.
Perhaps the most impor-
tant part of dressing well is to
feel beautiful in what you
have on. Nothing does more
for a woman. Because when
a woman feels beautiful she
looks confident, and confi-
dence is what business is all
about. -
One way to achieve that
aura of self confidence is to
select clothes in fabrics that
are elegant and luxurious—
fabrics like QIANA. When
you wear QIANA you don't.
have to worry about the way
you look. It's like having
fashion insurance.
Since most women cannot
afford two complete ward-
robes for day and evening,
smart shoppers always try to
keep an eye out for attractive
fashion looks that can easily
make the transition from
work to play.
The most sensible ap-
proach, according to those in
the know, is to search for
easy, versatile clothes that
look as elegant and unrum-
pled at the end of the long day
as they did when you first
slipped them on.
Sound impossible? Not at
all, now that more and more
designers are discovering the
practical luxury of apparel
created in drapable QIANA
nylon—the fabric that re-
fuses to wrinkle. And thatls a
definite asset for the busy
career woman, who is con-
stantly running from ap•
pointment to appointmeet.
Your wardrobe should re-
flect your personality as well
as your position. Remember.
you don't have to trade in
your femininity for a corpo-
rate title.
MISS SPRING SECTION.'
Two Pretty Faces, Marlene Farrell and Chris Spiceland, know









Marlene Farrell is ready for a ride in this
'78 Jeep Renegade from Cain's AMC, Jeep.
These 4-wheel drive fun machines offer the
reliability, toughness and maneuverability
to take on your kind of fun. The Jeep CJ's
live up to the adventuresome spirit in just
about anyone, they're an exceptional
vehicle both on and off the road. Stop in
and see them today.
Fir 
Cain's, AMC, Jeep, Inc.
806 Coldwater Rood - 753-6448 - Murray
Open Evenings By Appointment
•
MISS SING SECTION -
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ChAlt - • 111
THE IRRESISTIBLE BUSE SON . . . as interpreted by
Teasing for spring '78. Shirring accents the shoulder




Miss Spring is an enticing date in
her formal from...
121 Oy.Paia The Shon)case MURRAY
Fantasy fashions that have
women.dressing like affluent
peasansts or the chorus of
"Carmen" -at the Met may. be
the pipe dreams of some con-
temporary designers. hut not
' Bill Travilla.
fashion's spotlight as a cos-
tume designer for films.
dressing many of the most
beautiful women in the
world, dresses women to be
women. His clothes are sim-
ple, beautiful and, above all.
feminine. --
"What so man), women
don't seem to realize is that
they are their _own worst
enemies . . their fault is in
not realizing that, as women,
they have the upper hand."
Noting his Latin heritage,
Travilla continues. "the ex-
citing part of the world we
live in is the opposition of the
sexes, rather than unisex-
ing.-
This philosophy is evident
throughout his line for
spring/summer -'78. "My
clothes are body-aware.
-Travilla notes, --bat' they-ft
never totally revealing.
'I feel certain that I am
giving today's woman the
'Ultimate Weapon' her
femininity. A woman is at her
strongest when she is whis-
pering in her lover's ear at
night and when she is being
utterly beautiful and
feminine. Shecan wear down
his defenses in a whisper.
Without uttering the first
curseword or raising her
voice.''
An example of this ultra-




flares from shin-ed smocking
below the waist.
Travilla employs soft, fluid
fabrics, beautifully layered
and pleated in interesting
combinations—filmy
gauzes, thin silks, cry slat-
pleated jersey with hand-
painted crepe de Chine.
He uses some polyes-
ters—especially Silesia —
for permanent pleating. For a
special look, some of the syn-
thetics are pleated on the bias
for extra movement.
II  Once again. Travilla•s





WEAR TREND is inter-
preted by Queen Casuals
in this fresh blue and
white chock blouson
• jacket. It's learned with a
polyester permanently.
pleated skirt. Wear-Dated
by Monsanto, the polyes-
ter jacket is also available
in red and white, and
green and white combina-
tions. Jacket. about $25:
skirt, at t $17.
ang----- -
Tomorrow
Together
